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BEST MICRO FOUR
THIRDS LENSES

If you’re looking for the best Micro Four Thirds lenses in 2018,
you’re definitely not alone. The Micro Four Thirds (‘MFT’ or ‘Micro
4/3’) system has witnessed a huge growth in popularity recently.
Micro Four Thirds cameras offers many of the advantages of the
latest APS-C sensor mirrorless cameras, at smaller overall sizes
(when combined with an MFT lens), and at more competitive
prices.
Due to the handy 2x crop factor of the sensor, MFT lenses
are more compact and lightweight for their quality and range.
There’s simply no other way that you’d be able to carry a 70200mm f/2.8 equivalent lens in your jacket pocket!
The biggest benefit of MFT mount lenses is that they can be
used on both Panasonic or Olympus MFT cameras, regardless of
the brand. This means photographers can choose from a wide
selection of third party options, or even use adapters for DSLR
or mirrorless lenses.
With such a huge variety of great ‘glass’ on offer, let’s see what
are the best Micro Four Thirds lenses available this year.
This guide of the best MFT lenses is geared mostly to
generalist, all-purpose lenses that I deem most useful and best
value for money for a wide range of situations.
Micro 4/3 lenses like the Olympus M.Zuiko f/1.2 Pros or
the Voigtlander Noktons sure deliver incredible results, but the
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price:performance ratio pushes them out of the realms of the
average MFT shooter.
I’ve also included a range of prime and telephoto focal lengths,
using the 35mm equivalent focal length as a reference point to
the 2x crop factor of MFT lenses.
I’ve used Olympus MFT cameras a lot in the past, testing a
range of lenses (thanks Olympus Australia) to decide on the ones
to include in my selection of the best Micro Four Thirds lenses.
So let’s dive straight in to the reviews!

OLYMPUS 17MM F/1.8
Aperture: f/1.8
Focal Length: 17mm (34mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.26 x 1.4 (58 x 36 mm)
Weight: 120 g (0.26 lb)
Price: Click here for the latest price

This was the first Micro Four Thirds lens that made me take
proper notice of MFT cameras in general. I spent a month
traveling in Europe with the Olympus 17mm f/1.8 attached firmly
to an Olympus OM-D EM 5 Mark II (reviewed here), and really
enjoyed using it.
As part of the renowned M.Zuiko pro-range of Olympus MFT
lenses, the Olympus 17mm f/1.8benefits from high optical
performance, dust/splash-proof construction, and excellent
image quality for all shooting environments.
I first heard of this pocket wonder of a lens during an interview
with Ross Harvey, where he gushed about the incredible
performance of the Olympus 17mm f/1.8 for street photography.
I was particularly interested why Ross had chosen it out of all
the best micro four thirds prime lenses on offer.
If you’ve got an MFT zoom lens on the end of your camera,
shooting with an MFT prime lens like this Olympus will really
open your eyes.
Aside from being faster (larger aperture) than any of the Micro
Four Thirds zooms available, it’s also sharper and faster to acquire
focus.
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The f/1.8 maximum aperture allows you to shoot in low light,
and when used up close to your subject, it can deliver very
pleasing bokeh and subject separation.
Despite all the other excellent MFT prime lenses in the range,
I’d recommend buying the Olympus 17mm f/1.8 first, due to
its versatile focal length – 17mm is equivalent to roughly 35mm

Olympus OM-D EM5 Mark II + Olympus 17mm f/1.8 | 1/160 f/1.8 ISO200

in full frame, which is the preferred focal length for so many
photographers.
Most people can shoot pretty much anything at this fixed focal
length, from landscapes to portraits. I highly recommend you
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‘limit’ yourself to this one lens to see how it can help improve
your photography.
Being so small and light, the Olympus 17mm f/1.8 is also
the perfect complement to compact MFT cameras.
As for image quality, prepare to be amazed – this one lens can
produce sharp, contrasty images with a shallow depth of field
that is virtually indistinguishable to a lens worth 3x the price.
It’s not the cheapest of MFT lenses on this list (see latest
price here), but it’ll will make an immediate improvement to
your photos, especially if you’re coming from a kit lens.

Olympus OM-D EM-5 Mark II + Olympus 17mm f/1.8 | Note the smooth
transition from in focus to out of focus areas
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You can see a few more of the photos I took using this lens
whilst traveling in Europe here.
I’m always a little disappointed when friends invest money in
a new camera, then keep the kit lens attached. Kit lenses are a
great start, but they’re also a bit of a handbrake as to what your
high-performance engine is capable of!
Investing in the Olympus 17mm f/1.8 will release your MFT
camera’s true potential, and in most cases, it’ll mean you’ll never
need to buy another lens! I certainly don’t see any need to…
Available in black or silver – make sure this is the first MFT lens
you buy.

PANASONIC 25MM F/1.7
Aperture: f/1.7
Focal Length: 25mm (50mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.39 x 2.05 in. (60.8 x 52 mm)
Weight: 125 g (0.27 lb)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Most photographers have one of two favourite focal lengths –
35mm or 50mm. As I mentioned above, I’m a huge fan of 35mm,
but many of my friends shoot 90% of their pictures with a niftyfifty of some sort.
If you’ve got a Micro Four Thirds camera, there are a few
50mm-equivalent options on the market in 2018. All of them are
excellent performers, which makes the choice to recommend just
one rather difficult.
In my own experience of using each variant for a week, I’ve
chosen to recommend the Panasonic 25mm f/1.7 – it may not
offer the absolute best image quality of all the options, but bangfor-the-buck, it’s unmatched.
The Panasonic 25mm f/1.7 is the MFT equivalent of DSLR
shooters’ budget nifty-fifties – razor sharp, fast to focus, small,
lightweight and excellent value for money (check the latest price).
The equivalent 50mm field of view produces almost no
distortion, making a flattering option for portraits. If you can
step back far enough, it’s also fine for group photos, or even
landscapes.
The large maximum aperture of f/1.7 allows in enough light
to use your MFT camera after dark without a flash. The rounded
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7-blade diaphragm construction means bokeh is soft, creamy and
distracting. Separating your subject from background distractions
becomes very simple indeed.
You can also expect edge-to-edge sharpness at all aperture
settings, and no discernible difference in sharpness when shot
wide open as opposed to when stopped down.

Panasonic GM1 + Panasonic 25mm f/1.4 | Satoki Nagata

So what of the other 25mm MFT lens options out there? Well
don’t be distracted by the Panasonic Leica Summilux 25mm
f/1.4 unless you have deep pockets – sure, it’s a fantastic lens and
f/1.4 will suck in a bit more light than f/1.7, but it’s also a lot more
expensive, and IMO not worth the price difference.
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Then there’s the Olympus 25mm f/1.8, a lens that I really
enjoyed using since it’s slightly smaller and lighter than the
Panasonic offering. However, it’s also twice the price, and in my
mind that’s not justifiable.
For such an affordable m4/3 lens, the Panasonic 25mm f/1.7 is
offers a lot in the way of high quality build, despite being so
lightweight. The metal mount provides durability for active use,
and uses multi-coated lens elements that minimize ghosts and
flare to further enhance its shooting performance.

All in all, if you’re looking for a 50mm equivalent prime lens
to really extend the potential of your Micro Four Thirds system,
look no further than this. The alternatives may seem tempting,
but the cost savings of this little Panasonic marvel make it the
clear winner.

PANASONIC 12-35MM F/2.8
Aperture: f/2.8
Focal Length: 12-35mm (24-70mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.7 x 2.9 in. (67 x 73 mm)
Weight: 305 g (0.6 lbs)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Now I’ve recommended a couple of excellent prime lenses for
MFT cameras, it’s time to tackle a great zoom lens.
First off, some good news. Thanks to Panasonic announcing
a second version of this lens earlier last year, the pricing on the
original Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 has come crashing down. It’s
still not budget by any means, but when you compare it to the
Canon/Nikon 24-70mm f/2.8 equivalents, it starts to look very
good value for money.
The 24-70mm telephoto range has long been the most desirable
of many a photographer. Being able to move from wide angle
to telephoto in one twist of the barrel makes any 24-70mm the
most versatile zoom you’ll ever own.
With the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 attached to your camera,
you’ll be able to shoot everything from a wedding all the way
down to your holiday with the kids… all without moving your
legs much!
Even though I love prime lenses, I have to admit that using a
24-70 equivalent lens like this Panasonic is a huge time-saver,
and makes photography a lot easier!
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If you absolutely must have the latest model of everything, then
by all means, drop an extra few hundred bucks on the version 2
model of this MFT zoom lens..!
However, if you can still find a version 1 of the lens (check
availability here), you can pocket the price difference safe in the
knowledge that there really isn’t that much difference – the video
below illustrates the marginal difference between the two lenses,
concluding that you can save some money with the first version
if you can still find it.
Whichever version of this micro 4/3 lens you choose to
go with, you can enjoy the immediate benefits of having
the smallest and lightest 24-70mm f/2.8 equivalent zoom lens
available anywhere! It’s even smaller than most DSLR prime lenses!
Typically, the size/weight of the cumbersome 24-70mm’s of
this world is a major hindrance, especially for all day shooting.
With the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8, zoom photography for me
has become pleasurable again!!
If you’re used to shooting with a kit lens or cheaper zoom,
the fixed f/2.8 aperture on this Panasonic will be a revelation.
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Typically on inferior zoom lenses, zooming ‘closer’ results in the
camera being forced to choose a smaller aperture, bringing with
it all the inherent drawbacks – it’s fine in good light, but in low
light, forget it!
Micro Four Third sensor cameras struggle a lot in low light
when compared to cameras with larger sensors. Having a fixed
aperture of f/2.8 will mean you can shoot with a slower shutter
speed first, without having to dive into the limited ISO capabilities
of your MFT camera.
f/2.8 isn’t particularly ‘fast’, but it’s a world of difference when
compared to f/4 or f/5.6, which is what you’ve probably been

Panasonic GX8 + Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 | Mitchell Kanashkevich
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used to. f/2.8 shot at 70mm can also produce adequate subjectseparating bokeh which looks good for portraits.
As an added bonus, the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 offers optical
image stabilization, which can mean the difference between a
blurred and a sharp hand-held shot in low light.
It should also be noted that with the newer version 2 model
(here), you can take advantage of slightly improved stabilization
too.
The plastic build won’t win any awards, but its weather-sealing
and diminished weight make the choice of material completely
justifiable. This lens in metal would easily outweigh most cameras.
As for image quality, it’s really impressive. Due to limitations
of the MFT format, don’t expect the same amount of bokeh as
the DSLR equivalents, but sharpness is definitely on par when
stopped down to around f/5.6.
At f/2.8 sharpness is great, but again, not as good as the
expensive DSLR lens beasts out there… but then again, look
who’s struggling with a humongous camera/lens set up!
Previously this lens was priced too high for me to recommend
it wholeheartedly as one of the best MFT lenses of the year.
However, if you can get your hands on the bargain-basement first
version, you’ve just bagged yourself the best value 24-70mm
lens you’ll ever own!

ROKINON 12MM F/2
Aperture: f/2
Focal Length: 12mm (24mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.85 x 2.33 in. (72.5 x 59 mm)
Weight: 0.54 lbs (245g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Before you get all excited about the prospect of owning one
of the cheapest wide angle angle lenses for Micro Four Thirds
camera, hold your horses – this one’s manual focus.
Spit your tea out on your keyboard? No? Good, because it’s
really not all that bad…
Normally I’d never recommend a manual focus lens for stills
photography in 2018, especially when there’s an excellent autofocus equivalent available (in the Olympus 12mm f/2). However,
this time it’s completely justifiable, due to 3 main reasons.
First off, let’s get price out of the way. The Rokinon 12mm
f/2 is half the price of the Olympus equivalent. Even if you use
a wide angle lens every day of the year, such a price saving is
a little hard to ignore. This is quite simply the best wide angle
lens for your money.
Second, the focus issue. Video shooters may still be able to
deal with MF, but for most of us, AF is always worth the price!
However, when we’re talking about a wide angle lens (a 24mm
equivalent), MF starts to become more acceptable. Typically
wide angle lenses afford a lot more leeway between in/out of
focus areas, especially when stopped down to smaller apertures.
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Shoot your subject from 3m away using the Rokinon 12mm
f/2 at f/5.6, and you can miss focus by a whopping 1.8m, and
still have them in focus!
Even when shot wide open, the in-focus area is a forgiving
1.1m – have a play around with this handy tool to see what I
mean.
If you’re more interested in shooting landscapes or architecture
with your MFT wide angle lens, you can set the Rokinon 12mm

Panasonic GH3 + Rokinon 12mm f/2 | 1/6 f/2 ISO125 | Damian Ward
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f/2 to focus at infinity and be safe in the knowledge that every
shot from a distance will be in pin sharp focus.
The final reason for including this manual focus lens in my
roundup of the best Micro Four Thirds lenses of the year is its
image quality.
I found sharpness at the centre to actually be better than the
more expensive Olympus equivalent, and images are vibrant and
contrasty at all apertures.

Panasonic GH3 + Rokinon 12mm f/2 | 25s f/2 ISO 125 | Damian Ward
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The maximum aperture of f/2 lets in enough light for evening
shots without a flash, but if you consider that most wide angle
scenery work should make use of a good tripod, there’s less
need for a super fast aperture. f/2 is still nice to have though,
and offers flexibility for handheld work.
The only downside of the Rokinon 12mm f/2 is its bulky nature.
However, wide angle prime lenses aren’t typically attached to
your camera all day long like a 35mm/50mm lens might, so this
slight trade off is fine for most people.
A manual focus MFT lens may sound like a drag, but with wideangle, there really isn’t anything more to think about – you’ll only
be adjusting focus when photographing subjects at very close
distances, and the rest of the time, you’ll think you have an AF
lens attached anyway ;-)

PANASONIC 20MM F/1.7 II
Aperture: f/1.7
Focal Length: 20mm (40mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.48 x 1 in. (63 x 25.5 mm)
Weight: 0.19 lbs (87 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

I must admit I only came across this dinky little MFT prime
lens recently after a recommendation from a friend. After having
shot with the 17mm Olympus mentioned above for so long, I’d
become oblivious to the fact that there were excellent alternatives
out there… and the Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 II is among the best.
If you’ve got a small MFT camera, attaching a big lens to the
front kind of defeats the benefits of the format if you ask me. The
camera will become unwieldy to shoot, and completely ruin the
balance in your hand.
Attaching a ‘pancake’ lens like the Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 II on
the other hand is a match made in heaven for small MFT bodies.
Even if I’m using a larger MFT camera such as the Panasonic GH5,
I’d still reach for this lens first – it’s just so dinky that it makes any
camera body feel great!
Despite weighing less than a pack of cards, the Panasonic 20mm
f/1.7 II is surprisingly well built, with an all metal body and mount
that can take some knocks and drops. This is the main difference
between the plasticky first version and this newer V2 model.
20mm gives a somewhat unorthodox 40mm equivalent field
of view, but it’s a focal length that will grow on you the more you
use it. Stuck in between two of the most versatile focal lengths,
40mm is actually the best of both worlds.
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The f/1.7 aperture is a big help in low light, with MFT cameras
typically struggling to produce clean images at higher ISOs. By
shooting wide open at f/1.7, you’re maximising your camera’s
ability to suck in as much light as it can, before it needs to resort
to a slower shutter speed or higher ISO.
The image quality is exceptional for such an affordable lens (see
the latest price here). The bokeh at f/1.7 is creamy and smooth,
and allows you to separate your subject from the foreground or
background with ease. As with most MFT lenses, overall sharpness
across the frame peaks at about f/4~5.6.

Olympus OM-D E-M5 + Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 | 1/800 f/8 ISO 200 | Rupert Vandervell
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7 rounded aperture blades help to create the creamy bokeh,
providing circular out of focus highlight elements across the frame.
Colour rendition is neutral, with pleasing skin tones straight out
of camera. There’s also virtually no distortion.
As for auto-focus performance, it’s something of a mixed bag.
When paired with my Olympus OM-D EM 10 Mark II (a camera
with typically lightning fast AF), I found that the Panasonic 20mm
f/1.7 II hunted for focus quite regularly, especially in low light.
For this reason, I wouldn’t recommend it for fast moving subjects
or street photography, but if you don’t mind the occasional
slow focus time, its combination of portability and stellar image
performance makes it a great lens for travel in particular. Just
watch out for showers since it isn’t weather-proofed!
All in all, the Panasonic 20mm f/1.7 II is the lens to get if you
can’t afford my number one pick of MFT lenses – the Olympus
M.Zuiko 17mm f/1.8. It’s smaller, lighter, cheaper and has very
similar image quality.

PANASONIC 35-100MM F/2.8 II
Aperture: f/2.8
Focal Length: 35-100mm (70-200mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.7 x 3.9 in. (67 x 99 mm)
Weight: 320 g (0.7 lbs)
Price: Click here for the latest price

When talking about the best Micro Four Thirds lenses in any
category, the Panasonic 35-100mm f/2.8 II is a tough one to beat.
This is Panasonic’s premium fast telephoto zoom lens,
equivalent to a 70-200mm in full frame terms. As such, it’s the
perfect complement to the aforementioned Panasonic 12-35mm
f/2.8 II – with these two lenses tucked away neatly in just a small
camera bag, you’ve can shoot pretty much anything you could
ever want.
Be careful that you’re buying the second generation of this lens
(available here) – the first is still a great lens, but for some reason,
it’s virtually the same price as the newer version, so it doesn’t really
make sense to buy into the older technology in this instance.
Despite there being several MFT zoom lenses with similar focal
ranges, there are currently no other 70-200mm equivalent f/2.8
zooms available for Micro Four Thirds.
When compared to a full frame camera’s 70-200mm f/2.8
lens, the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 II is less than half the size
and weight, making for an altogether more manageable (and
enjoyable!) shooting experience. It’s also less than half the price.
Many switch to the Micro Four Thirds format due to the size/
weight savings of the MFT lenses, and the fact that everything is
much cheaper than full frame equivalents is an added bonus.
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However, it should be remembered that the crop factor of the
MFT sensor means that whilst the equivalent full frame focal length
is double, the equivalent aperture of the lens is actually half the
value.
This means that f/2.8 is equivalent to f/5.6 on a full frame
camera, so unless you’re zoomed in completely to 100mm on
the Panasonic 35-100mm f/2.8 II, you’re unlikely to benefit from
much bokeh. To really maximise subject separation, you can zoom
in and focus at the minimum focal distance of 0.85 m (33.46″).
Despite its relative lightweight for a medium-long range
telephoto zoom lens, the Panasonic 35-100mm f/2.8 II is
solidly built and weather-sealed. Pairing it with a weathersealed Panasonic GH4or Olympus OM-D EM 1 creates an ideal
all-weather shooting solution.
Focusing is lightning fast in good light, and actually very
impressive in low light too, making the Panasonic 35-100mm
f/2.8 II a solid event photography lens for MFT shooters. Paired
with the Panasonic 12-35mm f/2.8 II, it’s also all you’d ever need
to shoot a wedding.
Images are sharp and clear throughout the frame, as you’d
expect from an MFT lens from Panasonic’s professional range.
There’s also no visible distortion throughout the zoom range.
The real standout feature though is the ‘Power O.I.S’ – image
stabilisation that provides an additional 4 stops of aperture
flexibility, and a huge benefit for video shooters.
In practice, this means that even when zoomed in at 100mm,
you can hand-hold the Panasonic 35-100mm f/2.8 II at much
slower shutter speeds that would be normally possible, thus
allowing you to keep your camera’s ISO as low as possible.
All in all, this is one impressive telephoto lens at a very
manageable size/weight. If you’re used to spending thousands
on 70-200mm f/2.8 DSLR equivalents, you’ll be very happy at
the price of this Panasonic too.

OLYMPUS 40-150MM F/4-5.6
Aperture: f/4-5.6
Focal Length: 40-150mm (80-300mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.5 x 3.3 in. (63.5 x 83 mm)
Weight: 0.48 lbs (220 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Normally I wouldn’t recommend a ‘slow’ zoom lens without
a constant aperture, especially in the Micro Four Thirds format.
However, I’ve made an exception with the Olympus 40-150mm
f/4-5.6, an MFT telephoto lens that offers great performance at
a bargain price.
As an 80-300mm equivalent zoom, this lens is obviously suited
for shooting faraway objects, or to compress the background
behind your subject.
Used wide open at its widest angle (f/4 at 40mm), the Olympus
40-150mm f/4-5.6 is impressively sharp, and becomes even
sharper if you have enough light to be able to stop the aperture
down to f/5.6. This makes it equally suited for portraits, whereby
the 40mm gives a flattering 80mm field of view.
The mid-range (49-70mm) of this MFT telephoto is where it really
shines, with good performance at f/4, and sharpness increasing
overall at f/5.6, and remaining constant to around f/11.
From 100-150mm, sharpness is still good, but I have to say
that it’s not quite as sharp as the wider end of the spectrum.
This is a common trait on all cheap zoom lenses – if you’re after
stellar image performance right throughout the zoom range (and
a constant, fast aperture), you’ll have to stump up over ten times
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more for the Olympus 40-150mm f/2.8 – an incredible lens, but
bulky and expensive.
On the topic of price, the Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 really is
unbeatable – where else can you get such a long-range telephoto

Olympus PEN E-P3 + Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 | 1/640 f/9

MFT lens for under $130?! Check the exact price here, but know
that you’re getting a lot of lens for an absolute bargain price.
Autofocus speeds are excellent, with the lens locking on to a
subject well within a second through its entire focusing range.
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Another huge benefit of the Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 is its
size/weight – at only 0.48 kbs (220g), it’s smaller and lighter than
most DSLR prime lenses! Being able to fit a 300mm equivalent
zoom lens into your jacket pocket is nothing short of incredible,
and highlights a major advantage of the MFT format.
As you’d expect from such a lightweight, inexpensive lens,
build quality is basic, almost completely plastic. Similar to most
kit lenses, a lot of the cost is shaved off in building a lens that

Olympus PEN E-P3 + Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 | 1/800 f/8
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won’t take too many bumps, but as long as you look after it, you
should be fine.
One other thing to consider of course is the aperture, which
will certainly be limiting in low light. Even if you have one of the
professional Micro Four Thirds camera bodies (such as the newly
released Panasonic GH5), you cant really rely on clean high ISO
performance, meaning that you’ll definitely struggle to shoot at
f/4 with shutter speeds around 1/100.
The Olympus 40-150mm f/4-5.6 is intended for daylight
shooting, so as long as you’re alright with this, you’ll be good to
go!
There are a few alternative long-range MFT zoom lenses, but
for its price:performance ratio, this one is the best by far.
If you’re a professional wildlife or sports photographer, you’ll
need to cough up a lot more for the f/2.8 version, but as long as
you’re happy to shoot in decent light, the Olympus 40-150mm
f/4-5.6delivers excellent bang for the buck in a compact package.
For fans of long-range photography – this is definitely the first
MFT zoom lens you should get.

OLYMPUS 45MM F/1.8
Aperture: f/1.8
Focal Length: 45mm (90mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.2 x 1.8 in. (56 x 46 mm)
Weight: 0.25 lbs (116 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

For many, the Olympus 45mm f/1.8 is the preferred lens for
portrait photography. As a 90mm equivalent, it’s perfect for
flattering head/full-body shots.
The combination between the mid-range focal length and fast
f/1.8 aperture delivers the creamiest, most shallow depth of field
you’re likely to see with an MFT prime lens. For those Micro Four
Thirds naysayers who don’t believe shallow DOF is possible with
such small sensors, think again!
Whilst there are several other f/1.8 (and faster) MFT lenses
available in 2018, using slightly longer focal lengths such as this
90mm equivalent, really helps to produce subject separation akin
to more expensive (and bigger!) APS-C and full frame sensors.
At less than the weight of a paperback book, the Olympus
45mm f/1.8 is a perfect lightweight lens for travel or everyday
use. Attached to the front of even the smallest MFT camera, it
feels well balanced and unobtrusive. It really is a tiny lens that
makes your camera a pleasure to use.
At f/1.8, the Olympus 45mm f/1.8 is nice and sharp, with the
effect exaggerated due to the pleasing out of focus (bokeh)
elements that surround the in-focus elements. Stopping down to
f/2.8 increases overall sharpness slightly, but you’re not buying
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a lens like this to stop it down – f/1.8 and maximum bokeh is
where the fun’s at!
f/1.8 will also allow for some low-light photography without the
need to resort to your camera’s flash. As long as you can hand
hold a shot at around 1/100 (most people can!), you should be
able to capture photos after sun set without having to increase
your ISO to where things start getting messy.

Olympus OM-D E-M1 Mark II + Olympus 45mm f/1.8 | ISO200,
111 seconds, f/2.8 | Jack Kurtz
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If you’ve got deeper pockets or are a working pro who relies
on the shallowest depth of field or being able to shoot in lower
light, there’s also the Olympus 45mm f/1.2 PRO.
Optically the lens is excellent, delivering contrasty images
with pleasing skin tones. There’s zero distortion and minimal
chromatic aberration. Interestingly enough, the Olympus 45mm
f/1.8produces zero flare even when shooting direct into the sun.
Autofocus is lightning fast, and keeps up with the fastest moving
subjects surprisingly well. I like the ability to correct focus, or
enable manual focus override simply by turning the focus ring.
As fro build quality, well it may look like a shiny metal lens
but the Olympus 45mm f/1.8 is in fact 100% plastic-fantastic! I’m
happy for the trade-off though, because at 0.25lbs (116g), this is
one pocketable MFT lens that feels like nothing when attached
to my Olympus.
As for the price, the Olympus 45mm f/1.8 is another bargain
lens, and a no-brainer for anyone who’s happy to shoot at a fixed
medium-range focal length. 90mm may be somewhat limiting
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if you don’t have the space to back up, but as long as you’re
outside or have adequate room, it’s actually quite flexible.
If you’re after an MFT lens for portrait photography, make no
mistake – this is the first (and last) lens you’ll likely ever need.
Affordable, lightweight and small – these are the 3 main benefits
of MFT lenses, and a fast f/1.8 aperture makes this one a great
lens to add to your arsenal.

FINAL WORDS
In writing this roundup, I’ve had to exclude many excellent
Micro Four Thirds lenses for the sake of brevity.
One of the benefits of the MFT system is the sheer breadth of
choice when it comes to lenses, with most of them at much more
affordable prices than DSLR equivlents.
However, I believe that the 8 MFT lenses reviewed above
represent the absolute best performance for your money in
2018. Yes, there are many good alternatives out there, but
stick to this list and you can build yourself an affordable, highperformance photography kit.
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I’ve updated this roundup of the best Fuji lenses in 2018 due
to the recent growth in popularity of Fuji X Mount Cameras.
Both amateur and professional photographers have opened
their eyes to the benefits of the mirrorless camera system, and
the allure of the range of Fuji X mount lenses has paved the way
to the great Fujifilm revolution!
Other manufacturers are producing incredible mirrorless
cameras too, but the well-established lineup of Fujifilm X mount
lenses has been a big reason to stick to the big F.
Since this Fuji lens review roundup is a long one, here are my
recommendations of what Fuji lenses to buy first.
The Fuji 55-200mm f/3.5-4.8, an incredible all-rounder and
one of the best Fuji zoom lenses I’ve ever used. (If you’re a prime
shooter and need something long, get the amazing Fuji 90mm
f/2instead – it’s the best Fuji lens for portrait photography right
now.)
As for the best Fuji wide angle lens, the Fuji 16mm f/1.4 is
hard to beat for speed and image quality.
If you’re looking for the best Fuji prime lenses, the Fuji 23mm
f/1.4 or the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR are my two favourites due to their
versatile focal length. The f/2 is lighter and weather-resistant,
whilst the f/1.4 is slightly better in low-light.
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If you’re after an ultra-wide angle zoom, my choice would
be the Fuji 10-24mm f/4, which many call the best Fuji lens for
landscape photography.
I’ve selected the best Fuji lenses based on my own personal
experience (thanks Fujifilm Australiafor the loans!) All the Fuji X
mount lenses are excellent in one way or another, but the ones
I’ve chosen to highlight below represent the best value for money
and versatility in my opinion.
So here’s my selection of the best Fuji lenses available so far in
2018.

FUJI 55-200MM F/3.5-4.8
Aperture: f/2.5-4.8
Focal Length: 550-200mm (80-300mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.95 x 2.95 x 4.65 in. (74 x 74 x 118mm)
Weight: 1.28 lbs (580 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Shown on a Fuji X-Pro1 above, the Fuji 55-200mm f/3,5-4.8 is
a relatively portable telephoto zoom that offers impressive image
quality right across its wide zoom range. Focus is silent and fast,
perfectly complementing the Fuji mirrorless camera lineup for
discreet shooting.
The inbuilt image stabilisation of the Fuji 55-200mm f/3,5-4.8 is
impressive, allowing the use of slow shutter speeds to prevent
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camera shake even when hand-holding in low light situations.
Imagine being able to shoot 4 or 5 stops slower than you usually
would with a long-range zoom lens and still have a sharp photo!
Being able to use slower shutter speeds in low light will allow
you to use lower ISOs, which in turn leads to a cleaner final image.
The 55-200mm focal length when used on a Fuji X mount

Fuji 55-200mm Sample Image | Copyright Eduard Kraft

camera with a 1.52x crop factor shows the same angle of view as
an 80-300mm lens on a 35mm camera.
This provides a medium to long range zoom capabilities,
making the Fuji 55-200mm f/3,5-4.8 an excellent choice for
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Fuji 55-200mm Sample Image | Copyright Freiraum7

cropping tight on landscape shots or pulling elements in the
distance closer together (see below image as an example).
The build on the Fuji 55-200mm f/3,5-4.8 is solid, as with all of
the Fuji X mount lenses. Autofocus is extremely fast and accurate
thanks to two linear motors, and the bokeh from f/2.5 to 4.8 is
beautiful and creamy.
In-focus elements are razor sharp at all settings, as illustrated
well in the photo below.
My favourite feature of this impressive Fuji zoom lens is its
ability to focus as close as 1.1 metres, which means you can
capture high quality telephoto close-ups, much like a macro lens.
With over 100 5 star reviews on Amazon, the Fuji 55-200mm
f/3,5-4.8 is one of the best Fuji zoom lenses – an excellent allround choice with a useful telephoto range and high image
quality.

FUJI 23MM F/1.4
Aperture: f/1.4
Focal Length: 23mm (35mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.83 x 2.83 x 2.48 in (71 x 71 x 62 mm)
Weight: 1.2 lbs (550 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

For many photographers (including myself), this is one of
the best Fuji prime lenses ever made. When I tested a range
of Fuji lenses for this review, I had this Fuji 23mm f/1.4 on my
camera 90% of the time… and absolutely loved it.
It’s usually the smaller prime lenses such as this one that are
the most lenses for Fuji X series cameras, since they balance so
well with the camera body.
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Fuji 23mm f/1.4 Sample Image – Best Fuji Lenses

35mm is arguably the most popular focal length for
photographers due to its versatility, being equally at home
shooting portraits as well as being wide enough to fill the frame
with interest.
The Fuji 23mm f/1.4 is super-sharp, focuses accurately and
near instantaneously, has beautiful bokeh when shot wide open
at f/1.4, and also displays awesome sun stars when stopped down
to smaller apertures.
You can see the subject separation and smooth bokeh exhibited
by the Fuji 23mm f/1.4 in the image below.
There’s no distortion which is unusual for a 35mm lens, and
another surprise is the complete lack of vignetting, even at f/1.4,
This could be the ‘cleanest’ 35mm equivalent lens ever produced
– it’s definitely the better of the two 23mm Fuji lenses, in terms
of image quality.
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Fuji 23mm f:1.4 Sample Image | Copyright Sven P

The Fuji 23mm f/1.4 is a metal lens which feels sturdy and
satisfying in the hand, and even more so when attached to a
similarly robust body such as the new Fuji X-Pro2.
In fact, photojournalists and street photographers often
have the Fuji 23mm f/1.4 permanently attached to their mockrangefinder X-Pro’s, simply because the combination is so good.
As for sharpness, well Ken Rockwell reports that “the Fuji 23mm
f/1.4 is as sharp as Nikon and Canon’s 35mm f/1.4 lenses”, which
cost twice as much.
If you’re look for one of the best Fuji prime lenses, the Fuji
23mm f/1.4 is definitely up there. It’s simply an extraordinary lens
at a very useful focal length.

FUJI 16-55MM F/2.8
Aperture: f/2.8
Focal Length: 16-55mm (24-84mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 3.27 x 3.27 x 4.17 in. (83 x 83 x 105 mm)
Weight: 1.44 lbs (653 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

The weather-resistant Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 lens is a midrange
zoom with a focal length equivalent to 24-84mm, and a constant
f/2.8 aperture throughout the range. It’s a pro-grade zoom
Fujifilm lens with amazing optics and razor-sharpness from edgeto-edge.
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If you are ready to make the investment, the Fuji 16-55mm
f/2.8 is the best midrange zoom Fujifilm produces, and also the
most popular all-round focal length zoom available.
A cheaper (and lighter) alternative is the Fuji 18-55mm f/2.8 –
(read reviews here), although it has to be said that the 18-55mm
is in a different league to this Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8.

Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 Sample Image | Copyright Martin Hulle

On a 35mm camera, the Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8‘s closest lens
would be the popular 24-70mm f/2.8, a zoom range favoured by
many pro photographers due to its versatility – from wide angle
to medium telephoto, a 24-70mm covers it all.
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On the APS-C sensor Fujifilm cameras, a 16-55mm f/2.8 gives
you even more range (up to an equivalent of 84mm).
Shot fully zoomed out to 55mm, the Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 is an
excellent portrait lens. If you step back enough and want to shoot

Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 Sample Image | Copyright Dave Kal Piper

wide, a non-distorted portrait can even be shot around 16mm,
like the example below which was shot at 17mm.
The Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 is built out of metal which makes it
very robust and a pleasure to hold. Its solid build does however
add to its weight, with often results in it being a lot heavier than
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the Fuji mirrorless camera it’s attached to (see photo above with
the Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 attached to a Fuji X-T1).
If you don’t mind the weight, the Fuji 16-55mm f/2.8 is
technically brilliant, and since the focal range is so versatile, it
deserves to remain here as one of the best Fuji lenses available
this year.

FUJI 27MM F/2.8
Aperture: f/2.8
Focal Length: 27mm (41mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.4 x 2.4 x 0.91 in. (60 x 60 x 23 mm)
Weight: 0.17 lbs (77 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

This ‘pancake lens’ is my second favourite in this roundup
(after the Fuji 23mm f/1.4). It’s the smallest and lightest of all the
Fujifilm lenses, making it one of the best Fuji lenses for travel.
In my mind, the biggest benefit of the Fuji X cameras and
compact mirrorless cameras in general is their size and weight.
Putting a big, heavy zoom on the front of a lightweight Fuji camera
body just doesn’t make sense to me.
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The Fuji 27mm f/2.8 adds a mere 0.17 lbs (77 g) to the front
of your Fujifilm X camera and is an absolute joy to use, making
it much more likely that you’ll have your camera in your pocket
with you everywhere you go.

Fuji 27mm f/2.8 Sample Image | Shot at f/8

The focal length of the Fuji 27mm f/2.8 is equivalent to 41mm
on a full frame camera, about the same angle of view as the
human eye. This means you can accurately frame your shot
before you’ve even lifted the camera to your eye, making it a
great choice for street photographers.
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Incidentally, if you’re looking for a small and light camera for
use on the street, many consider the Fuji X-A1 to be the best
camera under $500.
As for performance, the Fuji 27mm f/2.8 is sharp at all apertures,
although shooting wide open at f/2.8 will result in slight softness
in the corners, but it’s barely noticeable.
When stopped down to the smaller apertures, the Fuji 27mm
f/2.8 is at its sharpest, exhibiting no distortion combined with
excellent colour rendition, as shown in the jpeg image below
which came straight out of a Fuji X-Pro1 with Velvia film simulation.
With a lens of this focal length and a semi-fast f/2.8 aperture,
it won’t be pleasing any of the bokeh-whores out there, but still,
there’s enough subject separation to elevate your image from
the smart phone shooters out there.
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The Fuji 27mm f/2.8 is available in silver and black. If you’re
going traveling and need a lightweight, flexible and fun lens for
your new Fuji mirrorless camera, you can’t find much better than
this great Fuji lens.

Fuji 27mm f/2.8 Sample Image – Copyright Joe D

FUJI 16MM F/1.4
Aperture: f/1.4
Focal Length: 16mm (24mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.87 x 2.87 x 2.87 in. (73 x 73 x 73 mm)
Weight: 0.83 lbs (376 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Equivalent to a 24mm lens on a full frame camera, the Fuji
16mm f/1.4 is held by many as the best Fuji wide angle lens.
24mm is typically used in conjunction with a longer lens by
wedding photographers, landscape photographers, street
photographers, architectural photographers and basically anyone
who wants to tell a story by including more in the frame.
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For a wide angle lens, the Fuji 16mm f/1.4 has relatively little
distortion for a wide angle lens. Distortion is hard to measure
on some Fuji lenses since the camera body may be correcting
any distortion automatically, but either way, you won’t see any
warped elements in your final images.

Fuji 16mm f/1.4 | Copyright Damian Lovegrove

Remember that you can even shoot portraits with wide angle
lenses such as the Fuji 16mm f/1.4 if you step back far enough,
as illustrated by the image below.
The Fuji 16mm f/1.4 is built like a tank, much the same as most
of the Fuji X mount lenses. In fact, the Fuji lenses are built much
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better than any of the plasticky Nikon or Canon pro lenses which
often cost (and weigh) twice as much.
As for performance, the Fuji 16mm f/1.4 is super-sharp, exhibits
no lateral colour fringing and no visible light falloff even when
shot wide open at f/1.4.
As with all wide angle lenses, you need your subject to be
relatively close to the camera if you really want to separate
them from the background via the bokeh. In fact, the Fuji 16mm
f/1.4 can focus to within just 6cm from the front of the lens!
As for sunstars when shot at smaller apertures, see the long
exposure photo below for how beautifully these reproduce.

Fuji 16mm f/1.4 Image Sample | Copyright Les Taylor
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An advantage of a fast wide angle lens like the Fuji 16mm
f/1.4 is your ability to shoot it at slower shutter speeds than a
longer lens. Any slight movement when shooting hand held will
in effect be masked by the width of the shot, and f/1.4 will let
plenty of light in to help achieve a faster shutter speed.
When combined with the high ISO performance of the Fuji
mirrorless camera lineup, low light photography is made a lot
more achievable.
If you’re looking for a more affordable and lightweight Fuji
wide-angle lens, the Fuji 18mm f/2 lensis an alternative at almost
half the price. Having never used the lens myself, I can’t vouch
for the quality, so I encourage you to read some other online
reviews before making your decision.
That said, it’s the Fuji 16mm f/1.4 that’s the best wide angle
lens available for Fuji x series cameras today, thanks to its image
quality, build and versatility.

FUJI 10-24MM F/4
Aperture: f/1.4
Focal Length: 10-24mm (15-36mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 3.07 x 3.07 x 3.43 in. (78 x 78 x 87 mm)
Weight: 0.9 lbs (408 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Many photographers prefer to reach for a wide-angle zoom
rather than a prime. Often used on tripods by landscape and
architectural photographers, the ability to zoom to frame a shot
perfectly is a huge advantage when the camera’s position is fixed.
The 15-36mm equivalent focal range of the Fuji 10-24mm
f/4 makes it extremely versatile, allowing the ability to take
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advantage of a wide-angle as well as the popular 35mm (36mm)
field of view. It’s another great Fuji lens for landscape photography.
The fixed f/4 aperture is available throughout the 2.4x zoom
range, and provides excellent detail from the foreground to the
distance. The inclusion of Optical Image Stabilisation in the Fuji
10-24mm f/4 means that you’re able to work handheld which
shooting in low light too.

Fuji 10-24mm f/4 Sample Image | Copyright Yak Mirs

Thanks to the use of an inner focusing high-speed AF system
with lightweight internal lens elements, the Fuji 10-24mm f/4 is
very quiet to use. Combined with a silent Fuji mirrorless camera
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like the Fuji X-T2 (reviewed here), it makes a perfect reportage
style documentary photographysetup.
A minimum focusing distance of just 28cm means that you
can capture both smaller foreground detail along with the wider
surroundings to give your subject context, such as in the photo
below shot at 10mm.

Fuji 10-24mm f/4 Sample Image | Best Fuji Lenses

Note that in the image below, the trees are leaning to the
centre of the frame due to the low level of the camera position.
Ken Rockwell calls the Fuji 10-24mm f/4 “the best ultrawide
(Fuji lens) for the Fuji X-mount cameras”, and for good reason.
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The optical quality is superb and the useful 10-24mm focal
range makes the Fuji 10-24mm f/4 one of the best Fuji lenses
available today.

FUJI 90MM F/2
Aperture: f/2
Focal Length: 90mm (137mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.95 x 2.95 x 4.13 in. (75 x 75 x 104 mm)
Weight: 1.32 lbs (600 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Remember that this best Fuji lenses round up is in no particular
order – if it were, the incredible Fuji 90mm f/2 would be closer
to the top.
With an equivalent focal length of 137mm, the Fuji 90mm f/2 is
the best Fuji lens for portrait photography in the Fuji x-mount
lens line up, delivering ultra-sharp, flattering results with zero
distortion.
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The optical construction of 11 elements in 8 groups minimizes
vignetting and creates beautiful bokeh thanks to the rounded
diaphragm.
As well as being an excellent portraiture lens, the Fuji 90mm
f/2 is also used widely as a lens for astronomy photography due
to its focal length and fast aperture.

Fuji 90mm f/2 Sample Image | Copyright Bert Stephani

As with all Fuji X mount lenses, the construction is solid. The Fuji
90mm f/2 features weather and dust-resistant sealing, allowing
usage to temperatures as low as -10 degrees.
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The biggest advantage of the the Fuji 90mm f/2 lens is its
lightweight and compact size. Weighing in at only 540g, the Fuji
90mm f/2 makes much more sense in my mind than the far
heavier zooms in the Fuji lens lineup.
For those who need to carry their equipment for long periods
such as motorsports photographers, the size and weight of
the Fuji 90mm f/2 is a god-send.

Fuji 90mm f/2 Sample Image | Copyright John Rourke

Combined with a Fuji mirrorless body such as the Fuji X-T1 (as
in the image below), the combined weight of just 1kg (2.2lbs)
makes the combo a pleasure to use.
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With so many 5 star reviews on Amazo of the Fuji 90mm f/2
lens, happy users report of “ultra-shaprness”, “superb image
quality” and “astounding colour/bokeh/rendering” of the Fuji
90mm f/2.
One pro went as far as to say, “I’ve had many of the Canon L
lenses and this equals or exceeds every one…”
If you’re after the best Fuji lens for portraits, or you just want a
tighter/more compressed composition, the Fuji 90mm f/2 should
be at the top of your list.

FUJI 35MM F/1.4
Aperture: f/1.4
Focal Length: 35mm (52mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.56 x 2.56 x 2.17 in. (65 x 65 x 55 mm)
Weight: 0.4 lbs (187 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

It’s debatable whether this is the absolute best Fuji lens available
today, but the near-legendary Fuji 35mm f/1,4 is certainly the
most popular lens in the Fuji X mount lens lineup.
With a staggering 130+ near-perfect reviews on Amazon and
a 98% score on Imaging-Resource, this 52mm equivalent Fuji
lens is on the front of so many Fuji mirrorless cameras used
professionally around the world… and for good reason.
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Early in 2012, Fuji released the X-Pro 1 system, with this Fuji
35mm f/1,4 being one of the 3 flag-ship lenses.
It was touted as the perfect combination with the X-Pro (now
replaced by the Fuji X-Pro2), giving a field of view closest to
50mm – the choice of so many photographers throughout time.

Fuji 35mm f/1.4 Sample Image | Copyright Soe Lin

The Fuji 35mm f/1,4 is capable of sharp image reproduction,
but stopped down to f/5.6 is where the sharpness is most
impressive.
That said, if you’re buying an f/1.4 lens, you’ll want to be
shooting it wide-open, and thankfully the bokeh when shot in
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this way is beautiful. Wide open, edges are a little soft, but this
adds to a natural vignetting of the image, giving great character.

Fuji 35mm f/1.4 Sample Image | Best Fuji Lenses

Images such as the one below may not be optically perfect,
but they exhibit a certain character that is unattainable with other
Fuji lenses.
Sharpness isn’t everything after all, especially in portraiture,
where the Fuji 35mm f/1,4 is still very popular.
Another plus point is the price of the Fuji 35mm f/1,4 (check
latest price here), making it one of the more affordable options
when buying a new Fuji mirrorless camera body.
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(Those wanting an even more affordable 35mm option can
look at the Fuji 35mm f/2, another extremely popular lens – read
reviews here.)
It goes without saying that the Fuji 35mm f/1,4 (as with all the
other primes in the Fuji lens lineup) is beautiful to hold and to
look at, suiting the black bodies of the Fuji X-T series and X-Pro
series perfectly.
Silent operation combined with these stealthy looks makes
the combination popular with street photographers and
documentary wedding photographers who wish to remain
unnoticed to capture moments candidly.
Despite its age, the Fuji 35mm f/1.4 is still an excellent
performer. Perhaps not as sharp and optically perfect as some
of the others in this Fuji best lens roundup, but nevertheless,
displaying a certain quality to image rendering that sets it a step
above the rest.
Don’t just take my word for it though – have a look at
the hundreds of 5 star reviews on Amazon for the Fuji 35mm
f/1.4. It’s amazing just how popular all these Fuji lenses are…

FUJI 56MM F/1.2
Aperture: f/1.2
Focal Length: 56mm (85mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 2.87 x 2.87 x 2.76 in. (73 x 73 x 70 mm)
Weight: 0.89 lbs (403 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Whilst we’re still on the topic of Fuji lenses with near-legendary
status and tons of positive customer reviews, the Fuji 56mm
f/1.2 really deserves its mention as perhaps the best Fuji X lens
for portrait photography.
Often hard to find due to high demand, the Fuji 56mm f/1.2 is
the Fuji lens of choice of every wedding photographer I’ve met
who shoots with a Fuji mirrorless camera.
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As Fuji’s fastest portraiture lens, the Fuji 56mm f/1.2 exhibits
the 85mm equivalent creamy bokeh when shot wide open at
f/1.2, letting in enough light to warrant its use even in the darkest
of locations.

Fuji 56mm f/1.2 Sample Image | Best Fuji Lenses | Copyright Nathan Elson

Whilst similar f/1.2 lenses from Canon (which are over twice
the price of this Fuji) display softness when shot at f/1.2, the Fuji
56mm f/1.2 manages to achieve incredible sharpness from edge
to edge.
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However, it’s the beautiful out-of-focus elements (bokeh) that
really make this lens deserving of its inclusion in this roundup of
the best Fuji lenses.

Fuji 56mm f/1.2 Sample Image | Best Fuji Lenses | Copyright Nathan Elson

Shooting at f/4 to f/5.6 is where sharpness really gets impressive,
but let’s face it – no one buys a pro-grade f/1.2 lens to shoot it at
anything other than wide-open!
There’s very minor vignetting at f/1.2 and close to zero
chromatic aberation. As for focusing on the Fuji 56mm f/1.2, it’s
not lightning fast but its no slouch either. When compared to the
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bumbling Canon 85mm f/1.2L, the AF on the Fuji beats it on all
accounts.
The Fuji 56mm f/1.2 feels sturdy with its all-metal construction,
much like an expensive Zeiss lens. Despite being built like a tank,
the Fuji 56mm f/1.2 remains relatively lightweight, and would be
the perfect combination on a second camera body worn all day
by two-camera shooters.
The 85mm equivalent field of view of the Fuji 56mm f/1.2 is a
favourite of portrait photographers – tight if you move in close,
yet wide enough to include just enough of the background in the
frame to tell the story.
If you’re looking for stellar subject separation and low light
performance, its hard to beat the Fuji 56mm f/1.2, and the
hundreds of positive customer reviews since its launch in 2014
tell a similar story – read them here.
If you’re lucky enough to find the Fuji 56mm f/1.2 in stock and
have some money to invest in this impressive portrait lens, you
won’t regret your decision.

FUJI 50-140MM F/2.8
Aperture: f/2.8
Focal Length: 50-140mm (76-214mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 4.9 x 7 x 11.1 in. (124 x 177 x 281 mm)
Weight: 2.19 lbs (995 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

The Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 is another of the best Fuji X mount
zoom lenses, offering the most frequently used telephoto focal
lengths (equivalent to 76mm-214) in a robust, well-designed unit.
The Canon/Nikon 70-200mm zooms are the most popular
professional zooms, and this is the same with the Fuji 50-140mm
f/2.8 on the Fuji side. Similar to the more expensive Canon/
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Nikons, the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 is razor sharp throughout the
entire zoom range.
Autofocus is silent, almost instantaneous and always accurate.
In dimmer light the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 starts to struggle when
compared to a dSLR 70-200mm, so low-light sports use is not
advisable.

Fuji 50-140 f/2.8 Sample Image | Copyright Jacky Ley

By day and in good light is where this Fuji lens really sings, as
shown in the excellent panning motorsports shot below.
Out of focus bokeh elements are soft and creamy, and when
shot at its full range of 140mm, the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 offers
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excellent subject separation, making it a great portrait lens if you
have the room to back up far enough.
Other popular uses of the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 include wildlife
photography and landscape photography work.

Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 Sample Image| Copyright Dhugal Watson

Beginners often wrongly assume that landscape photography
requires wide angle lenses, but this is not the case. This is actually
one of the key points in these 10 landscape photography tips.
Using a telephoto zoom such as the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 can
compress an image, making distant landscape elements appear
closer together, for more striking compositions.
As for build, you’ll know by now that all the Fuji X mount lenses
are built out of metal to outlast your lifetime as a photographer.
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As with all pro-grade Fuji zooms, the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 isn’t
compact or light, but the internal zoom and focus means that the
lens doesn’t ‘grow’ at least!
Image stabilisation on the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 also deserves a
mention, with handheld shots at shutter speeds as slow as 1/15s
shot at 140mm remaining very sharp. Shooting at such slow
speeds would be extremely difficult without the inbuilt image
stabilisation on this Fuji lens.
Whilst my recommendation for mirrorless cameras is always a
small, lightweight prime lens, if you’re in the market for an allpurpose telephoto zoom, the Fuji 50-140mm f/2.8 should be on
your radar. Stick to daytime usage and you’ll be the envy of every
back-aching DSLR shooter stuck on the sidelines!

FUJI 23MM F/2 WR
Aperture: f/2
Focal Length: 23mm (35mm equivalent)
Dimensions: 5 x 5.4 x 4.3 in. (127 x 137 x 109 mm)
Weight: 0.39 lbs (180 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

This is a bit of a bonus inclusion in this roundup of the best
lenses available for Fuji X cameras. I’ve already included a 23mm
lens (the aforementioned f/1.4 version), so why the need to
include another one?
The Fuji 23mm f/2 WR is a bit of a special weapon in the Fuji
lens line up and one that deserves a mention. It’s also the best
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Fujifilm prime lens if want that elusive 35mm focal length on a
budget ;-)
There are a few reasons why I think this impressive lens should
be the first Fuji lens you consider when buying a Fuji mirrorless
camera, but before I go into them, watch this short video clip…
Yep, that’s me holding a Fuji 23mm f/2 WR attached to
a Fuji X-T2 under a running tap! When Fujifilm Australia kindly

leant me one of the best mirrorless cameras for professional
photographers for this best Fuji lenses review, they told me to
have a go at this little stunt, and my jaw was on the floor…
The ‘WR’ in the name of the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR stands for
‘weather resistant.’ You’ll see it on a few of the other Fuji X lenses,
including the 50mm f/2, 16mm f/1.4, 35mm f/2 and 90mm f/2,
so in theory, my incredibly scientific ‘running water’ test is possible
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Fuji X-T2 + Fuji 23mm f/2 | f/5.6 | 1/3200 | ISO200 | Copyright Jonas Rask

with all these lenses too (although you’ll need to be using one of
Fuji’s weather resistant camera bodies like the X-T2.)
As you can see, ‘weather resistant’ is a bit of an understatement,
and bears testament to the incredible build quality of the Fuji
23mm f/2 WR lens.
The next impressive feature of the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR s its
weight. Weighing in at only 180g, this little lens is one of the
lightest in the range, and so small that you could keep it in your
jacket pocket all day as a backup and not even notice it there.
However, you’ll not want to reserve the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR as
a mere backup, since the image quality it offers is superb. It’s
just as sharp throughout its aperture range as its big brother the
f/1.4, and most importantly, excels wide open at f/2.
You’ll have a hard time deciding between this f/2 Fuji lens and
the f/1.4 variant in fact, since the f/2 offers very similar image
quality at almost half the price (and weight!) of the f/1.4 lens.
Unless you absolutely need the fastest glass you can buy (for
low light shooting), I’d actually recommend investing in the Fuji
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23mm f/2 WR and spending what you save on education, like
this book on Lightroom for example!
23mm on a Fuji mirrorless camera body has a 35mm equivalent
focal length on a full frame sensor, the field of view of choice
of street photographers, wedding photographers and any other
photographer who wants a story telling lens that’s versatile
enough for portraits, landscapes and everything in between.
I use a 35mm lens for most of my best wedding photography
work.
So, aside from image quality, size and weather proofing, another
area where the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR really stands out is Autofocus.

Sample image taken with the Fuji 23mm f/2 | Copyright Jonas Rask
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The Fuji 23mm f/2 WR attached to a Fuji X-Pro2 – arguably the best Fuji
street photography setup.

Fuji claims the lens can focus in 0.05 seconds, and during my
testing, it never skipped a beat. I’d go as far as to say that in
good light, the focus speed is even faster than the Fuji 23mm
f/1.4 (which is understandable since it’s lighter).
The shape of the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR is rather unusual, going
from wide to narrow(er), as opposed to remaining the same width
or wider like most of the other Fuji lenses.
When mounted on a slimline Fuji X body such as the Fuji
X-Pro2 however, it actually looks better than the bulkier Fuji
23mm f/1.4 in my opinion.
You change aperture on the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR by twisting the
aperture ring which is much faster and more convenient than
fiddling with dials when your mirrorless camera body is small.
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The final pleasant surprise when it comes to this impressive little
Fuji lens is the price. When you’ve just stumped up thousands of
dollars for the latest Fuji mirrorless camera, it’s nice not to spend
another thousand on a great lens after all!
You can click here to find the latest price on the Fuji 23mm f/2
WR, but at the time of writing this review, it sat just below $450,
which really is great value for a lens of this caliber.
Although there is a slight difference in the bokeh of this lens
when compared to that of its more expensive f/1.4 brother
(mostly due to the difference in aperture blades), you’ll hardly
notice unless you examine them side by side.
My advice would be, unless you know you’ll need the f/1.4
version for low light work, grab a copy of the Fuji 23mm f/2 WR –
I guarantee it’ll be attached to your Fuji camera the longest ;-)

Fast autofocus even in low light makes the Fuji 23mm f/2 a great lens for
street photography | Copyright Jonas Rask
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I’ve researched for the past few months to bring you what I
believe are the best camera straps in 2018.
Much like camera bags, most photographers own several
cameras straps, swapping them around to suit the camera or the
situation.
Personally, I own 3 leather camera straps, 1 Black Rapid camera
sling strap and 1 custom camera strap, all of which I alternate
during my personal and professional photography work.
Initially I wanted to sell the previous camera strap before I
bought the next, but I soon realised that I was actually making
use of all of them over time, in different situations.
This is why I decided to put together this roundup of the best
camera straps in 2018, to showcase the multiple ways to carry
your camera efficiently.
For these camera strap reviews, I’ve chosen products which
are in daily use by professional photographers on Shotkit – you
can see their names mentioned where relevant.
I’ve also included some other products that I’ve tested out
first hand, including camera neck straps, camera wrist straps,
scarf camera straps, camera straps for DSLR, camera straps
for mirrorless, sling camera straps, camera strap holsters and
everything in between.
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For some reason, I get a lot of questions about specific ‘camera
straps for Nikon’ or ‘camera straps for Canon’. It should go
without saying that all the camera straps listed in this roundup
can be used on any camera, no matter the brand.

KEY FACTORS
Choosing a camera strap isn’t as simple as you might first think!
Here are a few quick questions to ask yourself when making the
decision:
WHAT CAMERA STRAP MATERIAL?
The usual choices are leather or nylon, although there are some
other fabrics too. Leather looks the best and ages beautifully,
but can be heavy or uncomfortable in hot climates. It also
doesn’t offer the grip of some synthetic materials.
WHAT CAMERA STRAP ATTACHMENT?
Depending on the type of attachment, you can attach the strap
via the loops on top of your camera or via the tripod screw
hole. Some camera straps offer quick release attachments and
others fasten to your belt or camera backpack straps via clips.
NECK, WRIST OR SHOULDER STRAP?
Most camera straps can be worn on your neck or shoulder,
but some are specific to each. Camera wrist straps are popular
for smaller format mirrorless cameras or compact cameras.
HOW MANY CAMERAS?
You can hold one, two, or even three cameras using custom
camera straps, which hang on your shoulders or on your waist.
After all, a product doesn’t need to be brand new to be good.
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HOW TO ATTACH A CAMERA STRAP
Before we get into the camera strap reviews, here’s a video
which shows how to attach a camera strap that comes with your
camera.
You’ll see we’re using the strap that comes with a Fuji X-T2,
but the process is the same for any Canon camera strap, Nikon
camera strap, or any other strap that comes free when you buy
a camera.

(Excerpt from how to attach a camera strap.)
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CAMERA STRAP REVIEWS
Let’s dive into the camera strap reviews, where you’ll find my
recommendations for the best ways to carry your camera in 2018.

My recommendation from previous
experience is, don’t try and limit yourself
to one camera strap for all uses.
I’m not advocating buying camera gear for the sake of it (a.k.a.
‘GAS’!!), but I do believe you can efficiently use multiple camera
straps in different situations, for various cameras.
Fortunately, most camera straps in 2018 are inexpensive (see
these cheap camera straps), which allows photographers to own
more than one.

THINK TANK CAMERA STRAP V2.0
As used by: Neville Black, Tyler Wirken, Phil Moore,
and Brett Butterstein.

Click here for the latest price

Think Tank Photo designs and produces a wide range of camera
carrying solutions for the professional photographer. The Think
Tank Camera Strap V2.0 is a simple, unobtrusive camera neck
strap strong enough to support pro DSLR bodies with pro lenses
attached.
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The 1 inch wide poly spun strap with 3ply bonded nylon thread
is both strong and durable. It has non-slip silicone on both
sides saving you the task of checking which side is which when
you sling your camera over your shoulder.
This is actually a design feature overlooked by many camera
strap manufacturers – having grip on both sides of the strap is
a huge time-saver over the course of a day’s photography.
The Think Tank Camera Strap V2.0 is available in two colours,
blue and grey, to quickly differentiate between two similar camera
bodies.
Designed to be compressed easily for less bulk and increased
portability while traveling, the Camera Strap V2.0 also attaches
to Think Tank backpacks and harnesses, and is frequently used
by professional photographers in this way.

SPIDER CAMERA STRAP HOLSTER
As used by: Jeff Newsom, Samuel Docker, Maurizio
Solis Broca, Roberto Panciatici, and Don Kates.

Click here for the latest price

The Spider Camera Strap Holster was founded by professional
photographers who have revolutionised the way to carry your
camera. The hip holster system frees the upper body by using a
utility style belt, with your camera at your hip ready to draw and
shoot anytime.
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Besides making you feel like a gunslinger, this belt and holster
reduces neck and back pain, camera swing, and tangled straps
(since there aren’t any).
The Spider Camera Holster belt is padded for comfort, and its
triple action buckle ensures that you can’t accidentally undo it.
The camera strap holster plate screws onto the belt, and a pin
(that screws into your camera’s tripod socket) slides neatly in and
out of the plate, with the holster’s locking system ensuring that
your camera is secure.
Comfortable, reliable, and professional, the Spider Camera
Holster is perfect for the photographer who wants to invest in
a carrying system that will protect the neck and back from the
rigours of carrying heavy cameras.

HOLDFAST GEAR CAMERA SWAGG
As used by: Lina Hayes and Mark Condon.

Click here for the latest price

For those who shoot with two cameras in hot climates, or who
want to travel with the lightest camera gear, the Holdfast Gear
Camera Swagg is the best dual camera strap available in 2018.
Typical of Holdfast products, the Camera Swagg looks great,
and is sure to attract compliments whenever you wear it.
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This vegan-friendly (a non-leather camera strap!) version of
the hugely popular Holdfast MoneyMaker is made from high
grade cotton canvas and available in four fashionable colours.
My favourite is ‘Copper‘, which looks great over both dark and
light clothes.
The Camera Swagg features anchored metal d-rings and new
safety straps that connect to the side lug mount, completely
bypassing the clip and screw for ultimate camera security.
Fans of the original dual leather camera strap (check out
the best wedding photography gear) will love this lightweight
and stylish alternative when weight is an issue – I own both
the MoneyMakerand the Camera Swagg, and alternate them
every time I need to carry 2 cameras.

BLACK RAPID BREATHE CURVE
Used by: Joan Pai

Click here for the latest price

Having made all their camera straps sling style, BlackRapid
became the creators of some of the most innovative camera
straps ever, offering an unmatched level of ease and access to
your camera, as well as strength and safety.
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Blackrapid’s cross-body strap style places the camera upsidedown against your waist, allowing for fast and easy access at a
moment’s notice.
Using ripstop nylon, bomb-proof webbing, fastening to the
camera or lens from underneath via the locking FastenR3,
the BlackRapid Breathe Curve combines flexibility with reliability,
and efficiency.
The BlackRapid Breathe Curve further stabilizes the attached
camera when used with its included Stabilizing Strap, which
secures the strap under the user’s left shoulder and prevents the
attached camera from twisting as it rests along one’s right side.
Optimized
specifically
for
female
photographers,
the BlackRapid Breathe Curve is designed with ergonomic curves
for comfort, breathability and even-weight distribution, without
any compromise in integrity. It’s strong enough for any DSLR or
mirrorless camera and lens combination you throw at it.
Out of all the DSLR camera straps Black Rapid produce, this is
the most popular and it’s easy to see why.

PEAK DESIGN LEASH V2
As used by: Jeremy Cowart and Nicole S Young.

Click here for the latest price

The entirely crowdfunded Peak Design brand started just a few
years back with their first product to help adventurous creatives
carry their gear more easily. Fast forward to today and they now
have over 20 products and multiple product design awards.
(Peak Design also features heavily in my roundup of the best
camera bags in 2018.)
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The newly re-designed Peak Design Leash v2 (aka the L-BL3) is a versatile camera strap, which represents many functions
all in one: camera sling strap, camera neck strap, safety tether,
and video stabilizer. It can adapt to any shooting situation via its
unique anchor link connection system.
You connect up to 4 of the included anchors to your camera,
then slide an anchor into the strap fastening to lock it into place.
The Peak Design Leash is slim, lightweight, and comfortable,
with seatbelt style webbing that glides easily over your clothes. It
has a huge range of adjustment (19-60 inches) and it’s quick and
easy to attach or detach your camera with the Anchor Link system.
The Peak Design Leash is super strong, despite it’s ultralight
credentials and the fact that you can easily fold it away into your
bag when you don’t need it. The anchor system can support up
to 200lbs (90kgs)!
It’s a well engineered, minimalist strap that covers all the
essentials. Make sure you’re ordering the newly re-designed
version of the Leash by clicking the button below. Available in
black or ash.

OP/TECH SLR WRIST STRAP

Click here for the latest price

With over 460 positive reviews on Amazon, it’s hard to ignore
the popularity of the OP/TECH SLR Wrist Strap in this roundup
of the best camera straps in 2018. It’s also the best camera wrist
strap at this bargain price point (click here to see the latest price).
The OP/TECH SLR Wrist Strap is built from durable,
comfortable, non-slip neoprene which adjusts around the wrist
with a security slide to keep it firmly in place.
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If you dislike the weight of a camera hanging around your
neck, I highly recommend a camera wrist strap, and few are
as comfortable, affordable and well-built as the OP/TECH SLR
Wrist Strap.
Leather and other materials may be more stylish, but neoprene
is definitely the most comfortable for prolonged usage.
Another consideration is the size of the braided ribbon cord
which connects this wrist strap to the camera – it’s substantially
wide, about 3/8” x 1/8”, and definitely not a weak link in the
strap assembly.
I love the inclusion of quick-release clips that allow you to
quickly attach/detach the OP/TECH SLR Wrist Strap from your
camera. Most camera straps’ quick release functionality is hugely
underrated – being able to quickly detach your camera from the
main bulk of the strap provides freedom and versatility.
The OP/TECH SLR Wrist Strap is comfortably wide and can be
secured to your hand with the included security slide. The length
is just right – not so long that your camera will dangle far from
your wrist when you let go of it.
Available in royal blue, black, steel grey and forest green.

PEAK DESIGN CAPTURE PRO
CAMERA CLIP
As used by: Spencer Pablo

Click here for the latest price

If you’re looking for the most innovative way to attach your
DSLR to any existing belt or strap, look no further than the Peak
Design Capture Pro Camera Clip.
You can attach your camera to a backpack strap or bag strap,
or even your trouser belt, by securing the Peak Design Capture
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Pro Camera Clip and sliding your camera in place. (The ‘pro’ in
its name relates to its ability to carry larger DSLRs.)
If you own one of Peak Design’s award winning camera bags
(such as the Everyday Messenger – reviewed here), you’ll have
specific reinforced loops that have been made especially for
the Capture Pro Camera Clip.
The quick-release lock on the inside of the Clip keeps your
camera secure yet instantly accessible, and works equally well
with compact cameras as well as with a DSLR with large lens
attached.
With an all-aluminum, extra-durable construction, the Peak
Design Capture Pro Camera Clip can actually be used as a tripod
head, fitting most ARCA-type and Manfrotto RC2 tripod heads.
(See more travel tripods here.)
The quick-release lock and all-aluminum construction holds
your camera during any physical activity while providing instant
access for picture-taking.
If you wear a backpack and need the fastest access to your
DSLR, the Peak Design Capture Pro Camera Clip is the perfect
solution. It’s the best camera strap for hiking, since you can
attach it to any specialist hiking backpack you already own.

TARION VINTAGE CAMERA STRAP

Click here for the latest price

At first glance, Tarion seems to be a producer of camera straps
Amazon has decided to sell exclusively. However, on closer
inspection, Tarion is actually just a little-known manufacturer of
low cost, high quality photography accessories that has managed
to fly under the radar in 2018.
I’d seen the hundreds of positive reviews for the Tarion Vintage
Camera Strap, and since it’s less than $8 (see latest price here), I
decided to order one to review.
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For less than the price of a hot meal, you get a surprisingly well
made, albeit very simple, cotton yarn/PU, cheap camera strap
which has a stylish white/brown weave outer and leather-look
brown accents. (See more cheap camera gear.)
On the inside of the strap is a non-slip surface which allows you
to have your DSLR or mirrorless camera slung over one shoulder
without any worry.
The Tarion Vintage Camera Strap, fastens to your camera using
the metal loops at the top, much like any regular Nikon or Canon
camera strap – it just looks a whole lot better with its vintage…
dare I say it… hipster aesthetics!
Other styling elements that add to the overall look include
embossed logo and camera image and a small, brass-look ‘pin’
in the shape of a button. Tarion appears to give all its camera
straps vintage aesthetics, and I really like the look and feel of this
one.

HOLDFAST GEAR MONEY MAKER V2
As used by: Benj Haisch, Mike Allebach, Katch Silva, Jakob
and Cole Nordica, Ben Sasso, Walter van Dusen, Robert J Hill,
and many more.

Click here for the latest price

HoldFast Gear wants to help photographers capture their
images… in style. Ethically made in the USA, the HoldFast Gear
Money Maker is a multi-camera strap with a difference.
Yes, this strap has many features of a dual sling camera strap,
such as tripod socket connectors (allowing you to carry the camera
inverted by your hips), sliders, and safety catches…. but on top
of all this, it’s the best leather camera strap for two cameras that
simply oozes style.
Worn like a gun holster over the shoulders and in an X across
the back with a camera at each hip, you’re sure to attract
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compliments at every job – there’s not a wedding photography
gig that I shoot where at least one guest doesn’t mention my
Money Maker strap! (See my other photography gear here.)
The Money Maker has quickly become one of the most
popular camera straps for wedding photographers, or anyone
who carries two camera bodies at the same time and cares about
their appearance.
It’s been improved since I wrote my original Money Maker
review, with reinforced D-rings and additional safety catches.
There’s also an optional attachment that allows you to carry a
third camera across the front of the body, suspended in between
the two main straps.
The D-rings can be used to secure a range of other accessories
by Holdfast Gear, including several popular leather camera bags,
as well as lens pouches like the HoldFast Explorer (reviewed here).
For ladies or those with slender frames, there’s the Money
Maker Skinny, which features narrower 1” straps and removable
shoulder pads/D-rings.
Available in a myriad of colours and skins, this is one robust dual
leather camera strap that will age beautifully and last a lifetime.

TRUESHOT DSLR AMAZON
CAMERA STRAP

Click here for the latest price

Whilst this isn’t officially an Amazon camera strap,
the TrueSHOT is one of several camera straps on Amazon that
doesn’t appear to have its own dedicated site.
Dubious origins aside, the TrueSHOT Camera Strap has
managed to sneak its way into this roundup of the best camera
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strap due to its enormous popularity among both amateur and
professional photographers around the world.
Since the TruSHOT costs under 15 bucks (see latest price here),
I ordered a camouflage version to see what the fuss was about.
Fashioned out of neoprene, the same durable but soft material
used to make wetsuits, it turned out that this humble camera
strap is one of the most comfortable straps I’ve ever tested!
Most camera straps are made from nylon or leather, which look
good but may not be comfortable over extended shoots. The
cushion-soft neoprene on the TrueSHOT on the other hand is
4mm thick, ensuring even the heaviest camera won’t cause the
strap to dig in to your skin.
The outside of the TrueShot Camera Strap features your choice
of colour (there are 17 available!), and two expandable pockets –
perfect for spare batteries, memory cards and business cards. It’s
actually a really handy feature to have pockets on a camera strap
and I wish more brands implemented this.
The inner side of the strap features a non-slip surface which
keeps your camera from sliding off your shoulder – another
feature that nylon or leather camera straps often lack.
I love the inclusion of quick-release clips where
the TrueSHOT connects to the camera. This allows you to attach
or remove it in seconds – something I find myself doing multiple
times during a shoot, especially when shooting in portrait
orientation.
All in all, it’s a great value for money, comfortable and functional
camera neck strap that I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend.

LEICA NECKSTRAP WITH
ANTI-SLIP PAD
As used by: Christian Brecheis

Click here for the latest price

If you can afford to buy one of this iconic camera brand’s R
or M series cameras, then you will be blessed with your very
own Leica Carry Strap with Anti-Slip. If you can’t, then you just
have to buy the strap! As one reviewer put it, “Quite possible
the only Leica item I will ever own!”
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As this camera strap is intended to be used on a Leica
rangefinder, it’s better suited as a mirrorless camera strap rather
than a DSLR camera strap. It’s also popular among Fujifilm X100seriesshooters due to the similar aesthetics to a Leica rangefinder.
The strap itself is lightweight, flexible, and well designed, with
D ring connectors that will attach to your camera’s strap lugs. At
42″, it’s longer than the regular Canon or Nikon camera straps
that come with your camera, so it goes over your shoulder and
under your arm easily.
Aside from the prestige of owning something by Leica, the main
reason I decided to include this seemingly simple product in my
roundup of the best camera straps of the year is the surprisingly
effective anti-slip pad, which allows you to carry your camera on
the shoulder without any worries.
Each end of the Leica Carry Strap with Anti-Slip strap is secured
by both a D-ring lock and a buckle, meaning that if either piece
were to break, the camera would still remain safely attached.

LUCKY STRAP CLASSIC
As used by: James Day.

Click here for the latest price

Among all the big name camera strap manufacturers out there,
it feels good to shed some light onto the smaller local players in
the industry… especially when their camera straps are as good
as those hand made by Justin and the team at Lucky Camera
Straps.
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Born out of a necessity to find a camera strap that “allows
me to carry a pro sized camera body with a 70-200mm f/2.8 all
day without hating my life”, Justin has succeeded in creating
something practical and good-looking in his range of camera
straps.
The Classic Lucky Camera Strap is my favourite in the range –
a simple, classic design of flexible, soft nu-buck leather stitched
to tough nylon where the straps meets your camera fastenings.
The one pictured above is the Slim model, suitable for smaller
rangefinder and mirrorless camera straps. It’s also been embossed
with the name of my own photography business, making it one
of the few custom camera straps available in 2018.
The Lucky Camera Straps logo is quirky and fun, setting the
camera strap apart from all the other brown leather camera
straps on the market. The contrasting white stitching is also a
nice touch, with other colour combinations available too.
Judging by the Lucky Straps fans shown on their Instagram
account, the average user is an outdoor lover from the Instagram
generation, with the straps complementing the whole hipster/
vintage movement perfectly.
If you’re looking for a simple, well made custom camera strap
with some personality, head over to Lucky Camera Straps and
grab yourself one of their limited edition colours.

SIMPLR M1A MIRRORLESS
CAMERA STRAP

Click here for the latest price

With many manufacturers trying to revolutionise the humble
camera strap with the addition of crazy gadgets and gizmos, it’s
nice to see some brands trying to perfect what we already have
by keeping things simple.
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The aptly named Simplr M1a mirrorless camera strap is made
from lightweight, strong, military grade nylon webbing and heavy
duty plastic hardware that won’t scratch your camera.
My favourite feature and the main reason for inclusion on this
list of the best camera straps are the detachable connectors,
which allow you to remove or reattach the main portion of the
strap in seconds.
As mentioned before, quick release camera straps are my
preference every time due to the ability to detach them for
tripod use, or for shooting in portrait orientation without the
strap getting in the way.
There’s really not much else to say about this line of simple but
well-designed camera straps – they do their job well, and are
available in several eye-catching colours.

OPTEKA PROFESSIONAL
WRIST GRIP STRAP
As used by: Max Thompson

Click here for the latest price

This is one unassuming camera wrist strap by a company that
has amassed thousands of fans – just check out all the raving
customer reviews on Amazon!
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The Opteka Professional Wrist Grip Strap is a simple, wellmade product that provides a comfortable base to help you hold
your camera steady while shooting.
Compatible with all DSLR and mirrorless cameras that feature
a standard 1/4”-20 tripod socket, the Professional Wrist Grip
Strap is very quick and easy to install.
The padded, adjustable strap on fits neatly around your hand
so you can hold your camera securely without worrying about
accidental drops. It is also designed to stablize your camera while
shooting.
Priced at under $10 (see latest price here), photographers
looking for an affordable solution to free up their neck and
shoulders from the nuisance of a camera strap will love this neat
solution.
The Opteka Professional Wrist Grip Strap is frequently
purchased together with the Spider Camera Holster D-Ring
for Wrist Strap and the Spider Pro SCS -Single camera System
Camera Holster, creating the ultimate camera carrying system
for your wrist.

LANCE NON-ADJUST NECK STRAP
As used by: Sittig Fahr Becker

Click here for the latest price

Lance Camera Straps was created in 2012 when a street
photographer was looking for a camera strap to suit a long day
walking around with his camera. It’s a family-run business that
offers a range of handmade in the USA, stylish, durable mirrorless
camera straps.
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The Lance Non-adjust Neck Strap features the high quality
materials that your camera deserves: sturdy polyester cord straps,
high-grade weather resistant rubber rings, and stainless steel
connectors. It’s also available in several colours.
Although touted as a camera neck strap, this stylish, minimalist
strap can also be worn as a camera shoulder strap, across the
body, or even wrapped around the hand as a camera wrist strap.
However you choose to use them, the Non-adjust straps are
hugely popular with compact and mirrorless camera owners. It
should be said that they’re slightly too slim to be used comfortably
with heavier DSLRs.
They also offer the convenience for photographers to
interchange straps by easily detaching the string loop connectors
– a feature I wish was on all mirrorless camera straps.
Besides the unique look of the black rubber rings, they also
serve to tighten the spliced ends of the strap for added security.
The rings are made of high-grade material and are all-weather
resistant. Available in several colours.

GORDY WRIST STRAP
As used by: John Towner and Mark Condon.

Click here for the latest price

The Gordy Strap was created by a photographer who couldn’t
find the strap he wanted on the market. Originally a one man
band, Gordy has grown into a local, family run business where
they create a range of beautiful, handmade leather camera straps.
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Gordy camera wrist straps are timeless, stylish, simple, and
robust leather straps handmade in the USA. They’re especially
popular as a mirrorless camera strap, or with Leica and Fuji
X100 owners.
You can add a pad for heavier cameras to distribute the load,
and a rubber o-ring to tighten the strap around your hand if you
prefer too.
Camera wrist straps are a great way to carry your camera,
securing the camera to the wrist without getting in the way. If
you need your extra hand you can let the camera dangle safely
from your wrist.
Wrist straps can be attached to the right or left side of the
camera depending on your preference.
The leather, which will soften over time, is secured with durable
waxed cord available in various colours.
Gordy straps have been described as “elegant and rugged all
at once”, and are often imitated but never bettered. It’s a simple
product at first glance, but I have to say that after using mine for
over 2 years, it’s the best leather camera wrist strap I’ve ever
used.

PEAK DESIGN SLIDE
(SUMMIT EDITION)
As used by: Spencer Pablo

Click here for the latest price

Much like the other Peak Design products, the Slide is a hugely
popular DSLR camera strap which Peak has called, “the most
versatile pro camera strap in the world”.
For mirrorless camera shooters, there’s also the Slide Lite, a
slimmed down version of the same crossbody camera strap,
which is also suitable for lightweight entry-level DSLRs such as
the Nikon D3400.
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Then there’s a limited edition model called the Slide Summit
Edition, which oddly enough seems to be available on
Amazon here but not on the actual Peak Design website – maybe
it’s sold out there, but whatever the reason, I’d recommend you
snap one up before these unique designs sell out everywhere.
Whether you get the Slide Summit Edition or just the
regular Slide, you get a well-designed, comfortable and stylish
camera strap that can be worn as a sling, shoulder or neck strap.
The internally-padded nylon webbing has a smooth side that
glides over clothing in sling mode, and a grippy side that prevents
slipping in shoulder mode. Dual quick-adjusters provide instant
access and easy reconfiguration.
As with the other Peak Design camera straps in this article, the
Anchor Link system can be attached/dettached quickly, and the
dual points of connection keeps your camera more stable than
traditional sling straps – see the video above for an explanation
of how they work.
In addition, the Anchors now work with any 3rd party tripod
plate or L-bracket, as well as any Peak Design plate.
The Peak Design Slide Summit Edition is available in blue
(‘Tallac’) and red (‘Lassen’) – whichever colour you choose, this
is one versatile camera strap that is sure to attract compliments.

CUSTOM SLR GLIDE ONE
STRAP SYSTEM
As used by: Edin Chavez

Click here for the latest price

When two photographers were fed up with tangling camera
straps, they came up with an idea to solve the problem, enlisted
the help of a friend, and produced the immediately popular
C-Loop. Following its success, the Custom SLR Glide One Strap
System was born.
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If you’re fed up of your DSLR bouncing on your chest as you
walk, this strap is for you. It uses a comfortable sling strap with
the camera hanging upside down at your hip.
When you’re ready to get that shot you just glide your camera
smoothly up the strap, much like a BlackRapid sling strap.
The Glide One Strap System offers quick, easy access to your
camera, without it getting in your way the rest of the time.
It’s easy to set up and adjust, and with features like the Split
Strap Technology (to distribute weight evenly on your shoulder),
neoprene padding, and silicone inner grip, it’s a feature-rich and
highly functional camera strap.
Swiveling camera strap quick release buckles allow the camera
to rotate freely for maximum flexibility, then detaches altogether
for increased mobility.

LIFEMATE SCARF CAMERA
STRAP FOR WOMEN

Click here for the latest price

The brand ‘Lifemate’ appears to be another of the camera
straps Amazon chooses to stock in one location, but this is one
scarf camera strap that’s definitely worthy of our attention.
Scarf camera straps are extremely popular for female
photographers who want a comfortable way to carry their
cameras, without sacrificing style.
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As with camera bags for women, the best camera straps for
women often complement an outfit, remaining fashionable
without sacrificing function.
The Lifemate Scarf Camera Strap uses rayon, a comfortable
and affordable fabric that helps keep its price a bargain at under
$12! (See exact price here).
The camera strap scarf section offers a choice of stylish patterns
to suit every taste, whilst the strap section that attaches to the
camera is strong, easy to adjust and dependable.
No matter what vintage, ethnic, polka dot, stripe or other crazy
pattern you choose, the base of the camera strap’s scarf section
attaches to the strap with a stylish leather-look brown tab.
If you’re looking for an original way to bring a little colour to
your outfit as a photographer, this Lifemate Scarf Camera Strap is
affordable and fun. The only problem is choosing one out of the
32 funky patterns!

CUSTOM SLR AIR STRAP

Click here for the latest price

Born out of a succesful Kickstarter campaign a few years ago,
the Custom SLR Air Strap promises “to do more with less.”
For under 20 bucks (check the price here), if you’re a traveler or
live somewhere with a hot climate, it’s definitely a cheap camera
strap that’s worthy of your attention.
Breathable vents made from a moisture wicking fabric run
along the padding of the Custom SLR Air Strap, allowing air
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to flow under and through it, meaning no more sweaty marks
when the mercury begins to climb. It also makes it extremely
lightweight – just 0.32oz./9g!
With its unique quick-adjust slider, you can keep your camera
secure at your side to maneuver through crowds and tight spaces
– when you need to take a photo, just pull and slide to extend
the strap.
The wider strap and ergonomic design distribute weight evenly,
making your load feel lighter. Cushioned neoprene padding
absorbs shock for maximum comfort, and unique swivel-buckle
rotates for better flexibility.
If you really want to make the most of the Custom SLR Air
Strap, I’d recommend investing in a camera strap attachment
called the Custom SLR C-Loop Camera Strap Mount.
This combination allows you to attach the strap to the camera’s
tripod mount, leaving the camera to hang upside down at your
waist and swivel freely as you move.
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I’ve decided to update this post on the best cameras under
$500 for 2018 to help you find an affordable camera that performs
well.
Introducing you to the best cameras for under 500 bucks is
important for me as a professional photographer, since I want
you to experience photography without the huge price tag.
Getting the best camera for the dollar will stand you in good
stead as you learn more about photography and become a better
photographer.
Whilst there’s plenty of cheap camera gear available in 2018,
the selection below are cameras I recommend as being excellent
value for money, all for less than $500.
I tried to only select the best digital cameras under $500 – the
exceptions are where a lens is included in the price, stretching
the budget very slightly.
The cameras selected below all offer excellent build quality,
image quality, handling and value for money… often performing
far better than you’d expect for their sub-$500 price.
To speed your research up, I’ve categorised each section by
the most popular camera formats, with a foreword about the
benefits of each type:
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• Best DSLR Cameras under $500
• Best Mirrorless Cameras under $500
• Best Point & Shoot Cameras under $500 (Best Compact
Cameras under $500)
If you’re able to stretch your budget a little further, I recommend
you check out the best mirrorless cameras available in 2018,
which offer some great benefits.
Whilst DSLRs and compact cameras still have their place,
investing in one of the latest mirrorless camera systems will help
most to future-proof your purchase.
Read on below to see my reviews of cameras under 500 dollars.
I’ve also included some videos on each camera that I think you’ll
find useful – be sure to check out each YouTuber’s channel for
more great content.

BEST DSLR CAMERAS
UNDER $500
Despite the growth in popularity of mirrorless cameras, the
humble DSLR camera still has pride of place as the number one
format in use by photographers in 2018.
DSLR technology may be getting long in the tooth, but for
the time being at least, nothing beats looking through an OVF
(Optical ViewFinder) to take a photo.
DSLRs typically offer better ergonomics, longer battery life,
more competitive pricing, and better reliability, so recommending
a handful of the best DSLR cameras under 500 bucks was a nobrainer.

NIKON D3400 W/
18-55MM LENS
Megapixels: 24.7
Sensor Size: APS-C
Dimensions: 4.9 x 3.9 x 3 in. (124 x 98 x 75.5 mm)
Weight: 445 g ( 15.7 oz )
Price: Click here for the latest price

Let me preface this review with one caveat – you may struggle
to get hold of this excellent entry-level Nikon DSLR. At the time
of writing, only a few ‘refurbished’ models are available here,
with the stock quickly dwindling.

The popularity of the Nikon D3400 with 18-55mm lens has
mainly been due to its price – for less than $500, you’re getting
a helluva-lot of camera for your money!
I’m a big fan of entry-level DSLR cameras. Typically, the
technology from the more expensive ‘flag-ship’ models trickles
down the ranks, so the cheaper cameras in the line up can also
take advantage of class-leading features.
I tested a Nikon D3400 over the holidays and was very
impressed with its performance (see my Nikon D3400 review).
Coming from a DSLR costing 5x the price, I did of course miss all
the bells and whistles of my pro-level camera, but this compact
DSLR still did a fine job.
I say ‘compact’, but entry-level DSLRs are more like a jacketpocket-size. They’re light and small enough to palm easily, but
still retain excellent ergonomics, providing adequate comfort for
all day shooting – this isn’t the case with most mirrorless cameras
and compact cameras.
With its 24.3MP sensor and high-tech image processor,
the Nikon D3400 delivers great looking RAW and JPEG images,
which are large enough to allow you to zoom in on all the details.
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Having a lot of megapixels allow you to ‘crop’ in to a photo
after you’ve taken it, effectively allowing you to ‘zoom’ in on your
subject and still retain decent quality.
They also allow you to blow up your prints to be displayed
on your wall, which is exactly what I intend to do with a shot of
my son taken with this camera – full review and sample photos
coming soon.
Auto-focus on the Nikon D3400 is decent too, with 5 fps
continuous shooting – more than enough to keep up with fastmoving kids or pets.
The 11 AF points are quite sparse in frame coverage, so I
recommend the focus-recompose technique over individually
selecting focus point.
The camera’s ‘guide mode’ is perfect for beginners, teaching
you how to shoot in various situations.
Battery life is excellent, at approximately 1,200 shots per charge
– more than twice as many as most mirrorless cameras.
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The Nikon D3400 normally comes bundled with an 18-55mm
zoom lens, which is lightweight and a good complement to the
camera.
As always, I recommend upgrading to a ‘prime’ lens as soon
as you feel comfortable with the camera, since a lens such as
the Nikon 35mm f/1.8G (reviewed here) will really open the
doors to what is possible with the Nikon D3400.
At only 22.8 oz (645 g) with the lens attached, the Nikon
D3400 was a joy to use, and I found myself reaching for it far
more than my phone when I wanted to take a snap of the kids.
You can also take advantage of low-light shooting without
having to resort to a flash, thanks to the ISO range of 100 –
25,600. Realistically, 25,600 will produce a very noisy image,
but it’s usually better to have a moment captured ‘noisily’ than
nothing at all!
Nikon ‘Snap-Bridge’ technology is built-in to the D3400,
allowing you to transfer images in real time via Bluetooth over
to a smartphone or tablet. It’s a fun gimmick, useful perhaps to
those who spend a lot of time uploading images to social media.
After my 3 weeks with the Nikon D3400 as my holiday camera,
I have no hesitation in recommending it as one of the best DSLR
cameras under $500 available in 2018 – the only challenge you
may have is finding it in stock!

NIKON D5300 W/
18-55MM LENS
Megapixels: 24.2
Sensor Size: APS-C
Dimensions: 4.9 x 3.9 x 3 in. (125 x 98 x 76 mm)
Weight: 530 g (1 lb 2.7 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Nikon offers a range of entry-level DSLRs with similar
specifications, making the choice of which to buy rather difficult.
To make matters harder, several of the DSLRs cost under $500.
If you can’t find the above Nikon D3400 in stock, the next best
bet is the Nikon D5300 with 18-55mm lens – in some ways, it’s
actually better.
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The Nikon D5300 was released 2 years before the D3400,
but that doesn’t mean it lacks the latest technology. Strangely
enough, it actually has several features lacking in other entrylevel DSLRs, including the D3400.
It’s also slightly more expensive (see latest price here), but in
my mind, it’s completely worth it.
It still offers that excellent 24MP sensor for rich, vivid and
detailed RAW and JPEG files. If you’re going to be spending $500
on a digital camera, you’ll want the images to be much better
than your smartphone’s, and thankfully this is the case here.
There’s also the 5 fps shooting speed, meaning that you can
get a succession of 5 shots off a second, perfect for capturing
the moment.
However, whereas the D3400 had only 11 AF points, the Nikon
D5300 offers 39 AF points which are spread wider across the
viewfinder. There’s also Nikon’s excellent 3D-tracking, which
senses your subject and tracks it across the frame.
The ISO range runs from 100-12,800, which is less than the
D3400’s 25,600 maximum ISO. However, this should be taken
with a grain of salt, since on an APS-C camera of this calibre, the
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sweet spot of low-light ability:image noise is around ISO 6,400,
so the higher ISOs are largely left unused.
The main reason I actually prefer the Nikon D5300 over other
entry-level Nikon DSLR cameras is the 3.2” articulating screen,
which allows you to get more creative with your shooting angles
and compositions.
If you’re shooting small children in particular, you’ll want to
get down to their height when taking the shot, and the tilting
LCD screen helps enormously in getting a quick, candid shot
(see more tips on photographing children).
There’s also built-in GPS on the Nikon D5300, which the
D3400 doesn’t offer. This is great for recording where you took
your photos whilst on holiday, and Lightroom has a handy map
function which will help you organise your photos based on
location.
So, what improvements can we see in the 2 years between the
release of the Nikon D5300 and the D3400?
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Well, battery life is a big one – expect roughly 600 shots out
of the D5300, compared to 1,200 from the D3400. Is this a deal
breaker? Well, batteries are affordable, so probably not for me.
Then there’s a slight weight saving (395 g vs 480 g), and also
the difference in price – you’ll see that the Nikon D5300 actually
creeps a little over $500 with a lens included, but it’s still excellent
value for money.
The 18-55mm lens is versatile and delivers great results, but
as mentioned before, I’d recommend you invest in the Nikon
35mm f/1.8G to get the most from your camera purchase later
down the line.
All in all the Nikon D5300 deserves its spot as one of the best
DSLRs under $500, and if your budget allows for it over the
D3400, I highly recommend you take a look.

CANON EOS REBEL
T6 (EOS 1300D)
Megapixels: 18
Sensor Size: APS-C
Dimensions: 5.08 x 3.99 x 3.06 in. (129 x 101 x 77 mm)
Weight: 17.11 oz. (485g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Canon and Nikon offer a lot of bang for your buck in their DSLRs
under $500 – they know that if they can get new consumers ‘in’
to their brand at a reasonable price point, they’ll usually have
them for life.
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Before you read any further, let me just say that if you can
find the above Nikons in stock, I think you should consider
them before this Canon. The Nikon D5300 in particular offers a
lot better value for money.
For this reason, I won’t go into a full review of the Canon T6
(aka the EOS 1300D) here. So why am I including it at all then?!
Well, two reasons.
First, the Canon T6 was actually named the best DSLR under
$500 by DPReview a couple of years ago, so perhaps their more
in-depth analysis is worth a read.

The second reason is that I wanted to include a Canon entrylevel DSLR just to give you another option on which to build your
camera system.
Later down the line, if you want to invest in other lenses, you’ll
find there’s a greater selection with Canon, and often cheaper
prices.
Click the button below to check out some user reviews on
the Canon T6 and make your own mind up. My money would be
with the Nikons above, but for diehard Canon fans, the T6 is also
a solid investment.
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BEST MIRRORLESS
CAMERAS UNDER $500
Mirrorless cameras are the technology of the future. Small,
light, and crammed with useful functionality not available on
DSLRs, the best mirrorless cameras under $500 deliver a lot for
the money.
If you’re still undecided about what camera format to invest
in, read my DSLR vs mirrorless camera buyer’s guide.
An easy way to decide is to think only about the size of
mirrorless cameras. If you have large hands (like me), using
mirrorless cameras for long periods will be fiddly, uncomfortable
and annoying. This is the main reason I still choose a DSLR over
a mirrorless camera.
If this doesn’t bother you, you’re in luck. Mirrorless cameras are
leading the way in 2018, and the number of amazing mirrorless
cameras under $500 in this roundup prove it.

SONY A5100 WITH
16-50MM LENS
Megapixels: 24.3
Sensor Size: APS-C
Dimensions: 4.2 x 2.4 x 1.3 (109 x 62 x 35 mm)
Weight: 283g (9.9 oz.)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Before you yell, “but where are the cameras under $500?!”,
remember that with this link, you’re getting a Sony a5100 mirrorless
camera body with a lens included. That’s damn good value for
money if you ask me!
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It has to be said that the best mirrorless cameras under $500
do offer a considerable leap up in technology from the dinosaurlike DSLRs.
Its autofocus technology is borrowed from much more
expensive cameras, and as such, performs surprisingly well.
The Sony a5100 brings 179 AF points and 6 fps to the table,
meaning ultra-fast autofocus, perfect to capture all of life’s little
moments as they happen.
Sharing many features as its elder sibling the excellent Sony
a6000 (a camera I highly recommend if you can stretch your
budget), the Sony a5100 sports a 24.3MP APS-C CMOS sensor
with its AF points covering 92% of the frame.
What this means is that there’s an AF point ready to be moved
exactly where you want focus, or you can let the camera track
focus automatically for you, updating the focus point as the
subject moves across the frame.
If you’re looking for a compact camera with a viewfinder, you’ll
have to look elsewhere since the Sony a5100 only sports a rear
LCD display – a gorgeous 3” touchscreen which can flip 180
degrees for simple selfies or for vlogging.
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I didn’t mention the video functionality on any of the best DSLRs
under $500 (despite them all having it), since recording video on
a DSLR is inconvenient to say the least. Auto focus during video
isn’t possible with DSLRs at this price point.
On the mirrorless Sony a5100 however, the lack of mirror means
autofocus during recording works well, and the phase detection
AF points track your face around the screen eerily well.
Aside from autofocus that blows DSLRs out the water, the Sony
a5100 produces vivid, punchy and detailed JPEGs and RAWs at
24 MP, meaning you can print 300 dpi enlargements at around
20 x 13.3 in.
The 16-50mm f/3.5-5.6 kit zoom performs well and complements
the tiny Sony a5100 body perfectly. If you’re looking for a
pocketable digital camera set up, pairing a compact mirrorless
camera with a small lens is the best option.
I wrote an entire post on the best lenses for Sony a6000 owners,
and any of the lenses mentioned there can be used equally well
on the Sony a5100, so be sure to check it out.
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A decent prime lens is the best investment you can make on an
entry-level camera, bringing out the most of what it’s capable of.
The Sony a5100 is aimed at anyone who wants a big step-up in
quality and control over their smartphone, but without the bulk
of a DSLR.
If you have the budget to upgrade the lens to something with a
larger aperture (e.g. f/1.8, f/2), you’ll have an easier time blurring
backgrounds and shooting in low light. Either way, this is a great
mirrorless camera + zoom lens option, that’s more than worthy of
your hard earned cash!

OLYMPUS OM-D E-M10 MARK II
WITH 14-42MM LENS
Megapixels: 18
Sensor Size: Micro Four Thirds
Dimensions: 4.6 x 3.2 x 1.8 in. (119 x 83 x 46 mm)
Weight: 399g (14 oz.)
Price: Click here for the latest price

The Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark II is what’s known as a ‘microfour-thirds’ camera (MFT). This refers to the size of the sensor,
being slightly smaller than an APS-C sensor.
The sensor size largely determines the size of the lens, and the
MFT format was developed to offer great image quality without
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sacrificing portability. With the EM-10 Mark II, you’re getting a
lot of the latest technology crammed into a compact body which
still retains DSLR-like ergonomics.
Also packed inside is the latest image processor, 5-axis image
stabilization, 8.5 fps, a touch screen tilting LCD display, classleading autofocus performance and a whole lot more.
Despite it having the smallest image sensor out of all the
mirrorless cameras mentioned here, I’d go as far as to say
the Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark II is actually the best camera
under $500 in this list (you’ll see the price is actually slightly over
$500 since a lens is included – purchasing the body alone is
ofcourse cheaper).
The tried and tested 16MP sensor is used across the board
on Olympus mirrorless cameras, delivering very good JPEG and
RAW image quality.
The dynamic range performance when editing a RAW file is
impressive, providing a good degree of post processing latitude
at low ISOs and no more noise than is expected at higher ISO
settings.
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Typically, the smaller the sensor size, the more limited the
high ISO capabilities (ability to shoot in low light without a
flash). Thankfully, Olympus MFT cameras perform competitively,
being almoston par with APS-C cameras, meaning you’ll be able
to forgo the flash for a good while after sunset.
If you really want to take advantage of low light shooting (and
blurred backgrounds for subject separation), I highly recommend
upgrading the kit lens to something like the Olympus M.Zuiko
17mm f/1.8.
Expensive as it may be, this is the single biggest upgrade you
can make for your Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark II, bringing image
quality in line with DSLRs costing twice the price.
You can see examples of what’s possible in my review of
the Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II, which has the same sensor as
the E-M10 Mark II.
The autofocus is incredibly responsive and accurate (far more
so than DSLRs costing 3x the price, in fact). I absolutely love the
ability to touch your subject on the rear LCD, to have the Olympus
OM-D E-M10 Mark II focus and shoot in a split-second.
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Being able to shoot a subject without even raising the camera
to your eye is perfect for capturing candid photos, and great
for photographing children.
Face and eye detection in autofocus is also hugely rewarding
for shooting portraits, and especially useful when you don’t have
time to select an AF point manually.
Another thing I love about the Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark
II, and the reason for my preference of it over the other best
mirrorless cameras under $500 on this list, is its styling and
ergonomics.
Borrowing from the classic Olympus OM film cameras of old,
the Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark IIfeatures well-placed dials
which mimic professional-level DSLRs. This means you can adjust
all your exposure settings quickly and easily, without having to
delve into the menu.
Speaking of the menu system, this is the only area that really
lets the camera down. The Olympus mirrorless camera menu is
notoriously deep and confusing, so once you have your camera
set up, it’s preferable to stay clear of it!
If you’re looking for a lightweight, compact camera with
ergonomics that make sure that it doesn’t feel like a bar of soap
in your hands, the Olympus OM-D E-M10 Mark II should be at
the top of your list. It offers a lot of camera for the money, and will
stand you in good stead in your development as a photographer.

CANON EOS M100
WITH 15-45MM LENS

Megapixels: 24.2
Sensor Size: APS-C
Dimensions: 4.2 x 2.6 x 1.3 in. (108 x 67 x 35 mm)
Weight: 302g (10.6 oz.)
Price: Click here for the latest price

It’s taken a long time for Canon to release a mirrorless camera,
but it finally happened in 2017 with the pocket-sized Canon EOS
M100.
Whilst it wasn’t the DSLR-beating Canon mirrorless camera
many were hoping for, the Canon EOS M100 represented a step
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in the right direction, and has been a hugely popular camera for
all level of photographer.
The advanced technology of the 24MP APS-C sensor and Dual
Pixel autofocus system is borrowed from cameras much higher
up in the Canon range, meaning that the Canon EOS M100 is
one of the best cameras for the dollar available in 2018.
The Dual Pixel autofocus delivers fast, accurate tracking, and
coupled with the responsive, 180 degree tilting touchscreen, this
compact mirrorless camera really is a lot of fun to use.
Video shooters will appreciate the ability to ‘rack focus’, simply
by dragging a finger across the touchscreen from one subject to
another. This advanced feature isn’t normally seen on a compact
camera, let alone a mirrorless camera costing less than $500.
As for image quality, Canon knows what it’s doing with colours,
and the JPEGs out of the Canon EOS M100 look great.
With the selfie-friendly rotating screen, a skin smoothing/
background blurring feature, interchangeable camera ‘jackets’,
Creative Filters (e.g. grainy film, fish-eye etc.) and Wifi for quick
image to smartphone transfer, it’s clear that the Canon EOS
M100 is aimed at the social media generation.
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Weighing in at only 266g (9.4 oz.), the Canon EOS M100 is
small and light enough to be carried anywhere, with its form
factor being compromised only by the lens you choose to attach.
On the topic of lenses, the 15-45mm does a good job in
a versatile focal range, but I’d recommend investing in the
dinky Canon EF-M 22mm f/2 STM lens to really start seeing the
capabilities of this little camera (not to mention making it more
compact).
There’s already a solid range of EF-M lenses available for the
M100, but where it gets especially interesting is if you invest in
an M Mount Adapter to shoot with EF and EF-S lenses.
This opens up a world of creative options, and allows you to
take advantage of any of the best Canon lenses – my first choice
would be one of the lightweight primes.
However you plan to use your Canon EOS M100, you’re in
for a lot of fun. With fun features that reflect the kind of user it’s
aimed at, this compact Canon mirrorless camera offers some of
the best image quality you can get in a camera of this size, and I
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it.
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BEST COMPACT
CAMERAS UNDER $500
Compact cameras also fall under the heading of ‘mirrorless’
cameras, since they don’t rely on a mirror like a DSLR. However,
I’ve chosen to keep this category for compact cameras under
$500 with 1 inch sensors.
Typically, the smaller the sensor, the smaller the camera, and
this is the case with these compacts, which can be slid into a
jeans pocket and carried comfortably all day.
Smartphones and other compact cameras often have smaller
sensors than 1 inch, and this usually means they struggle in
low light. The compact cameras recommended below produce
great image quality even after sunset, and represent a solid
upgrade from any smart phone or smaller sensor’d point and
shoot camera.

CANON POWERSHOT
G7 X MARK II
Megapixels: 20
Sensor Size: 1 inch
Dimensions: 4.1 x 2.4 x 1.6 in. (105 x 61 x 42 mm)
Weight: 11.2 oz (318 g)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Here’s a link to a special offer on the Canon PowerShot G7 X
Mark II on Amazon which is currently available. It’s a little over
our $500 budget, but it’s such an excellent bargain that I had to
include it.
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Building on an impressive 20.2MP 1″ sensor, the 24-100mm
equivalent lens is the real stand out feature, offering an aperture
range of f/1.8 – 2.8.
Having an aperture this ‘fast’ allows you to shoot without a flash
in low light, without having to resort to higher ISOs which may
bring about a noisy image. The ISO performance on the Canon
PowerShot G7 X Mark II is actually good for a sensor of this size,
but shooting at lower ISOs is always favourable.
The fast aperture range will also produce images with blurry
backgrounds, helping to separate the foreground subject – your
smartphone may be able to do it with AI, but it’s not as efficient
as using a dedicated camera to do it.
For such a compact mirrorless camera, the Canon G7 X Mark
II has excellent ergonomics, with a raised, rubberised grip.
Packing a 24-100mm zoom into a camera that can easily slide
into your pocket is no mean feat – the Canon PowerShot G7 X
Mark II is the smallest in this roundup of the best cameras under
$500, and provides a significant step up in image quality from
your smartphone.
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Physical knobs and buttons provide quick access to all the
manual exposure settings, or you can leave the camera on Auto
to get an accurate exposure in most situations.
A new processor allows for better face detection, and provides
snappier shooting and operation speeds than the previous model.
8fps (both JPEG and RAW) and accurate AF will make sure even
fast-moving subjects can be captured with ease.
Whilst it lacks a viewfinder, the tilting LCD touchscreen on
the G7 X Mark II is responsive and fast, and the menu easy to
navigate.
As a unique feature to the Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark II,
‘Dual Sensing IS’ helps to reduce blur caused by camera shake.
This is especially helpful when shooting at the 100mm end of the
zoom, where even small camera movements can cause blur on
other cameras.
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The only small area of concern is battery life, which at around
265 shots per charge, lags behind its competitors – if you’re
traveling or shooting a lot in a day, invest in one of these spare
batteries.
If you’re lucky enough to find the Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark
II for around $500, snap it up – despite the lack of an International
warranty at this sale price, it’s a reliable, solidly built camera that
won’t let you down.

SONY RX100
Megapixels: 20
Sensor Size: 1 inch
Dimensions: 0.8 x 1.4 x 3 in. (22 x 36 x 77.5 mm)
Weight: 240 g (8.46 oz.)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Yes. I’m writing this roundup of the best cameras under $500 in
2018, and yes this Sony RX100 was released in 2012 – get over
it! Cameras don’t need to be the very latest to be great at what
they do!
If you’ve only got 500 bucks to spend, ignore the 4 more recent
versions of this camera and stick with the one that rewrote the
rule book for what is capable with a compact camera.
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The Sony RX100 was the first camera to put a 1″ sensor into
a camera you can slip into your back pocket. Whilst a 1″ sensor
is smaller than an MFT and APS-C sensor, it still offers imaging
performance that’s unrivalled amongst other compact cameras.
Check the latest price of the Sony RX100, as last time I checked,
it was the cheapest 1″ sensor compact camera on the market.
This makes it a great option if you’ve only got $500 to spend, but
still want a camera with you at all times (that’s much better than
your smartphone).
I don’t care if you have the latest iPhone X or Pixel 2, the Sony
RX100 will wipe the floor with them!
The 20.2MP sensor coupled with the 28-100mm f/1.8-4.9 zoom
lens (3.6x zoom) is all you’ll ever need for most situations.
Shooting at an aperture of f/1.8 means that you can capture
candid shots in low light without having to resort to flash, and if
you’re close enough to your subject, you can get that coveted
blurred background look too.
It should be mentioned that with a viewfinder-less compact
cameras such as the Sony RX100, you’re buying a tool to record
memories more so than a tool to progress as a photographer.
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In my opinion, you really need a camera with physical exposure
dials and a viewfinder to really feel like the camera is ‘part of
you’… but maybe I’m just old fashioned!
Having said this, the Sony RX100 does offer fully manual
controls for those who wish to learn.
Face recognition and 10 fps (!) will ensure you don’t miss your
shot, and typical of Sony, the movie functionality is second to
none at this price point.
JPEG and RAW image quality is great, and much better than
you’d typically expect from a pocketable camera of this size. The
lack of dynamic range is consistent with its 1″ sensor size, but
the Sony RX100 does a good job at nailing exposure and white
balance, so there’s not much need for post production.
If you need the smallest possible camera with decent image
quality, the Sony RX100 is a good bet. Although it can’t quite
compete with the other mirrorless cameras on this list, it’s
definitely a camera you can keep comfortably in your back
pocket all day long.
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Even as a professional photographer, I’m always on the lookout
for best compact cameras. I love the convenience of having a
compact camera in my pocket, ready to capture a high quality
image.
Despite the advances of smartphone cameras in recent years,
a handful of the best compact cameras still have an edge on
them when it comes to taking photos.
Whether that’s the ability to shoot in RAW, longer zooms,
faster operation, better low-light capabilities, or simply better
ergonomics, there’s still a good reason to buy a point and shoot
camera in 2018.
If you’ve got thousands of mediocre images just sitting idle in
your mobile phone, maybe it’s time to consider upgrading to a
compact camera system, and really investing in your memories
this year.
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KEY FACTORS
There are several formats of ‘compact camera’ or ‘point and
shoot camera’ on the market in 2018, but to keep things simple
for these compact camera reviews, I’ve defined ‘compact’ as
anything you can fit comfortably in your jacket pocket.
Aside from size, the other factors I took into consideration were:
VALUE FOR MONEY
If you want cheap compact cameras, you’re better off sticking
to your smartphone, (or check out the best cameras under
$500 or the best compact camera under $200), since the
quality of the final image will be similar. You’ll need to invest
a little more to get better results, but the cameras below
represent excellent bang for your buck.
EASY OF USE
For those used to using a smartphone for image capture, the
best point and shoot cameras need to be as simple to use,
but still offer expanded functionality.
FUNCTIONALITY
The compact cameras need to have useful functions that are
not offered by smartphones, or be able to perform functions
better than smartphones.
FUN FACTOR
Slightly vague I admit, but all the best compact cameras are
inherently fun to use – if they’re not, we may as well stick to
our trusty smartphones!

PANASONIC LUMIX
DMC-ZS100/TZ100
Megapixels: 20
Sensor Size: 1” (13.2 x 8.8 mm)
Dimensions: 4.37 x 2.56 x 1.73” (111 x 65 x 44 mm)
Weight: 312 g (0.69 lb / 11.01 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Panasonic is the company that pioneered the integration
of compact cameras with zoom lenses. The 10x zoom on
the Panasonic Lumix DMC-ZS100/TZ100 may not impress, but
what it lacks in zoom length, it makes up for in image quality and
functionality.
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Since its name is quite a mouthful, let’s refer to it simply as
the Lumix ZS100 from now on!
With that coveted 1 inch, 20 megapixel sensor, images out of
the Lumix ZS100 are vivid and sharp much like its predecessors.
One main area where it steps ahead though, is in low light, where
high ISO performance is excellent.
I shot handheld in low light at ISO 3200 with no problem
whatsoever. Even when zoomed in to 100%, images are crisp,
clear and natural looking.
You can of course raise the ISO much higher (up to 25,600)
for those times when capturing the shot without a flash is more
important than a bit of noise on the image.
The menu system on the Lumix ZS100 was logical, but I did
miss a dedicated ISO dial or button. This can be rectified by
remapping one of the other physical buttons to handle ISO, and
this can be set once and for all using the custom menu.
The only other issue I had when reviewing the Lumix ZS100
was the lack of grip on the back of the camera body. The camera
looks great in all metal, but it’s a little slippy, and adjusting the
controls with one hand is pretty much impossible.
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Another neat feature of the Lumix ZS100 that’s not commonly
found on point and shoot cameras is Post-Focus, which allows
you to choose the focal point of a picture after it’s taken.
By using the gorgeous 3” touchscreen LCD, you can tap to
select a foreground or background element that you want in
focus (highlighted by ‘focus peaking’), long after you’ve shot the
picture.
Whilst this function may have limited usage, it’s great fun to
experiment with, and takes full advantage of the depth of field
available to the f/2.8-5.9 Leica DC lens. Check out the video
below to see it in action.
The 10x zoom range is equivalent to 25-250mm, making the
Lumix ZS100 a great travel camera. One thing to note is that
the aperture at 250mm will reduce to f/5.9, meaning you’ll need
adequate light to get the shot.
To aid with this, 5-Axis Tilt Correction helps to suppress
blurring, usually caused by handheld shakages when shooting
with a zoom.
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Another stand out feature of the Lumix ZS100 compact camera
is something called 0.1s Depth from Defocus (DFD) Autofocus
technology, which gives incredible AF performance, particularly
in Continuous AF.
Thanks to 4K video recording and burst mode, you can capture
30 fps video, then select the exact video frame you want to extract
to convert into an 8 mp image. Using this in combination with
the DFD, it’s pretty hard to miss the shot you want!
‘Light Composition Processing’ which increases the dynamic
range at night, wi-fi, and in-camera RAW development are
other smart features, but the main selling point of the Lumix
ZS100compact camera is the ‘1 inch sensor advantage’. At this
price point, it really is unbeatable.

SONY CYBER-SHOT
DSC-RX100 V
Megapixels: 20
Sensor Size: 1” (13.2 x 8.8 mm)
Dimensions: 4.02 x 2.28 x 1.61” (102 x 58 x 41 mm)
Weight: 299 g (0.66 lb / 10.55 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Why is that the best compact cameras all have very uncompact names?! Let’s start by abbreviating this one to the Sony
RX100 V, a camera that’s been in the news ever since its release.
The RX100 series of point and shoot cameras with their stellar
image performance in a compact camera body has been hugely
popular among both professional and amateur photographers.
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Now with the fifth version of this incredible camera, Sony has
really pushed the envelope with what’s possible with a camera
that can fit (easily!) in your pocket.
When researching the Sony RX100 V, you’ll no doubt come
across thousands of positive reviews of every previous iteration
of this camera over the years. Each one is obviously priced lower
than its successor, but don’t be swayed – this fifth version is
definitely the one to get.
Up until now, the RX 100 compact cameras have used ‘contrast
detection autofocus’, which is fine for most circumstances but
does have its limitations.
The Sony RX100 V is the first to offer both contrast AF and phase
AF, making full use of 315 AF points which are spread liberally
around the viewfinder.
When combined with the frankly ludicrous 24 fps with
autofocus and auto-exposure tracking, it’s nigh-impossible to
miss a shot! Just read that again – 24 frames-per-second! That’s
the same as shooting video!!
Thanks to the 4K video capture, 8MP stills can be extracted
from the footage and stored as separate files. Using the 1/32000
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sec. Shutter speed also means you can capture some silky smooth
slow motion video footage.
The still images out of the Sony RX100 V are excellent, with
sharp, contrasty and vivid JPGs, and RAWs that retain a surprising
amount of data. Dynamic range is excellent for a compact camera
of this size, and the 1 inch sensor offers more than adequate
latitude for those who like to experiment a little with RAW files.
I don’t want to spend much time on video when we’re talking
about the best compact digital camera for stills, but it’s worth
mentioning that the Sony RX100 V is the best small camera for
vlogging that I’ve come across.
By using the beautiful 3” 180° LCD screen, you can see yourself
as you shoot a video, and thanks to the amazing autofocus, the
camera locks onto your face, then switches to the background in
a millisecond.
Sony calls this the world’s fastest hybrid AF system, and at 0.05
secs to lock on to the subject, I’m not arguing with their claim!
You really have to see it to believe it – it’s the fastest autofocus
on any compact camera in 2018, and most likely the fastest on
any camera in existence!
Check out the video below to show just how insanely fast this
compact camera can detect a subject in the frame and focus on it.
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Size-wise, it’s unlikely you’ll ever need a camera bag or even
a camera shoulder strap for this dinky little point-and-shoot,
although I’d recommend using a wrist strap of some sort as the
surface of the camera is rather slippy.
Despite its pocket size, the Sony RX100 V features a handy popup OLED electronic viewfinder (EVF). Don’t expect performance
like on the best mirrorless cameras on the market, but it’s a
nice touch in a market that typically doesn’t offer many compact
cameras with viewfinders.
There’s also a pop up flash, which can get you out of darker
situations. On-camera flashes always deliver sub-par results, but
thankfully the f/1.8-2.8 aperture combined with excellent high ISO
performance (up to 12,800) should mean you’ll never have to use it!
As for usability, the Sony RX100 V is noticeably faster than
the IV, and the logical (if somewhat deep) menu system remains
largely unchanged.
Compact cameras with WiFi are pretty common at this price
point, but the addition of NFC is a nice touch for smart devices
that support it.
Speaking of price, a $1,000 camera (see the latest price here)
may not be top of the list for many photographers, but for those
who appreciate this much technology in such a small body,
the Sony RX100 V is pretty good value for money.
My only gripe with the Sony RX100 V is that it’s still missing
touch screen. Having a tilting LCD which isn’t touch screen is a bit
of a step backwards in my opinion, and it’s a real shame Sony hasn’t
added this functionality to an otherwise near-perfect camera.
Once you’ve got over this though, the Sony RX100 V packs
an incredible amount of technology into a slimline, lightweight
compact camera body. It looks and feels amazing, and the
unbelievable autofocus performance combined with impressive
image quality make this little powerhouse and gold standard of
super-fast compact cameras in 2018.

RICOH GR II
Megapixels: 16
Sensor Size: APS-C (23.7 x 15.7 mm)
Dimensions: 4.61 x 2.48 x 1.38” (117 x 63 x 35 mm)
Weight: 251 g (0.55 lb / 8.85 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

It feels a bit weird for me to be including a camera released in
2007 in this roundup of the best compact cameras… in 2018!
I’m also pretty confident that Ricoh will be releasing version
III of this hugely popular compact camera this year, but in the
meantime, let’s talk about the legendary Ricoh GR II.
This is a compact camera that’s developed a cult status
among street photographers for a variety of reasons. Whether
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you’re a street photographer or not, I still think you should still
seriously consider the Ricoh GR II, due to a number of features
that are truly unique.
Before we explore these specialist features, let’s look at the
basics – theRicoh GR II builds off a 28mm equivalent f/2.4 lens
and CCD sensor with 10 megapixels. Although you can still
achieve bokeh if shot up close to your subject, shallow depth of
field isn’t what this curious compact is all about.
Then there’s the autofocus and continuous burst mode – I
mean, it’s quick, but offers nothing like the blazing speeds of the
other point and shoot cameras on this list. The ISO range is also
sub-standard, ranging from 80-1600 – it’s certainly not a camera
you can shoot handheld at night without the built-in flash.
The Ricoh GR II for many is the best pocket camera, easy to
slip into your back pocket, ruggedly styled in magnesium alloy
and very easy to use, but surely there’s more to this compact
camera that many have named ‘palm-sized perfection’…?
Let’s start with the image quality, which actually remind me
of Leica files – rich, contrasty, with a unique look which is hard
to quantify in words. There’s definitely something that Ricoh
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as a manufacturer of printers, photocopiers and fax machines
has been doing differently with their imaging to other camera
brands…. and it shows.
Despite the camera being very simple to operate and the menu
system a breeze to navigate, the customization levels offered by
the Ricoh GR II are second to none. You can literally customize
anything on the camera, all the way down to switching off the
tiny dial light!
On stealth usage, the operation of the Ricoh GR II is completely
silent, and thanks to its solid hand grip that allow it to be held
and operated largely one-handed, shooting candid photos of
your subjects is easy.
Another hugely useful customization feature that I wish other
camera companies would implement is the ability to rename
custom settings.
For street photographers or those who like to zone focus,
the Ricoh GR II offers the handy ability to set a predetermined
focus distance, then switch from autofocus to manual zone focus
with the push of a button.
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As for its pièce de résistance (which I only discovered thanks
to the video above), the Ricoh GR IIhides away a feature that
isn’t actually well known by most owners of this camera, but it’s a
feature that’s truly unique, and actually very useful too.
Since the Ricoh GR II can shoot RAWs in DNG format, you can
use the built-in wifi to transfer your images to a smartphone or
tablet, retaining their status as a RAW file.
What this means is that you can use Lightroom Mobile or any
other RAW image editor on your mobile device to edit your
actual RAW files, then export them as JPGs and publish them…
all without the need for a computer!
As far as I know, this is the only compact camera that offers this
functionality – it’s kind of ironic that not even Ricoh makes a song
and dance about it, despite its uniqueness.
At less than $600 (see the latest price here), this is one
impressive compact camera that has stood the test of time, and
deserves to be on the wish-list of photographers of all standards.
As with all popular older cameras, my advice would be to snap
one up before it goes out of production completely.

FUJIFILM X100F
Megapixels: 24
Sensor Size: APS-C (23.6 x 15.6 mm)
Dimensions: 5 x 2.95 x 2.05” (127 x 75 x 52 mm)
Weight: 469 g (1.03 lb / 16.54 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

After writing this roundup of the best small digital camera
models so far in 2018, there’s one camera that’s hanging in my
living room on display for all to see… and this is it.
I wrote last year why I thought this Fuji was the best travel
camera of the year, and it’s been reviewed in depth here by
a photographer far more skilled than myself too. In a market
saturated with average compact cameras for travel, this one truly
stands out.
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For those of you who still haven’t heard about the Fujifilm
X100F, let’s have a closer look at why it’s still one of the best
point and shoot cameras available.
As I mentioned at the start of this article, image quality should
be top of the list when researching compact cameras. If the
final image doesn’t look notably better than a photo shot with
your smartphone, there’s little point wasting your money on a
dedicated camera.
Thankfully the images out of the Fujifilm X100F are nothing
short of incredible. You can see a selection of photos I took whilst
on holiday with this camera here.
I’ve shot many different cameras over my years as a
photographer, but the ones that really resonate with me are the
ones that produce images with a certain something else – that
‘X’ factor (pun not intended!).
With the Fujifilm X100F, a combination of Fujifilm’s legendary
imaging know-how, the unique f/2 23mm (35mm equivalent)
lens, and 24MP X-Trans sensor deliver rich, contrasty images with
skin-tones that are second to none.
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White balance on my Fujifilm X100F is actually even better
than the $2,000+ pro DSLRs I use to shoot weddings.
When shot wide open at f/2, bokeh is beautiful, with subject
separation normally only reserved for cameras with much larger
sensors.
Image quality straight-out-of-camera on the Fujifilm X100F is
actually so good that it’s one of the few cameras I’m comfortable
to shoot JPEG-only. When I want the increased dynamic range of
a RAW file, it’s nice to know that the RAWs contain enough data
to push/pull every spare pixel.
I spoke before about the best compact cameras being ‘fun to
use’, and nowhere is this more apparent than with the Fujifilm
X100F. Aside from its gorgeous retro design which begs to be
picked up, the manual dials and minimal layout encourage fast
muscle-memory – you quickly develop a kinship with this camera.
Being able to adjust the aperture using the lens ring is also a
unique feature which will appeal especially to fans of rangefinders.
The tactile, silky smooth click-click of every knob, dial and button
on the Fujifilm X100F add to the whole experience too.
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I owned previous models of the X100 series, and will be the
first to admit that AF performance was terrible. Whilst the AF
of the Fujifilm X100F won’t win any awards, coupled with facedetection and a much speedier start up time, I’m missing far less
shots than before!
The only real gripe I have with this luxury point and shoot
camera is its menu system… or all Fujifilm cameras’ menus in
general. I still can’t work out the custom menu setup, despite
reading the manual cover to cover!
Luckily, when you’ve dialed in your main settings, there’s really
no need to delve in to the custom menu again.
The only reason you may want to try your luck is with the
film simulation settings, which are all waybetter than any other
compact camera systems on the market. Fujifilm’s film stock
know-how has clearly come into play here, with film simulation
that’s simply unrivaled… and a whole lot of fun.
Take it from me – the Fujifilm X100F is an amazing little camera
which deserves every photographer’s serious consideration. All
you need to do is decide between silver/black and all-black – I
chose the latter :-)

CANON POWERSHOT G1
X MARK III
Megapixels: 24
Sensor Size: APS-C (22.3 x 14.9 mm)
Dimensions: 4.53 x 3.07 x 2.01” (115 x 78 x 51 mm)
Weight: 399 g (0.88 lb / 14.07 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

The PowerShot G1 X Mark III is Canon’s latest high-end
compact digital camera, released recently and quickly gaining
popularity as the new flagship PowerShot G-Series. It’s also the
largest sensor Canon has ever fitted to a fixed-lens camera.
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The 24MP APS-C sized sensor may still struggle to compete in
low light with the compact cameras with large sensors mentioned
earlier in this roundup, but the Canon PowerShot G1 X Mark
III still offers excellent imaging performance.
The latest-generation sensor combined with Dual Pixel
autofocus delivers sharp, accurately focused images with
signature Canon colour and decent noise performance at higher
ISOs (100-25600).
A 24-72mm equivalent zoom lens has been crammed into a
pocketable, robust body that’s a pleasure to hold, thanks to a
cleverly placed hand grip. There’s also weather-sealing, a useful
feature not seen on any of the other best compact cameras on
the market.
As with all compact cameras with such a small form-factor, the
ability to hold them easily with one hand is essential for both a
steady shot, and peace of mind whilst photographing on the
move. Thankfully the Canon doesn’t slip up in this regard.
One slight let down of the Canon PowerShot G1 X Mark III is
the rather standard f/2.8-5.6 lens, which is wide enough to offer
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adequate subject separation when shot wide open at f/2.8, but
quickly proves rather limiting in low light.
As for physical dials and buttons, the Canon PowerShot G1 X
Mark III does a great job at offering everything without feeling
too cluttered. The flip-out screen is a nice addition, and Canon
has used its latest touch-screen technology to ensure controls
are responsive and fast.
Compact cameras with flip screens are getting more and more
common, but they’re still not available on every model. I’m a huge
fan of flip screens, since they help you take creative compositions
without breaking your back!
A nice touch on this Canon is the ability to use the touch screen
to position your AF point whilst your eye is still on the viewfinder.
I should also mention, having an optical viewfinder on a compact
camera is somewhat of a rarity too – many photographers will
appreciate its inclusion here.
In-camera RAW conversion, wifi, macro mode, time-lapse
movie mode, leaf shutter, built-in ND filter and the numerous
other functions of the Canon PowerShot G1 X Mark III are nice,
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but not truly innovative on a point and shoot camera at this price
point.
Then there’s the sub-standard battery – you’ll be lucky to get
200 shots out of one charge, which is a big disappointment.
So how about that old elephant in the room… the price! At
time of writing, this Canon is one of the most expensive compact
cameras in its class (see latest price here). However, since it’s so
new, I’d recommend waiting a few more months to see if the
price drops below $1k, which is more reasonable for a camera of
this caliber.
So, why would I round off this post on the best compact cameras
of 2018 with a camera that has so many apparent weaknesses?
Well, aside from the image quality that really is up there with the
best, the Canon PowerShot G1 X Mark III was the most pleasing
to hold of all the compact cameras reviewed here.
It may seem like a minor deal to some, but how a camera
feels in your hand is actually very important. You want one that’s
comfortable to operate (despite being compact), and a joy to
use (thanks to grip, button placement, etc.)
This Canon compact camera ticks all those boxes, so for that
reason, it can remain here on the list!
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One thing that I’ve been asked frequently on the Shotkit
Facebook page is what are the best camera bags for women. It
appears that whilst there are lots of great women’s camera bags
available, there’s a lack of resources that provide the information
all in one place.
I reached out to a handful of manufacturers of ladies camera
bags and asked them to send me what they considered to be
their best camera bags for women. Then I gave each bag to my
models (who also happen to be photographers) for a week to
play around with, and summarised their views below.
Obviously, all types of camera bags are usable by females (click
here for a selection of the best camera bags), but in this post,
I wanted to focus on womens camera bags that are specifically
made for all you lady photographers out there!
One thing’s for sure – if you’re after dslr camera bags for women,
there’s a great selection of products on the market. So with that
said, let’s get stuck in!
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KEY FACTORS
In order to keep this roundup of the best camera bags for women
reasonably concise, I adhered to the following criteria:
CONSTRUCTION/DURABILITY
The best bags need to be rugged and well-built to last your
lifetime as a professional or amateur photographer.
LOOKS
As photographers, we are conscious of the way things look.
It’s hard to do camera female camera bag reviews without
favouring the stylish looking ones over those that are dull/
boring. This is again, a very subjective factor, but nonetheless
important.
DESIGN
By this I mean whether I deem the bag to function well for its
purpose. Is it just a women’s handbag with a camera insert for
example, or has it been designed from the start as a camera
bag.
VALUE FOR MONEY
‘Cost’ is obviously a large deciding factor for many. However,
since everyone’s budget is different, I chose to concentrate
more on whether I deem the bag to represent good value for
money. An expensive leather camera backpack may actually
be good value, when you take into account the quality of the
workmanship, for example.
In this roundup, you’ll find a mixture of women’s camera bags
which were released recently, and others which have stood
the test of time since their release several years ago.
After all, a product doesn’t need to be brand new to be good.

KELLY MOORE PILOT BACKPACK
Name: Kelly Moore Pilot
Type: Womens Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 13”(length) x 11.5”(width) x 17”(height)
Weight: 4.3 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

This first womens camera bag is actually unisex, looking equally
great on the slender frame of a woman or the broad shoulders of
a man!
It’s not just the size of the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack that
makes it work well for both men and women – the colour and
materials could complement the clothing of both sexes too. With
a sand canvas body and brown leather features, the palette is
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neutral enough to look great whatever your fashion sense, whilst
still oozing high quality in both the construction and the design.
I loved the distressed brown leather flap of the Kelly Moore
Pilot Backpack which looks like it’ll age beautifully over time.
The straps and carrying handle are simple but comfortable and
can be adjusted to suit all body sizes.
The closure of the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack is a drawstring

which our models found quick and easy to access, with the leather
flap folding over the top, to be fastened by leather belt straps
which conceal magnetic closures.
Although I love the look of belt straps on camera backpacks,
they can be a pain to fasten and undo, so the addition of the
magnetic closures is a nice touch.
The Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack can be used without the
internal camera bag ‘basket’, simply as an overnight or travel
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bag. Our models love the option of using their women’s camera
bag as more than just a camera bag.
Being able to remove the ‘camera bag elements’ mean that
the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack becomes multi-purpose, and a
much wiser investment than buying several bags. One day you
may use it as your dslr camera bag… the next as a nappy bag!
The basket includes 5 Padded, removable, adjustable Velcro
dividers, creating multiple sections inside the for Kelly Moore
Pilot Backpack for your camera gear, as well as 1 large divider
that acts as a cover for the basket. This means that you can
easily stack clothes, books or other items on top of it within the
backpack and keeps everything nice and separated.
Even without the basket, I appreciated how the exterior walls
and bottom of the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack are padded too.
The basket can hold Up to a 10” lens, camera body, flash,
phone, batteries and other accessories.
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Additional storage locations include 2 internal pockets and a
large front pocket with sections for credit cards and memory cards
too. It’s good to see the memory card slots can house larger CF
cards as well as SD cards. Finally, there’s a zipper pocket behind
the laptop sleeve, which can accomodate up to a 15” laptop.
If you’re looking for one of the most stylish camera backpacks

for women that doesn’t look like a camera bag, the Kelly Moore
Pilot Backpack should be at the top of your list. The mixture of
distressed leather, antiqued brass hardware and durable canvas
provides strength as well as beauty.
If you’re the type of person who thinks that scuffs and scratches
make a product look better, you’re sure to love how the Kelly
Moore Pilot Backpack looks in 5 years’ time!

KELLY MOORE KATE
Name: Kelly Moore Kate
Type: Women’s Cross Body Camera Bag
Dimensions: 16”(length) x 5”(width) x 11.5”(height)
Weight: 4 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

The second women’s cross body camera bag from Kelly Moore
Bag is the Kate, also part of the Canvas Collection of stylish,
multi-purpose camera bags for women.
The sand coloured canvas body with brown leather trim theme
is continued with the Kelly Moore Kate, creating an attractive
women’s messenger bag that is equally at home for professional
work or leisure.
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Messenger bags are a love/hate option for women looking for
a new camera bag. On the one hand they provide faster and
easier access than a dlsr backpack, but on the other hand they
can cause shoulder strain (since they are supported by one rather
than both of your shoulders).
The relatively large size of the Kelly Moore Kate, (which is
actually unisex) can tempt you to over-fill it, but as our models
quickly found out, an over-stuffed messenger bag carried for long

periods can be very tiring. This is obviously a general comment on
all one-shoulder bags, and not the Kelly Moore Kate in particular.
If you do like dlsr messenger bags, I’m sure you’ll love the
Kelly Moore Kate. Storage options include a zipper pocket on
the front flap, a zipper front pocket under the flap, a rear zipper
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pocket and of course the main compartment which houses the
removeable padded basket.
Additionally, there’s an internal zipper pocket on the back wall
of the Kelly Moore Kate, and a small pocket on the side of the

bag, perfect for sliding your phone in and out. This is one of the
beauties of a messenger bag such as the Kelly Moore Kate, with
your essential gear close at hand and very easily accessible.
For the OCD amongst you, there’s also a selection of pockets
to house credit cards, memory cards and pens on the inside of
the large front pocket.
The 3 padded, removable, adjustable Velcro dividers make up
the basket, leaving you with 4 sections for your camera gear. In
practice this means you can carry up to a 10” lens, camera body,
flash, phone, batteries and other accessories.
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One feature that we liked about the Kelly Moore Kate is that,
thanks to the shape of the base, this messenger bag can stand
upright on its own. This means that you can place the bag on
the ground during your shoot with it remaining upright, meaning
easy access to your gear.
As for carrying the Kelly Moore Kate, you can choose from an
adjustable, removable shoulder strap as well as a shorter ‘grabstrap’ which is also removable. In practice, we found this grab
strap the most useful for times when you frequently pick up and
put down the bag – typical of an engagement shoot or other
photography work on location.
Overall, we were impressed at how incognito the Kelly Moore
Kate is for a women’s camera bag. One of our models noted
that she’d use it more as an everyday bag as it looks and feels so
good. Highly recommended!

KELLY MOORE LUNA
Name: Kelly Moore Luna
Type: Messenger
Dimensions: 12”(length) x 5.5”(width) x 10”(height)
Weight: 2.25 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Kelly Moore Bag is perhaps better known for its women’s
camera bags that resemble women’s handbags and other female
carrying accessories. The Kelly Moore Luna seems to have been
modelled on a classic women’s shoulder bag, and depending
on the colour-scheme you choose, can actually accentuate your
outfit as a fashion accessory.
I was sent a Kelly Moore Lunain Walnut, but our models agreed
that the Kelly Moore Luna in Bone (with contrasting dark grey)
was “cuter and more of a statement piece!” It’s clear that camera
bags for women have come a long way from the boring black
generic products we used to see.
The Kelly Moore Luna is crafted out of ‘Cambrio’ material,
exclusive to Kelly Moore Bag. I’m always suspicious when
manufacturers come up with brand-specific materials/features
with exotic names, but I have to say I’m impressed with this
Cambrio stuff!
Apparently Cambrio is a vegan-friendly material, but more
important to photographers, it’s abrasion and water-resistant
too. It feels just like leather too.
The Kelly Moore Luna is clearly aimed more at photographers
looking for stylish camera bags for women rather than those who
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need an everyday workhorse for all their camera gear. The size of
the Kelly Moore Luna limits carrying capacity to a smaller camera
body with lens attached, or a pro camera body with a separate
lens (up to 8”), and small accessory such as a flash.
Other storage options include 2 vertical front zipper pockets
(the right size for your phone/keys etc), 1 inside zipper pocket, 2
spaces on either side of the basket to store an iPad, notebooks,
magazines, etc. and 3 open clear envelope pockets.
The removable padded basket features 2 padded dividers
which can be customised to suit your carry-load. To secure the
bag, there’s a zip as well as the flap, which when folded over
closes with a magnet.
The branding on the Kelly Moore Luna of a gold plated logo on
the front flap won’t be for everyone . It definitely complements
the bag and adds to its appeal for those looking for a stylish
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camera bag for women, but could be a little bold and shiny for
some.
One thing’s for sure – no one will mistake the Kelly Moore
Luna for a camera bag, which allows you to pass incognito as a
photographer. Ironically, the Kelly Moore Luna looks so much
like an expensive handbag that thieves may prey on it simply as

that alone, not knowing about the expensive gear held within!
As for the carrying options on the Kelly Moore Luna, the long
messenger strap (up to 40”) means that you can adjust it to suit
all heights, then quickly shorten the length at times when you
don’t want the bag to swing as much.
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Be sure to check out the 3 colourways available here for the
Kelly Moore Luna – the walnut version we received certainly
makes for a stylish womens camera bag, but the bone/grey and
mustard/grey options are equally striking too.

THE COMPAGNON UNIQUE
Name: Camera Tote Bag
Dimensions: 12”(height) x 18.1”(width) x 3.9”(depth)
Weight: 2.6 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Compagnon is a family owned premium leather bag
manufacturer based in Germany’s Black Forest region. All their
products, including the stylish Compagnon Unique Camera
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and Laptop bag, are made from 100% naturally tanned buffalo
leather, produced in Italy.
The inside of the Compagnon Unique is just as luxurious,
with ‘prime velcro velour’, allowing for the fixing of the storage
separator panels but also offering strength and durability. When
compared to nylon and other synthetic materials used on lesser
women’s camera bag inserts, this velour hybrid will stand the test
of time whilst providing excellent protection for your gear.
Camera tote bags which also feature shoulder straps, as
offered by the Compagnon Unique, are a popular option for
those looking for a stylish women’s camera bag. The tote handles
allow for the Compagnon Unique to be carried by hand, over
the shoulder/close to the arm pit, and at a longer length via the
padded shoulder strap as a messenger-type bag.
The main zipper is 40cm long, opening about 30cm wide. In
practice, we were able to fit one full frame dSLR with battery grip
(or a larger flagship body such as the new Nikon D5), with a lens
as big as the 70-200 f/2.8 zoom attached. Alongside this, you
can squeeze in 2 additional medium sized lenses (we added a
35mm and an 85mm), or a lens and a flash.
The Compagnon Unique also features a padded laptop
compartment which can house a 13” Macbook or similar.
There’s also a zipper pocket on the front and one on the
interior, plus open-topped compartments inside for a phone, a
small wallet or notepad and pens.
The 4 padded dividers are movable and customisable, and
can also be removed completely so you can use the Compagnon
Unique as an everyday bag, although for this usage, it is rather
large – you could fit a small dog inside it quite comfortably!
It’s obvious that a lot of love has gone into the manufacturing
of the Compagnon Unique camera tote bag. The leather gives
off a beautiful aroma, strap fastenings are shiny and solid and all
zips are both smooth and strong at the same time. It’s clearly a
bag that will last a photographer’s lifetime.
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One minor niggle from one of the girls who used the bag for a
week was the branding – since Compagnon is not a well-known
name over here in Australia, the model wasn’t keen on having it
emblazoned in gold on the front of an otherwise plain and welldesigned bag.
However, if you’re not a ‘brand-whore’ (!!), I’m sure you won’t
care about the name, or will probably appreciate the exotic and
unknown nature of your bag’s origin!
Whatever the case, the Compagnon Unique Camera and
Laptop bag deserves its place on this best camera bags for
women list. If you’re looking to invest in a handmade, stylish
women’s camera bag that’s easy to carry, functional and will last
forever, be sure to check out the Compagnon Unique.
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THINK TANK PHOTO
LILY DEANNE MEZZO
Name: Think Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo
Type: Shoulder camera bag
Dimensions: 8.5” (height) x 10” (width) x 6.3” (depth)
Weight: 2.3 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Did you know that the godfather of all camera bag manufacturers
Think Tank Photo made a women’s camera bag? The Think Tank
Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo is a dslr camera bag for women that
is stylish, well made and functional, that oddly enough seems to
have flown under the radar since its release.
‘Lily Deanne’ actually refers to 2 women, the first a product
designer and the second a Pulitzer Prize winning photographer…
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but let’s be honest, you’re not buying this women’s camera bag
based on 2 people you’ve never heard of! Instead, the Think
Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo will no doubt catch the eye of
those of you looking for stylish camera bags for women.
The bag comes in 3 sizes, with each one designed to
accommodate pro-sized camera bodies and lenses. We received
the most popular ‘Mezzo’ (mid-sized model), which in practice
allowed us to carry a Canon 5D Mark III with a 24-70mm f/2.8

attached, plus a 50mm f/1.2 and 85mm f/1.2 next to it. We even
managed to squeeze in a flash on top of all that.
Apparently the Think Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo was
developed after a “decade interviewing female photographers
and a 1.5 years developing the bag”. This has resulted in a design
that provides quick access to both camera body, lenses, an 11”
laptop or tablet and also a wealth of smaller accessories thanks
to the well-placed pockets.
In addition to the multiple pockets for your smaller personal
items, the expandable pockets on the Think Tank Photo Lily
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Deanne Mezzo allow you to carry a water bottle or sunglasses
case.
We particularly liked the addition of a large ‘pass-through’ on
the back of the bag, which alows you to slip the Think Tank Photo
Lily Deanne Mezzo over the luggage handle of a rolling case.
As with all Think Tank Photo products, the quality of the Think
Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo is top-notch and built to lasta
lifetime.
The exterior is treated with durable water resistant coating, while

the underside features polyurethane coating, also water resistant.
Accents are made from full-grain Dakota leather, chrome plated
metal hardware, velocity nylon, seatbelt webbing… basically the
highest grade materials that won’t rip or break after heavy-usage!
The interior of the Think Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo is a a
striking turquoise colour, which contrasts nicely with the subdued
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black exterior (the Photo Lily is also available in Chestnut Brown).
Business on the outside, party on the inside!
The only thing that struck me as a little strange with the Think
Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo is that even though it’s clearly
aimed to appeal to photographers looking for stylish camera bags
for women, Think Tank Photo have chosen to have a relatively
large metal logo on the front of the bag.
Although this won’t matter to many of you, I think it’s a shame
that Think Tank Photo didn’t choose more subtle branding, as
is the case on their popular Think Tank Retrospective series of
camera bags.
Incidentally, the Think Tank Retrospective camera bags are unisex
and popular with many female wedding photographers I know.
Check out the mini review in this list of the best camera bags.
It should be mentioned that the Think Tank Photo Lily Deanne
Mezzo would make a great gift for a female photographer – it
comes in an attractive gift box, wrapped carefully in tissue paper
like a high-class handbag, sure to please the recipient. Husbands
of photographers – listen up!

JO TOTES BELLBROOK CAMERA
AND LAPTOP BACKPACK

Name: Think Tank Photo Lily Deanne Mezzo
Type: Backpack
Dimensions: 15.75” (height) x 12” (width) x 6.25” (depth)
Weight: 4 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

If you’re looking for a camera backpack for women which is
both modern and fashionable, the Jo Totes Bellbrook Camera
and Laptop Backpack should be on your shortlist. This backpack
was one of the favourites amongst our models, who commented
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that they’d feel comfortable using it as a bag to take to college
or hiking, not to mention on the next photo shoot.
Handscrafted from water-resistant, American-made waxed
canvas and trimmed with high-quality leather, the Jo Totes
Bellbrook Camera and Laptop Backpack is comfortable, versatile
and chic – at least that’s what the website said, and we have to
say we agree!
Another bonus is that the Jo Totes Bellbrook Camera and
Laptop Backpack is currently on sale, reduced from $255 to
$199 here at Amazon.
Available in Olive (our favourite), black and a cute blueishgrey, the Bellbrook features a satin-brass closure to secure the
front flap, adding to the overall stylish appearance of the bag.
Our reviewers particularly liked the exclusion of any overt
branding on the bag – in fact, we had to search for anything at all,
finally finding the brand name embossed subtly on a zipper pull.
We wish more women’s camera bag manufacturers would
realise that overt branding is not necessary – if someone likes
your bag enough, they will ask you who makes it!
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Two neat features of the Jo Totes Bellbrook Camera and Laptop
Backpack are the side-access pockets, which allow you to access
your camera gear quickly, by swinging the backpack around your
body and reaching in from the side.
As well as room for up to a 15” laptop, the Bellbrook also
features a large zippered pocket on the front and multiple
organisation pockets in the rear compartment which we used
for business cards, mobile phone, spare batteries, notebook and
pens.
We loved the durable feel of the waxed canvas which really
suits the olive colour-way, and the grey brushed nylon interior is
soft and smooth to the touch – perfect for storing lenses without
their caps if that’s your thing!
The padded, adjustable divider system on the Bellbrook allows
you to customize the backpack to accommodate your belongings
and camera equipment. When the bag is divided into upper and
lower compartments, the top area can store additional camera
equipment vertically with padded dividers, or with an insert
(included) which can be placed in the top area for additional
protection.
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In practice, our reviewer was able to carry a Nikon D610 body
and 85mm f/1.8 lens (unattached) and a Nikon SB-910 flash, plus
a 13” Macbook Pro in the laptop sleeve.
As with the other women’s camera bags in this review, all
dividers can be removed to use the Jo Totes Bellbrook Camera
and Laptop Backpack as an every day backpack.
If you’ve been searching high and low for the most stylish
camera bags for women, you’ve probably encountered numerous
products from Jo Totes. If you’re feeling overwhelmed, we
recommend you go for the Bellbrook, which offers great storage,
easy access and modern good-looks.

JO TOTES GRACIE CAMERA BAG
Name: Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag
Type: Shoulder Bag
Dimensions: 13.25” (height) x 13” (width) x 4.75” (depth)
Weight: 4 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

I must admit it was hard to choose which bag by Jo Totes
to include in this roundup of the best camera bags for women
photographers. I narrowed down the choices by turning to
Amazon reviews, and was interested to find that the Jo Totes
Gracie Camera Bag had many 5 star reviews by happy customers.
Available in Mint, Magenta, Marsala and Butterscotch (our
review bag), it’s clear that Jo Totes is trying to capture the hearts
of a broad spectrum of female photographers with both their
purse camera bag designs and colours.
Out of the 4 colour options on offer, our reviewers universally
agreed that Butterscotch was the most versatile, looking good
with almost any outfit.
Anyway, enough about how this stylish camera bag looks! How
does it function? Well, boasting an impressive seven spacious
pockets, the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag can hold a surprising
amount of gear for a women’s camera bag in this price range.
On the exterior of the Gracie, there are two front pockets with
magnetic button closures, one large front pocket with a zippered
closure, one back pocket that includes a zippered compartment
and a quick-access non-zippered compartment which we found
useful for our lens covers and filters.
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On the inside, there’s a zippered iPad pocket on one side of
the Gracie and another zippered pocket for your phone and keys
on the other side. For your camera gear, you can customise four
removable velcro pads to suit your needs on the day.
In practice, we were able to fit a Canon 5D Mark III with 35mm
f/1.4 lens attached, a 580 EX II flash and still have room for the
model’s cardigan on top.
Aside from the looks and carrying abilities of the Jo Totes Gracie
Camera Bag, it’s the shape and material which really sets it apart.
Even though the Gracie is made from faux-leather (presumably
to keep the price down, which they’ve succeeded in doing), the
quality is excellent and the bag remains supple, allowing it to
comfortably wrap around the body.
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With women’s messenger camera bags, it’s preferable if the
bag wraps nicely around the contours of the woman’s curves,
rather than jutting out like some harder women’s camera bags
tend to do. Since the camera gear portion is at the lower half
of the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag, the upper portion is left
’empty’ and able to wrap nicely around your hip, when the bag
is carried across your body.
Included with the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag is a removable
shoulder strap, cross body strap and shoulder pad, allowing a few
different carrying options. By using the shorter shoulder strap,
you can carry the Gracie higher up your body, minimising swing.
Switching to the longer strap allows you to carry the Gracie
across your body. During our review, we kept both straps attached
at the same time and the bag looked great and functioned well
too.
The interior of the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag deserves a
mention – if you opt for the Mint, Magenta or Marsala colour
options (compare them all here), the interior is a subdued lightgrey. However, on the Butterscotch Gracie, the interior is a
powder-blue, which reminded us a little of a nappy (diaper) bag!
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Having said this, the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag is so nicelooking and comfortable to carry that at this price, it actually can
double very well as a nappy bag when you’re not shooting!
If you read the customer reviews of the Gracie on Amazon,
you’ll see that many women actually use the bag as a stylish
everyday handbag. With this versatility all for just over 100 bucks,
it’s hard to pass up the Jo Totes Gracie Camera Bag, however
you choose to use it.

JILL-E DESIGNS SMALL
LEATHER CAMERA BAG
Name: Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera Bag
Type: Camera HandBag
Dimensions: 14” (length) x 6” (width) x 8” (height)
Weight: 3.6 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

I must admit that I probably would have skipped over this
unassuming camera handbag had it not been for the numerous
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positive customer reviews on Amazon. Despite it’s rather
unimaginative name, the Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera
Bag seems to have legions of fans…
Whether the Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera Bag is one
of the more stylish camera bags for women or not is in the eye of
the beholder, but looks aside, you have to admit that the design
is original and markedly different from the other women’s camera
bags in this review.
Built from top grain, weather-resistant leather, the Jill-e Designs
Small Leather Camera Bag feels strong and durable, and thanks
to the padded exterior walls, your camera gear will be safe and
sound despite any bumps.
The dual zipper top access point is an interesting addition. Our
reviewers initially disliked it, but the more they used the bag, the
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more they began to understand its unique advantage – namely,
allowing you to access the contents using one hand.
By carrying the Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera Bag over
a bent arm, you are able to open the top flap with one deft yank
of the double zipper.
Since this camera handbag is so shallow, you’re able to see
and access all your gear very quickly and easily. In terms of what
you can fit in the Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera Bag, our
reviewer carried a medium sized Nikon D3300 body with 50mm
f/1.8 prime lens attached, flash and 18-55mm kit lens, along
with all the smaller bits and bobs that you ladies have in your
handbags!
The dual zippers also mean that the top opening is large,
allowing you to see into the entire bag. You can also unzip only
one side to easily slide things in and out of the bag on the fly.
Pockets are plentiful and include 3 mesh pockets on the inside
lid, a detachable zippered pocket inside, 3 pockets with magnetic
closures on the front and sides, and a zippered pocket on the
rear. This allows plenty of room to store keys, a phone, a wallet,
or any other necessities.
Carrying the Jill-e Designs Small Leather Camera Bag on the
inside of your arm can quickly become tiring, so our reviewers
found themselves attaching the included shoulder strap for most
of the day.
Due to its size limitations, the Jill-e Designs Small Leather
Camera Bag is aimed more the hobbyist or semi-pro female
photographer rather than the full-time pro who needs to carry
multiple items of gear.
It’s somewhat a niche product, and its appearance reflects this,
but due to its affordable pricing, durable construction, unique
access point and non-camera bag good-looks, we feel the Jill-e
Designs Small Leather Camera Bag deserves its spot amongst
the best camera bags for women.
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JILL-E DESIGNS JACK
MESSENGER CAMERA BAG
Name: Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag
Type: Messenger
Dimensions: 15” (length) x 8” (width) x 12” (height)
Weight: 4.5 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Jill-E designs is another women’s camera bag manufacturer
that offers many products for the female photographer. When
I asked them to send me their 3 most popular camera bags for
women, the Jack Messenger Camera Bag came in at number 2.
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The Jack is actually unisex, although I have to say that the
contrasting stitching and other small design features do edge it
more in favour of being a camera bag for women. Strange that
they decided to call it ‘Jack’!?
Built from durable but soft top grain, weather-resistant
Colombian leather, the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera
Bag looks like it will scuff and scratch over time, leading to a
weathered but attractive worn appearance.
The leather is much softer than that used on the Jill-e Designs
Small Leather Camera Bag reviewed above, which would be able
to withstand more abuse before looking worn.
The Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag is deep enough
to house a 15” laptop, up to 2 dSLR camera bodies and 3 to
medium sized lenses. You can even carry two camera bodies with
pro-size zooms attached, making the Jack Messenger a good
option for wedding photographers or those who shoot regularly
with 2 cameras at once.
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The two zippered front pockets also contain smaller interior
pockets for a mobile phone and memory cards. The side pockets
are useful for small items such as business cards or keys, but
we would have liked them to be slightly larger to be able to
accommodate a flash or small lens.
A neat addition is the zippered trolley pocket which allows you
to attach the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag to a
rolling bag, making a great option for travelling photographers.
The front flap is styled with a belt-style closure, but actually
closes by way of a push button closure, a much simpler and faster
option for easy access.
As with most camera messenger bags, the flap doesn’t need
to be closed until the end of the day when a shoot is complete,
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with the flap providing adequate protection remaining down but
unfastened.
The interior of the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag
is where it really shines, with nice, thick padded adjustable velcro
dividers, giving you a myriad of organisation options.
Our reviewers found the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger
Camera Bag comfortable to carry using the padded rear handle
or detachable shoulder strap. For run-and-gun style photography
shoots (e.g. engagement sessions), the rear handle proves most
useful, although you’ll quickly feel the weight.
As with most messenger style bags that house this much
camera gear, it should be noted that the bag won’t wrap around
the curve of your hip, but rather stick out like you’re carrying a
large shoe box on your waist. This is accentuated due to the boxlike structure of the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag .
This said, if you’re looking for a medium-large size leather
women’s camera bag which is stylish enough to pass for an
overnight bag, the Jill-e Designs Jack Messenger Camera Bag
is a good-looking and functional option.

JILL-E DESGINS E-GO
CAMERA BAG INSERT
Name: Jill-e Desgins E-Go Camera Bag Insert
Type: Insert
Dimensions: 10.5” (length) x 3.5” (width) x 6.25” (height)
Weight: 0.5 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Although the Jill-e Desgins E-Go Camera Bag Insert could be
used as a standalone bag thanks to its shoulder strap (albeit a
very basic one), I still chose to include it in this list of the best
camera bags for women even though it’s just an insert. This was
mainly due to my own personal preference of using an insert (or
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rather, a Domke wrap) to extend the carrying capabilities of any
of my non-camera bags.
In other words, using an insert such as the Jill-e Desgins E-Go
Camera Bag Insert allows you to quickly and easily convert any
of your existing generic bags into a camera bag.
There’s not much to the Jill-e Desgins E-Go Camera Bag Insert
– it’s just a compact, weather-resistant, microfiber case which fits
inside your favourite carry bag.
The padded interior with adjustable dividers offers ample
protection for a small camera body (we used a Canon 700D),
one lens and another small accessory such as a LaCie Rugged
portable hard drive.
There’s also a handy net pocket on the inside of the top flap
which we used to store business cards, batteries and SD cards.
The Jill-e Desgins E-Go Camera Bag Insert weighs next
to nothing and is reasonably priced, so we recommend it for
anyone who hasn’t quite decided what style of women’s camera
bag to invest in. Just purchase the insert and try it out in your
existing messenger, tote, sling and other bags to see which way
of carrying your gear suits you best.

CAPTURING COUTURE
AMERICANA CAMERA BACKPACK
Name: Capturing Couture Americana Camera Backpack
Type: Backpack or Messenger
Dimensions: 16” (width) x 12” (height) x 7” (depth)
Weight: 3 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

After all the leather and plain synthetic stylish women’s camera
bags featured in this list, I was keen to include one of the more
girly camera bags that polarises opinion a bit.
Some might call the Capturing Couture Americana Camera
Backpack a stylish women’s camera bag, but then again, others
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might say it resembles a kid’s sandwich bag! Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder after all.
One thing’s for sure – the Capturing Couture Americana
Camera Backpack is certainly funky, and lives up to Capturing
Couture’s slogan of ‘well crafted products for joyful living.’
Using this bag will quite literally put a smile on your face every
time you pick it up – the design isn’t for everyone, but those who
like it, fall in love with it.
Carrying the Americana will also attract/repel your kind of
client, which could be an advantage/disadvantage depending
on your business.
Looks aside, the Americana is a well designed, well constructed
backpack that doubles as a handy messenger bag, allowing you
to carry 2 dSLR bodies, 2 smaller lenses, a flash, a telephoto lens,
laptop/tablet and lots of other small accessories,
The Capturing Couture Americana Camera Backpack includes
2 zippered pockets on the front panel, a laptop/tablet sleeve
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(fits up to a 12” laptop, such as the sexy Macbook Retina 12”),
a back zippered pocket which can also be used to slide onto a
rolling luggage handle, a main compartment with 5 removable
panels and an interior key clip.
We loved the option to access the Capturing Couture
Americana Camera Backpack via the wide top opening as well
as via the zippered front opening, which allows you to lay the
bag flat for quick access to all your gear. The front flap closes via
magnetic buckle clips.
The Capturing Couture Americana Camera Backpack felt
durable and high quality, and we especially liked the waterresistant base with 5 metal feet. However, we felt the included
backpack and shoulder straps were a little basic, and could
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probably warrant some form of padding if you’re carrying heavy
loads.
Branding was subtle and stylish, with a shiny metal badge on
the front with Embossed same-colour logo – you can’t see the
brand name unless you really study it.
Bottom line is, you’ll know in one second if the Capturing
Couture Americana Camera Backpack is for you. One of our
reviewers who loves girly camera bags fell in love with it and said
she’d use it as her everyday carry… another said it was perfect…
for her 6 year old girl’s sandwiches!
Whether you decide to invest in the Americana or not, be sure to
check out Capturing Coutures other funky bag and strap creations.

F-STOP GEAR KASHMIR UL
Name: F-Stop Gear Kashmir UL
Type: Backpack
Dimensions: 12.5” (width) x 20.5” (high) x 27.9” (deep)
Weight: 2.5 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Not all women’s camera bags are designed for the everyday
female photographer. The F-Stop Gear Kashmir UL is the
first adventure bag by F-Stop Gear which has been designed
exclusively for women. I got my hands on a pre-release version
and handed it to our female reviewer to see what she thought.
Those familiar with the F-Stop Gear range of camera bags will
know that they usually offer 3 basic colourways – all black, and
a bright turquoise or orange colour option. The F-Stop Gear
Kashmir UL features a mixture of the two, making it eye-catching
without being too loud.
You’ll either love or hate the turquoise accents on the Kashmir,
but they do serve a purpose, making them visible in harsh
conditions where you need to quickly grab a strap or buckle.
Harsh conditions are what the F-Stop Gear range of camera
bags were designed for, and the F-Stop Gear Kashmir UL is no
different. The ‘UL’ stands for ultralight, but that doesn’t mean
it’s low-quality. Far from it in fact – I’ve never heard of an F-Stop
bag ripping, thanks to abrasion resistant ripstop nylon and
polyurethane coating which offers water/weather resistance.
As for storage options, the Kashmir offers elasticated side
mesh pockets allowing easy access to water bottles and small
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lenses, a zippered mesh underside lid pocket which is perfect
for a passport, wallet and other less commonly needed items, a
multi-puprose internal sleeve which can be used to house up to
a 13” laptop or a hydration bladder, and a front panel pocket.
We also found the zippered pockets on the hip strap especially
useful for travel passes and money, allowing fast and easy access
whilst still remaining relatively concealed.
The F-Stop Gear Kashmir UL can stand its own as a dedicated
hiking backpack, with ergonomic Soft Flex injection molded
EVA belt and shoulder straps, and adjustable sternum strap with
integrated whistle for emergencies.
Special attention has gone into the structure of the Kashmir,
which has been scultped specifically to match the female torso.
The waist straps distribute weight efficiently while the harness
features the longest adjustable sternum strap we have ever made
to accommodate a range of bust sizes.
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As with all F-Stop Gear bags, the carrying of camera gear is
performed using Internal Camera Units – basically, inserts with
customisable dividers. The Kashmir supports all Shallow ICUs
allowing you plenty of protected space for gear in the field.
As an example, using the Medium Shallow ICU ($75), you can
carry up to 3 pro dSLR bodies and a large telephoto lens e.g. 3x
Canon 5D Mark IIIs and a 40mm f/5.6L. Alternatively, a Canon 5D
Mark III with 70-200mm f/2.8 attached, plus a Canon 7D body,
35mm f/1.4L, charger and spare batteries.
The F-Stop Gear Kashmir UL is clearly a niche product aimed
at female sports photographers, or lifestyle photographers who
perhaps cater more for hikers and outdoor enthusiasts. It’s also
a great option simply as a hiking backpack, with the removeable
ICU giving you the flexibility to use it for professional photography
use when it suits you.

AIDE DE CAMP LEYDEN
Name: Aide de Camp Leyden
Type: Handbag
Dimensions: 14” (width) x 11” (high) x 6” (deep)
Weight: 2.5 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

As one of the most stylish camera bags for women on the
market, I was eager to get my hands on the sophisticated Aide
de Camp Leyden in the new ‘sable brown’ colour-way for review.
By using a mixture of durable, water-resistant nylon, genuine
cow leather handles/trim and 14-karat champagne gold plated
hardware, the Aide de Camp Leyden straddles the line between
functional women’s camera bag and stylish everyday handbag.
With minimal branding and a fashionable silhouette, the Aide
de Camp Leyden is clearly for female photographers who don’t
want to look like photographers.
I can see this bag being popular for bloggers who want a
discreet way to carry their bulky dSLR, whilst remaining stylish
and incognito.
The Aide de Camp Leyden features a removable cross-body
strap with a soft neoprene centre (think spongy wetsuit material)
for maximum comfort. You can also use the shorter double
handles to carry the bag over a bent arm – the preferred method
of our reviewers when the carry load wasn’t too heavy.
As for storage options, the Aide de Camp Leyden offers an
impressive nine pockets, both internal and external. Our reviewers
loved the organisational capacity of the Leyden, with smaller
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slip-in style pockets allowing you to arrange your mobile phone,
business cards, earphones and other small accessories to your
OCD heart’s content!
When it’s time to load your camera gear, you can customise
the removable padding box to accomodate a couple of camera
bodies and lenses. We managed to stuff in a Nikon D700, 35mm
f/1.8, 50mm f/1.8, 85mm f/1.8, Kindle, iPhone, purse, makeup,
business cards and a scarf.
The top of the Aide de Camp Leyden zips up to fold over on
itself when carried. Although it would affect the appearance of
the bag, you also have the option of adding more items on top of
the padding box, then leaving the zipped flap standing upright,
allowing a little extra room.
If you’re looking for a stylish women’s camera bag that wouldn’t
look out of place when used in the evening at a restaurant, the
Aide de Camp Leyden should be on your shortlist.
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Whilst the Leyden is not suited to professional photographers
who lug around a ton of gear, it does provide a great solution
for those female hobbyist/semi-pro photographers who want
to pass unnoticed, and look good while they’re at it. It’s also
available in black.

AIDE DE CAMP NADINE
Name: Aide de Camp Nadine
Type: Tote
Dimensions: 22” (width top) x 15” (width base) x 12”
(high) x 9.5” (deep)
Weight: 2.6 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

One style of women’s camera bag that hasn’t been mentioned
in this best camera bags for women post is the humble tote. I’ve
got to say that if I were a woman, I’d use a tote as my everyday
camera bag, and the Aide de Camp Nadine is the best-looking
camera tote I’ve come across.
All our reviewers agreed that the Aide de Camp Nadine is a
great looking bag, whether used as a weekender, nappy bag or
camera bag. It’s a little on the large side to use everyday for just
your essentials, but we’re happy for the size, since it allows us
to accommodate a lot of camera gear and still look great when
carried.
Totes provide a unique way of carrying, with the load on one
shoulder and the bag suspended near waist height. This allows
you to use your hand on the side to grasp the bottom of the
tote, stopping it from swinging.
The handles on the Aide de Camp Nadine seem durable,
although offer no padding so could prove a little painful for
extended use, especially on bare shoulders.
As for storage options, the Aide de Camp Nadine offers 3
external pockets, 6 interior pockets and a padded sleeve which can
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house up to a 15” laptop. The removable internal compartment
can house one dSLR and up to 4 lenses, depending on their size.
We managed to squeeze in a Nikon D750 body with 35mm f/1,4,
85mm f/1.4, Yongnuo YN-622 wireless triggers and a Nikon SB700 flash.
There’s also a handy rear trolley sleeve, allowing you to give
your shoulder a rest whilst whizzing around the airport. Another
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feature which was spotted by our model with a newborn was the
removable laptop padding, which can also be used as a wipeable
mat for that quick nappy change!
Thankfully the premium European canvas of the Aide de Camp
Nadine’s exterior is water-resistant, just in case you can’t put that
nappy on fast enough :p
Our models loved the colour options of the Aide de Camp
Nadine – charcoal, cream and slate, all in pastel tones that could
complement a broad spectrum of outfits.
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Branding is very minimal (and removable), and the design is
subtle enough to go unnoticed, but will draw compliments upon
closer examination – the two-tone front is both stylish and quirky.
If you’ve used a tote as your every day bag for some time, you’ll
appreciate the convenience of a shoulder bag which doesn’t
swing. For its good-looks, functionality and build-quality, the
Aide de Camp Nadine should be at the top of your Christmas
list!

LEI MOMI LISBON
CAMERA BAG
Name: Lei Momi Lisbon Camera Bag
Type: Handbag
Dimensions: 15” (length) x 5.5” (width base) x 12” (high) x
9.5” (deep)
Weight: 2.6 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

Seeing as I’ve been a resident of Australia for the past 7 years
(originally I’m from the UK), I thought it would be remiss of me not
to include at least one Ozzie womens camera bag manufacturer
on this list of the best camera bags for women!
The Lei Momi Lisbon is available in coral/saddle and cocoa/
brown colour-ways, and we received the most popular of the
two – the coal/saddle version. It’s certainly an unusual design/
colouring that will no doubt polarise opinion straight away.
Woven cotton canvas combined with a faux leather trim makes
up the exterior of the Lei Momi Lisbon, and from a distance the
bag looks like it’s made from twill. It’s certainly a stand-out piece,
and in the coral/brown option would complement a beachside
outfit nicely.
As for exterior carrying options on the Lei Momi Lisbon, there
are two front pockets, two zipper pockets on the front and the
back, and two side pockets for your phone, keys, extra batteries
or lip gloss!
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On the inside, the Lei Momi Lisbon offers 5 padded adjustable
dividers which allow you to customise the space as you wish, and
also includes a section for a 13” laptop or tablet. We managed to
fit one Nikon D610 camera body, a 35mm f/1.8, 50mm f/1.8 and
85mm f/1.8, as well as a Macbook Air into the Lisbon.
Whilst some of the bags in this reviews of the best camera
bags for women included metal zippers, the Lei Momi Lisbon
uses a nylon main zipper, which helps to prevent any scratches
on your precious camera gear.
The Lei Momi Lisbon was comfortable to carry in the fold of
one arm, then later in the day when our reviewer started to tire,
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the adjustable/detachable cross-body cotton webbing strap with
shoulder pad offered a comfortable option to take the weight.
Branding on the bag includes a polished silver name plate on
the front, but with a subtle embossing in the same colour so it
doesn’t stand out too much. The silver also complements nicely
with the twist closures on the two front pockets.
The Lei Momi Lisbon offers a unique, well constructed design
in an original fabric, and for that reason, it deserves its place in
this best camera bags for women round up. We hope you agree!

LEI MOMI ALICE
CAMERA BAG
Name: Lei Momi Alice Camera Bag
Type: Women’s Messenger Camera Bag
Dimensions: 13” (length) x 5.25” (width) x 9.5” (height)
Weight: 2 lbs
Price: Click here for the latest price

The Lei Momi Alice Camera Bag was definitely one of the most
popular women’s camera bags amongst both our reviewers, and
any other non-photographer female that came across it. It’s hard
to resist such a cute and stylish women’s camera bag in a classic
satchel design.
Available in 4 vibrant but tasteful colours (Toupe Grey, Summer
Ochre, Poppy Red and our review unit in Caribbean Green), the
Lei Momi Alice Camera Bag is clearly for the female photographer
who wants to stand out… or perhaps just wants to smile every
time she picks up her camera bag!
[Speaking of colours, follow this link to find out how to take
better pictures using the colour red].
Whilst we want our camera bags to serve their purpose and
function well as camera bags, often we also want them to look
good as standalone pieces too. I’ve tried to focus on stylish
camera bags for women in this review, and the Lei Momi Alice
Camera Bag with its cutesy-appeal, lack of overt branding and
supple faux leather exterior ticks all the right boxes.
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Enough of its looks! How does the Lei Momi Alice Camera Bag
perform? Well, despite its soft and spongey appearance, it can
actually protect your precious camera gear well too.
Metal feet and padding on the base of the bag, padding on
each wall and 4 padded adjustable dividers offer good protection
for any bumps and drops along the way.
In terms of storage, the Lei Momi Alice Camera Bag offers one
main zippered front pocket which conceals separate spaces for
business cards and memory cards as well as a mesh net for other
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bits and bobs. We especially liked the pleating on the side of the
main pocket, allowing it to open wider to allow easier access.
Two narrow side pockets could be used to squeeze in a phone
or lipstick perhaps, then another open topped pocket on the
rear is a good size for an iPad Mini or Kindle. On the inside of the
Alice there’s a zippered mesh pocket under the lid, and the main
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compartment which features a nylon zip closure to prevent any
accidental lens scratches.
The main flap closes via magnets, our preference for speed
and ease of one-handed access. Branding includes one silver
plate on the side – we’re so glad this was placed here rather than
on the front, which could have spoiled the cuteness of the Lei
Momi Alice Camera Bag!
There’s an adjustable and detachable cross-body cotton strap
with shoulder pad if you want to carry the Lei Momi Alice Camera
Bag like a messenger bag, or a padded hand grip on the top.
As for how much it can carry, expect to fit a camera body and
up to 2 lenses and small accessories into the Alice – perfect for
the hobbyist or food blogger who wants to pass incognito as a
photographer but still wants to have a statement piece by her
side.
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One thing I’m asked time and time again by photographers is
“What is the best camera backpack?”
Obviously ‘best’ is somewhat subjective, but nevertheless, I’ve
updated this post for 2018 to show you my selection of favourites
in the hope of uncovering the best camera backpack for you.
One thing’s for sure – there’s no shortage of great camera
bags available in 2018. From a stylish leather camera backpack
to a rugged outdoor one, the number of carrying optiochrons on
offer to photographers is quite overwhelming.
The best dslr backpack for one photographer will be quite
different to that of the next, but I hope my reviews below will
help you make your next decision when choosing the right one
for you.
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KEY FACTORS
In order to keep this roundup of the best camera bags for women
reasonably concise, I adhered to the following criteria:
CONSTRUCTION/DURABILITY
The best camera backpack needs to be rugged and well-built
to last your lifetime as a professional or amateur photographer.
LOOKS
As photographers, we are conscious of the way things look.
It’s hard to do camera backpack reviews without favouring
the cool looking ones over those that are dull/boring. This is
again, a very subjective factor, but nonetheless important.
DESIGN
By this I mean whether I deem the bag to function well for
its purpose. Is it just a regular backpack with a camera insert
for example, or has it been designed from the start as a dslr
camera backpack.
VALUE FOR MONEY
‘Cost’ is obviously a large deciding factor for many when
searching for the best camera backpack. However, since
everyone’s budget is different, I chose to concentrate more
on whether I deem the bag to represent good value for
money. An expensive leather camera backpack may actually
be good value, when you take into account the quality of the
workmanship, for example.
In this roundup, you’ll find a mixture of camera backpacks
which were released recently, and others which have stood
the test of time since their release several years ago.
After all, a product doesn’t need to be brand new to be called
the best camera backpack of the year.

LOWEPRO TACTIC 350 AW
Name: LowePro Tactic 350 AW
Dimensions: 12 x 9 x 17 in (30 x 22 x 43 cm)
Weight: 4.4 lb (1.9 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Despite a couple of years passing since its release, the LowePro
Tactic 350 AW is definitely still up there as one of the most popular
backpacks for photographers available in 2018.
Have a quick glance at the hundreds of raving 5 star reviews
on Amazon – it’s clear that this camera bag has a legion of happy
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fans, but what is it exactly that makes the LowePro Tactic AW so
good? At first glance, it looks just like your average everyday
backpack for travelling. However, inside you’ll be able to store
away all your camera gear with ease.
The stealthy looks of this good looking backpack no doubt
attract photographers who are more interested in remaining
undercover than being seen as someone carrying thousands of
dollars of expensive gear.
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The webbing running across the front of the LowePro Tactic 350
AW seem to have been inspired by the special forces, and serve
to give the backpack unrivalled strength, as well as providing
over 50 attachment options!
You can get versatile with your carry options with 5 modular
packing accessories: water bottle pouch, accessory case,
tripod cup and 2 cinch straps, which are all included with this
backpack. Attach them to the webbing to customise the outside
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of the LowePro Tactic 350
AW to suit your storage
needs.
The LowePro Tactic 350
AW is extremely rugged
and durable, standing rigid
and upright when left alone
for ease of access. It was
built to last with the working
photographer
in
mind,
providing numerous access
points for fast insertion and
removal of camera gear.
The
ActivZone
back
panel and harness provides
ventilation and comfort for
support on the move, and
proves particularly useful in
warmer weather when your
back is more likely to get
hot.
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The waist belt is removable to reduce the profile of the LowePro
Tactic 350 AW for packing or travel. In addition, two zippered hip
pockets are handily placed, offering space for quick-grab items.
What’s really unique about the LowePro Tactic 350 AW is the 4
way access – you can grab your camera gear from the right, the
left, the top and the back, basically allowing every access point
to be opened quickly and easily.
The LowePro Tactic AW is available in 2 sizes, with both being
able to fit at least 1-2 Pro DSLRs, one with up to a 24-70mm f/2.8
lens attached plus spare flash and a couple of small lenses.
Other features include an all weather cover, cradle fit laptop
pocket and MaxFit system dividers – click here to check out the
LowePro Tactic 350 AW on Amazon to read more about each
feature and make sure you watch the video above too.

EVECASE CLASSIC CANVAS
LAPTOP BACKPACK
Name: Evecase Classic Canvas Laptop Backpack
Dimensions: 15 x 12.5 x 7 in (15 x 32 x 18 cm)
Weight: 3.2 lb (1.45 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Evecase is a lesser-known dSLR camera bag manufacturer, but
it’s one that should be on your radar.
Anyone who wants the great looks of the more established
brands out there but can’t justify the price tag, the Evecase
Classic Canvas Laptop Backpack is an decent substitute.
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Actually, ‘decent’ is a bit of an understatement, judging by over
150 positive customer reviews of the camera bag on Amazon!
The Evecase Classic Canvas Laptop Backpack clearly offers much
more than just good looks.
Featuring an adjustable interior which can hold a pro camera

body, 2-5 lenses, up to a 14” laptop, tripod, and plenty of other
photography accessories, this affordable dSLR backpack has a
discreet appearance that won’t stand out as a camera bag whilst
you travel.
The main benefit of the Evecase Classic Canvas Laptop
Backpack is the ease of access it provides. The front of the
bag has a discreet zipper which opens to the spacious and
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compartmentalised camera storage unit. Adjustable dividers
allow you to carry one pro sized camera body as well as 2-5
prime lenses, or 2-3 pro-sized zooms.
Above the camera storage area, the top section of the Evecase

Classic Canvas Laptop Backpack allows you to carry a jacket,
books, some snacks and whatever else you need to access quickly
via the main flap like a regular travel backpack.
The multiple accessory pockets allow you to neatly organise
your smartphone, charger, battery packs, memory cards, business
cards and more. There’s 1 large top front pocket and 4 bottom
pockets, allowing you to be as particular as you like with the
organisation of your bits and bobs!
Additional useful carry options include tripod holder straps on
the bottom and a stowaway side pocket, allowing you to carry a
water bottle or small umbrella.
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There’s even a waterproof rain cover to protect your previous
haul from the elements. This attention to detail is not common
on a photography backpack in this price bracket.
For an affordable camera backpack that’s currently on sale for
well under $100, it’s impressive how comfortable the Evecase
Classic Canvas Laptop Backpack is to carry. Thick, shoulder
padded straps and a sternum strap distribute weight evenly,
allowing the backpack to be carried for long periods without
soreness.
If you’re looking for a great looking camera backpack that
won’t break the bank, the Evecase Classic Canvas Laptop
Backpack should definitely be at the top of your list.

PEAK DESIGN EVERYDAY
BACKPACK (30L)

Name: Peak Design Everyday Backpack (30l)
Dimensions: 13 x 20 x 8” (33 x 51 x 20 cm)
Weight: 3.4 lb (1.54 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Even after the phenomenal success of the Peak Design
Everyday Messenger, the Peak Design Everyday Backpack, Tote
and Sling blew away everyone’s expectations on Kickstarter, with
a staggering $6.5 million pledged!
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It’s easy to see why I’m still recommending this as one the best
camera backpacks in 2018 – my favourite is the all-black colour
scheme released recently.
OK, so what’s all the fuss about? Well the Peak Design Everyday
Backpack is billed as a pack that adapts to your ever-changing

gear, lifestyle and environment. It’s one of the few backpacks for
camera and gear lovers that can’t decide what to leave at home!
What this means in essence is that the backpack offers a high
level of accessibility, expandability and organization, all packaged
up in an attractive, waterproof body that’s sure to turn heads.
There really are too many features on the Peak Design Everyday
Backpack to list properly in a short camera backpack review such
as this, but the ones that really stood out during my first week of
testing are described below.
The magnetic latch fastening on the front of the Peak Design
Everyday Backpack really is the fastest method for undoing./
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doing up a bag that I’ve ever seen. It really is a joy to use, and
since it’s patented, the ‘MagLatch’ is something you won’t find
on another camera backpack anytime soon.
The MagLatch also allows this Peak Design backpack to expand
in size by up to 8 litres on the 20 litre version of the bag and 12L
on the 30 litre version.
Some camera backpacks offer side access to frequently used
gear, but the Peak Design Everyday Backpack chooses to offer
2 side access points, each featuring waterproofed zips and even
a built-in anti-theft zipper pull – the first I’ve seen of this kind.
The same FlexFold dividers that photographers loved in
Peak Design’s other bags have made their way to the Peak
Design Everyday Backpack, allowing for endlessly configurable
organisation options. Numerous internal accessory pockets keep
smaller items in check.
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It’s the small design details on the Peak Design Everyday
Backpack that really set it apart, and it’s clear that the team of
engineers, designers and photographers who worked on this
bag have put a lot of thought into it.
I particularly liked the dual height laptop sleeve which ensures
that those of you with a smaller notebook or tablet won’t lose it
in the cavernous 16” laptop compartment.
Carrying options are also excellent, with a smooth, padded side
grab handle on either side and top of the bag, comfortable and
fully adjustable shoulder straps with sternum strap for support
and a trolley sleeve to attach to a rolling bag. (Check out the
best rolling camera bags.)
Another neat touch are 4 adjustable tension straps which tuck
away out of sight, ready to be removed for the attachment of
further gear items such as sleeping bags or tripods.
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I found the Peak Design Everyday Backpack‘s
shoulder strap positioning, contoured strap
shape and sliding axial straps to be so well fitted
to my back, even when fully loaded. Allowing the
top of the straps to freely rotate is ingenious, and
truly allows this backpack to be one-size-fits-all.
In terms of the carry-load of the Peak Design
Everyday Backpack, well as you can see by the
image below, it’s very impressive.
However, whilst any large backpack can carry
a lot of stuff, this one can do it with a level of
organisation that’s hard to match by other brands
– there seems to be a pocket or a sleeve for
almost everything, and everything is quickly and
easily accessible.
Since the 30 litre version of the Peak Design
Everyday Backpack is only 30 dollars more than
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the 20 litre one and still small enough to be considered carry on
luggage by most airlines, I’d definitely opt for the larger version.
At only3.4lbs (1.5kg) it’s definitely still a lightweight bag.
I really didn’t expect to like the Peak Design Everyday
Backpack after such a short period of time using it, but it’s just
such a well thought out bag that you can’t help but admire the
amount of effort that has gone into producing it.
Everything you touch on this camera backpack oozes quality
and durability, and there’s nothing included that doesn’t serve a
specific purpose. I really can’t imagine anyone being disappointed
with the functionality of this incredible backpack.
Aside from choosing between the four attractive colours, your
only other challenge will be to actually get your hands on one of
these amazing backpacks! Click the button below to see if it’s still
in stock on Amazon.

WOTANCRAFT
COMMANDER BACKPACK

Name: Wotancraft Commander Backpack
Dimensions: 13 x 6 x 17 in (33 x 15 x 44 cm)
Weight: 5.7 lb (2.6 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Wotancraft is a somewhat a lesser-known but nonetheless
popular high-end bag and watch strap atelier. You can read more
about what they do and some of their other products here.
The Wotancraft Commander has been newly released in a
WWII inspired charcoal black colourway, and is just as gorgeous
as the more traditional earthy tones variant that came before.
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As with all their products, the build quality of the Commander is
top-notch. It’s handmade from premium materials, from the tough
full grain cowhide leather shoulder straps with their shoe cushion
padding to the rugged composite waxed canvas Cordura exterior,
this is one travel camera backpack that’s built to outlast you.
We especially like the PU coated underside of the Wotancraft
Commander which prevents any moisture from entering the
backpack when placed upright. The Commander takes its cues
from the most hard-wearing military-grade manufacturing, and
it’s a delight to behold.
Of course, all this quality and workmanship does come at a
price, but for those that appreciate a beautifully hand-made item
that will turn heads wherever its used, the price is justifiable.
As for functionality, the Commander is first and foremost a
travel camera backpack and serves its purpose well. The upper
compartment features adjustable/removal dividers for the
arrangement of a smaller camera body and lenses. Without the
dividers present, you can carry your lunch or some spare clothes.
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The upper compartment is accessible via the top flap/zippered
lid and also via a handy side zipper for a faster way to grab
something on the fly.
The bottom compartment offers an adjustable T-shaped divider
which can hold a couple of pro body cameras with prime lens
attached, or a couple of larger zoom lenses or flash units. This
space is also accessible by side zippered pockets, allowing you
to swing the Commander around your body to gain quick access
to a camera.
Check out the video below to see how you can pack the
Commander and just how much camera gear you can fit inside it.
For those wishing to pack more non-camera gear for a weekend
hiking trip for example, you can remove all the protective padding
and leave the separating internal zip unfastened, to be able to
use the entire internal space as one.
On the outside of the Wotancraft Commander you’ll find plenty
of sizeable pockets, large enough to hold flashes, chargers, ipads
and more. On the back there’s a large padded sleeve than can
hold your 15” laptop.
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Whilst most travel camera backpacks force you to attach a
tripod on the side or the bottom of the bag, the Commander
chooses to have the attachment straps on the front. Here’s a list
of the best travel tripods that we’d recommend using to keep
the weight down as much as possible.
This is great since it means you can stand the bag upright with
the tripod attached, although it does mean that you lose usage
of the large front pocket when doing so.
Perhaps the best thing about the Commander aside from its
drop-dead gorgeous looks is the build of its shoulder straps.
Not only is the padding some of the comfiest we’ve used on
any dslr camera bag, but the contoured straps themselves are
something of a hand-stitched feat. Balance is perfect thanks to
multiple anchor points, including a central link that distributes
the load.
Despite being relatively heavy for a travel camera backpack, the
design allows it to be carried for long distances without trouble,
and the durability will mean your Wotancraft Commander can
take an absolute beating from the elements. For this, we salute
it. You won’t be disappointed.

VINTA S-SERIES DSLR
BACKPACK

Name: Vinta S-Series dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 11.5 x 5.5 x 15.8 in
Weight: 2.2 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

‘Live and explore’ is the motto of this startup which set out to
design not only something new, but to create something that
feels truly different.
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The Vinta S-Series dslr backpack is one of a few similarly styled
adventure travel backpacks in the Vinta range, which is styled for
the wanderlust fuelled Instagram generation.
I’m also looking forward to getting my hands on one of Vinta’s
latest creations, the Type ii, which is currently receiving funding
on Kickstarter.
The aesthetic of the Vinta S-Series designer camera
backpack appeals to the outdoor lover, with 3 colour-ways that
blend beautifully into your adventure. Our favourite is the aptly
titled ‘Forest’, but we’d be equally happy to carry the black or
grey variants on our backs too.
Whatever the colour, each Vinta S-Series dslr backpack features
a waterproof poly-canvas hybrid outer giving it both rugged
looks and functionality in the great outdoors. A leather-wrapped
handle, fastenings and other details make this designer camera
backpack stand out, and we’re confident the leather will age
beautifully over use.
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Magnetic snap closures hold the front straps shut in place of
the faux belt closures which would be far too fiddly for frequent
use.
2.2lbs is light for a dslr backpack of this size, with a minimal
design and patent pending lightweight structured exterior
helping to keep the weight down.
The Vinta S-Series dslr backpack can securely fit your dSLR
body, 3-5 lenses, and small accessories in the exterior pocket which
features separate slots to hold film, memory cards, notebooks,
and a smartphone.
A dedicated laptop slot holds up to a 15″ laptop if inserted
into the bag from the top, or a 13″ laptop if inserted into the bag
through the back of the bag.
As with many camera backpacks these days, the inner velcro
dividers are completely removable, allowing you to use the Vinta
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S-Series dslr backpack as a regular backpack, ready to carry
whatever you want.
However, what sets this designer camera backpack apart is its
slim form factor which protrudes only slightly from your back,
making it far less bulky and more streamlined for extended use.
The adjustable shoulder straps are comfortable and long enough
to cater for all sizes, allowing male and female photographers to
easily carry this dslr backpack on day-long hikes.
If you’re looking for a designer camera backpack with style
and functionality that won’t make you look like you’re carrying
thousands of dollars of camera gear, look no further than the Vinta
S-Series dslr backpack.

LANGLY ALPHA PRO
DSLR BACKPACK

Name: Langly Alpha Pro dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 18 x 14.5 x 8 inches
Weight: 3.5 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

As yet another successful outdoor camera backpack company
that started its beginnings with a humble Kickstarter campaign
that went viral, Langly has been going from strength to strength.
The Langly Alpha Pro dSLR Backpack is arguably the king of
all Langly outdoor camera backpacks, meticulously designed
as one of the best looking outdoor camera backpacks on the
market. The only problem is that it’s sometimes a little hard to
find the Alpha Pro in stock in 2018.
Mixing large capacity organisation with functionality, the Langly
Alpha Pro dSLR Backpack have been improved with stiffer,
reinforced camera inserts that securely cradle your camera and
up to 4 additional lenses. There’s also a tripod mount on the
bottom of the backpack.
The upper compartment has been designed to stow all the rest
of your daypack luggage: rolls of film, a jacket, compact camera,
maps… and a sleeve that will accommodate up to a 15” laptop.
In addition to the tough leather, rust-proof brass hardware and
durable, military-grade twill to seal out the elements, a zipper
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has been added to the top of upper compartment, providing
contents with improved shelter from the elements.
On the sides, expanded and gusseted exterior pockets now
hold even more cargo, making the Langly Alpha Pro dSLR
Backpack the bag of choice whether your next adventure takes
you for a walk into town or deep into the woods.
It’s hard to ignore just how gorgeous the Langly Alpha Pro
dSLR Backpack is to look at. Taking its influence from the classic
WWI soldier’s pack, this outdoor camera backpack is cool in all
its attractive colourways: black/brown, olive, black and coyote.
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You’re paying for high quality craftsmanship and materials
with the Langly Alpha Pro dSLR Backpack – the price point may
be higher, but this is a camera backpack that will easily last a
lifetime. All materials are heavy-duty, stitched together by hand
for a build that’s bomb-proof.
As functional as it is fashionable, the Langly Alpha Pro dSLR
Backpack can carry your camera gear and other accessories in
comfort, with padded, sweat-wicking back and shoulder straps.
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A fully water-resistant exterior is to be expected on an outdoor
camera backpack, but still, it gives you peace of mind that your
contents will arrive safe and sound.
The Langly Alpha Pro dSLR Backpack is one of our favourites
– an outdoor camera backpack that will bring a smile to your face
every time you pack it, and turn heads every time you carry it.

BURTON F-STOP
CAMERA BACKPACK

Name: Burton F-Stop Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 25.5 x 12 x 7.5 in
Weight: 5.1 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

I’m not too sure why but recently there’s been a lot of buzz
about this lesser-known Burton camera bag. In fact, ‘Burton
camera bag’ is one of the most searched-for camera gear related
terms in 2018… and I’m willing to bet that it’s this Burton F-Stop
Camera Backpack that is the target of peoples’ interest.
Whilst a huge name in snowboarding, Burton is perhaps not
so well known for its Burton camera bags. However, the Burton
F-Stop Camera Backpack is a popular way for photographers
around the world to carry their camera gear and accessories.
Available in jetblack
which will suit most
photographers shooting
in cities, it’s actually
the army green ‘drab
crinkle’ colourway that
piqued our attention,
particularly for outdoor/
hiking
use
where

you want to remain relatively
inconspicuous.
Whether you shoot professionally
in extreme conditions or not,
Burton has taken its expertise in
building bags for snowboarders
and transferred it to the Burton
F-Stop Camera Backpack.
Featuring a hard-wearing coated
Nylon outer and tough buckles and straps, this Burton camera
bag that is comfortable to play hardball with the elements.
Burton knows how to make comfortable and dependable
backpacks. The Burton F-Stop Camera Backpack features a
vertically adjustable, ‘super cush ergonomic shoulder harness’
and ‘load-balance waist harness’ – this results in one of the most
comfortable and well-balanced ways to carry your heavy camera
gear on your back for long periods.
We love the removable storage pocket which is the perfect
size for film, batteries, spare cards and even a compact camera.
Another nice touch which proves essential during a hot-weather
shoot/hike is the side-access cooler pocket, which fits a small
water bottle, can of drink or some sandwiches.
As for camera gear, the Burton F-Stop Camera Backpack can
comfortably fit a large dSLR body with lens attached and multiple
lenses and small accessories. The interior is fully customisable
and padded to ensure this Burton camera bag backpack can
take whatever you throw at it.
The black colourway is made from Ripstop Cordura and PU
Tarpaulin, while the green is made from Nylon Heather Crinkle
PU2 Coated – whichever you opt for, the feel is slightly different
but the build is equally bomb-proof.
If you’re looking for a Burton camera bag made from the masters
of extreme outdoor pursuits, look no further than the Burton
F-Stop Camera Backpack.

CANVAS DSLR HIKING
BACKPACK

Name: Canvas dSLR Hiking Backpack
Dimensions: 17 x 11.8 x 6.6 in
Weight: 3.3 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

I’m always a bit wary of using the word ‘cheap’. It tends to have
negative connotations, especially when talking about cheap
camera gear. However, when compared to the other camera
backpacks in this list, it’s hard to find a better
adjective to describe the unbranded Canvas
dSLR Hiking Backpack.
For the bargain price of just over $50,
you’ll get a canvas camera backpack
that’s a similar size and weight to the
others on this list, a removable inner
bag for protecting your camera
gear, rain cover, multiple pockets
and comfortable carrying straps.
Also it’s hard to ignore the fact
that this camera backpack is actually
quite attractive to look at! Backpack
camera bags on Amazon are a dime
a dozen, but most of them look
pretty ugly!
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As photographers, we’re surrounded by brand names that
we trust, so when something comes out of left-field with no
recogniseable name, it’s easy to ignore it, despite its attractive
design and pricing.
That’s why I felt the need to purchase one of these Canvas
dSLR Hiking Backpacks for myself, to see whether the positive
reviews on Amazon were real or just written by the manufacturer…
whoever that is!?
As you’ve probably guessed by now since it appears on my
best camera backpacks of the year list, the no-name Canvas
dSLR Hiking Backpack is a great performer, and for its price, is
the best cheap camera backpack I’ve ever handled.
I managed to squeeze in my two Nikon D750 bodies, 2 primes
lenses and even two flashes, and still had space for my ipad
Mini and a spare shirt! It’s worth noting that you can only carry
a laptop if you remove the camera insert first i.e. you can’t carry
your camera gear and laptop at the same time.
In order to produce a cheap camera backpack, the manufacturer
has made cost savings by using cheaper leather on the straps,
but combined with canvas that’s both hard-wearing and goodlooking, I’m confident that the Canvas dSLR Hiking Backpack can
take a beating and keep my gear safe and sound inside. There’s
also a one-year warranty just in case.
I actually like the fact that the mysterious Canvas dSLR Hiking
Backpack has absolutely no branding, and simply looks like a
fashionable overnight bag, which is exactly how I use it
when I don’t need to carry the camera
insert.
The addition of the
rain cover is surprising
considering the price of
the Canvas dSLR Hiking
Backpack too. It won’t
allow you to carry the
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backpack on your back whilst keeping it
covered, but will keep the rain off if you’re
sitting waiting for your shoot to restart!
All in all, the is a cheap camera backpack
with no real cons. If you’re umming and
erring about spending hundreds of dollars
on one of the branded bags that look so
similar, perhaps this would be your best bet
to save some money and achieve the same
outcome.
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CHROME NIKO CAMERA BACKPACK
Name: Chrome Niko Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 20.6 x 11.6 x 7.6 in
Weight: 3.5 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

For those who don’t need to carry multiple camera bodies and
lenses, the compact Chrome Niko Camera Backpack might be
the perfect cool camera backpack for your needs.
Obviously ‘cool camera backpack’ is in the eye of the beholder,
but judging by how many compliments you receive when carrying
the Chrome Niko Camera Backpack, I’ve deemed it a cool camera
backpack by most people’s standards!
Weighing in at a respectable 3.5lbs (1.49kg), the
weatherproof Chrome Niko Camera Backpack was designed with
day-event shooters in mind. What this means is that you can fit
any pro-sized dSLR body plus 2 lenses and small accessories into
the bag and still have room for a laptop and tripod.
We especially like the zippered pockets on the inside of the
main compartment that allow you to neatly organise smaller items
such as memory cards, cords, spare batteries, rolls of film and
even a portable hard drive. Making these pockets see-through
was a nice touch too.
The top compartment of the Chrome Niko Camera
Backpack allows you to seperate things like a rain jacket and
bottle of water from the rest of your camera gear for added
peace of mind and faster access.
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Another neat feature is the side access ‘U-lock Holster’, which
provides a way to grab your camera or spare lens without opening
the main compartment. This means you can slide the Chrome
Niko Camera Backpack around the front of your body on its side,
then access your camera gear via the side-pocket very easily.
The Chrome Niko Camera Backpack is made with a tough,
weatherproof, denier-nylon outer shell and military-grade, trucktarpaulin liner. This makes it fully weather-resistant, and PU coated
zippers complete a camera backpack that can take on all the
elements with ease.
All straps are extremely tough, made from the same material
as car seatbelts – there’s no way these things will rip, let alone
fray, even after daily use.
The Chrome Niko Camera Backpack is comfortable to carry
thanks to its strong shoulder straps which each feature a large D
ring which we found useful for hanging keys, a torch and a lens
cloth. The straps are easily adjustable, and feature a sternum
strap for added security/stability when walking long distances.
The size of the Chrome Niko Camera Backpack won’t suit
everyone, but if you’re looking for a cool camera backpack that
can hold more than enough for a day’s shoot whilst remaining
stealth, you can’t go far wrong with this cool camera backpack.

FILSON HARVEY
CAMERA BACKPACK
Name: Filson Harvey Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 4.5 x 18 x 15.5 in
Weight: 2.5 lb
Price: Click here to check for stock

Unfortunately, this top camera backpack seems to be no longer
available in 2018 – I have included this review on the off chance
that Amazon choose to re-stock it, or perhaps you can find it
second hand somewhere.
C.C. Filson Co. has been a big name in outdoor goods in the
American West for more than a century, specializing in goods
to outfit the stampeders to the Klondike Gold Rush. Thankfully
they’re also a dab hand at creating amazing camera backpacks.
Not to be confused with the somewhat inferior Filson
Photographer’s Backpack, the Filson Harvey Camera Backpack is
named after Magnum photojournalist David Alan Harvey.
Apparently Mr Harvey is extremely critical when it comes to
camera bags, but they seem to have created something that has
satisfied him in the Filson Harvey Camera Backpack.
Available as a camera messenger bag too, it’s the backpack
variant of the Filson Harvey that we’re interested in here. The
reason why I’ve titled this bag ‘top camera backpack’ is due to
the fact that is is sold out/unavailable at all the major stockists,
and we’re still waiting for it to be restocked.
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Sharing the same good looks Filson Harvey Camera Backpack is
built from army green tempered cotton which provides waterresistance and impressive durability.
The design of the Filson Harvey Camera Backpack is relatively
simple, with 2 large front pockets, ideal for storing keys, wallet,
phone, sunglasses, notepads etc. The inner-rear features a 15”
laptop sleeve, and the inside offers a removable, padded bag
which allows you to carry a camera body and a couple of lenses.
There’s also a zippered inside front pocket and D-ring which
allows you to attach a keychain or carabiner carrying any other
accessory, On the side are two slim open-topped pockets about
the size of a Field Notes notepad.
A couple of things that should be mentioned relate to the
usability of the Filson Harvey Camera Backpack. The first is that
the front main strap features an actual belt buckle style closure.
Some camera backpacks have straps that look like belt-fastenings,
but in reality they’re actually fastened using hidden magnets,
or similar push-button closure. A belt fastening isn’t as quick to
open/close, but does provide more security.
The second thing to note is that the interior padded bag used
to house your camera gear must usually be removed completely
to access the gear. The Filson Harvey Camera Backpack seems
more like a good-looking backpack
which can also carry a camera gear
insert, rather than a dedicated
camera backpack perhaps.
However, due to its rugged
durability, understated good-looks
and reputable brand name, the Filson
Harvey Camera Backpack deserves
its place as one of the best camera
b.ackpacks in 2018 – if you manage
to find one in stock, grab it before
it’s too late.

INCASE DSLR PRO PACK
Name: Incase dSLR Pro Pack
Dimensions: 12 x 20 x 9 in
Weight: 2.7 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

The best camera backpack doesn’t always need to have a big
price tag. This hugely popular Incase dSLR Pro Pack is a great
example of a good-looking, well designed camera backpack
that’s available for around $100.
As I mentioned at the start of this best camera backpack
roundup, the ‘best camera backpack’ is entirely subjective.
However, going by the sheer number of positive customer
reviews on Amazon for the Incase dSLR Pro Pack, it’s hard to
deny that it’s certainly up there.
The long and thin design of the Incase dSLR Pro Pack means
that it sits comfortably in the middle of your back, suitable for all
sizes of photographer.
Don’t let its thin stature fool you though – this dSLR backpack
features a large volume main compartment with an array of fully
customizable dividers to safely house all kinds of camera bodies,
lenses and flashes.
In fact, users have reported to fit 3 prime lenses, a 70-200mm
zoom lens, a pro sized dSLR camera body, 2 flashes and some
flash triggers in the main compartment of the Incase dSLR Pro
Pack.
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To support heavy loads and add comfort, the fully padded
shoulder straps and mesh back panel offer excellent breathability
and comfort while the adjustable sternum strap stabilises the
pack. If you prefer to carry your bag by the handle, the option is
available thanks to the reinforced top carry handle.
InCase are well known for churning out high quality, welldesigned bags and their venture into the world of photography
with the Incase dSLR Pro Pack is a successful one – numerous
positive reviews on Amazon prove that this is a popular bag with
many happy fans.
The main camera storage area is accessed with a back panel
that zips open when you lie the pack flat. There’s also a quick
access zippered opening via the top into the top of the main
camera gear compartment, as well as tripod straps on the side.
We found the zippered, netted internal pockets on the back
of the main flap of the Incase dSLR Pro Pack useful for storing
memory card, sync-cables, spare batteries and all the knickknacks that a photographer usually needs to access often.
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Since the laptop compartment on the Incase dSLR Pro Pack is
at the front of the bag, your heavier camera gear is situated closer
to your back, resulting in increased stability and comfort. Having
the main load of the bag nearer your centre of gravity definitely
helps on long walks with the bag.
One thing to be noted though is that the Incase dSLR Pro
Pack doesn’t feature a waist strap, so this isn’t the bad to take
hiking.
However, if you’re looking for a mid-sized camera backpack
to carry a laptop and a selection of camera gear around the city,
the Incase dSLR Pro Pack is an affordable option with legions of
loyal fans. Whether it’s the best camera backpack for you or not,
the low price certainly means you can afford one to find out for
yourself.
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KELLY MOORE PILOT
CAMERA BACKPACK

Name: Kelly Moore Pilot Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 17 x 11.5 x 13 in
Weight: 6 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Don’t be put off by the female brand name – this attractive
camera backpack is actually unisex, looking equally great on
the slender frame of a woman or the broad shoulders of a man!
(See: Camera backpacks for women.)
It’s not just the size and shape of the Kelly Moore Pilot
Backpack that makes it the best photography backpack for both
men and women – the colour and materials could complement
the clothing of both sexes too.
With a sand canvas body and brown leather features, the
palette is neutral enough to look great whatever your fashion
sense, whilst still oozing high quality in both the construction
and the design.
I loved the distressed brown leather flap of the Kelly Moore
Pilot Backpack which looks like it’ll age beautifully over time. It’s
great that so much thought is going into producing these cool
camera bags for women who want to look stylish while shooting,
without sacrificing functionality.
The straps and carrying handle are simple but comfortable and
can be adjusted to suit all body sizes.
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The closure of the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack is a drawstring
which is quick and easy to access, with the leather flap folding
over the top, to be fastened by leather belt straps which conceal
magnetic closures. Although belt straps look great on bags, they
can be a pain to fasten and undo, so the addition of the magnetic
closures is a nice touch.
The Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack can be used without the
internal camera bag ‘basket’, simply as an overnight or travel
bag. It’s a sizeable bag, allowing you to easily fit enough clothes
for an entire weekend if you choose to use it as regular backpack.
Being able to remove the ‘camera bag elements’ mean that
the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpackbecomes multi-purpose, and a
much wiser investment than buying several bags.
The basket includes 5 Padded, removable, adjustable Velcro
dividers, creating multiple sections inside Kelly Moore Pilot
Backpack for your camera gear, as well as 1 large divider that acts
as a cover for the basket. This means that you can easily stack
clothes, books or other items on top of it within the backpack
and keeps everything nice and separated.
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Even without the basket, the exterior walls and bottom of the
Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack are padded to provide protection
whatever the contents.
The basket can hold Up to a 10″ lens, camera body, flash,
phone, batteries and other accessories.
Additional storage locations include 2 internal pockets and a
large front pocket with sections for credit cards and memory cards
too. It’s good to see the memory card slots can house larger CF
cards as well as SD cards. Finally, there’s a zipper pocket behind
the laptop sleeve, which can accomodate up to a 15″ laptop.
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If you’re looking for a cool camera backpack that doesn’t look
like a typical camera bag, the Kelly Moore Pilot Backpack should
be at the top of your list. The mixture of distressed leather,
antiqued brass hardware and durable canvas provides strength
as well as beauty.
If you’re the type of person who thinks that scuffs and scratches
make a product look better, you’re sure to love how the Kelly
Moore Pilot Backpack looks in 5 years’ time! It truly is a product
that’s designed to age gracefully with you, making it truly unique
to its owner. That’s why we’ve named it the best photography
backpack for women.

LOWEPRO TRANSIT
BACKPACK 350 AW

Name: LowePro Transit Backpack 350 AW
Dimensions: 18.9 x 12.01 x 9.45 in
Weight: 2.2 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

LowePro are well known for high quality, utilitarian bags that
are well built and get the job done. Thankfully this dSLR laptop
backpack from LowePro is also not bad to look at either, in
understated grey with a basic but functional design that remains
discreet enough to pass unnoticed as a camera backpack.
Described by one reviewer as a “the best dSLR laptop backpack
that’s simple and just works”, the LowePro Transit Backpack 350
AW has been a huge favourite of both amateur and professional
photographers since its release in 2013.
Labeling the LowePro Transit Backpack 350 AW the best
dSLR laptop backpack is a big call, but judging by the number
of positive reviews for this bag on Amazon, you have to be admit
that it’s certainly in the running.
The front panel opens completely to allow easy access to the
spacious interior that is big enough to house a pro dSLR with
attached lens (up to 70-200mm for side access, or 300mm when
stored vertically), 2 spare lenses, flash and accessories, tripod
and a 15” laptop.
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If you prefer to carry your cameras without their lenses attached,
you can comfortably carry 3 pro sized camera bodies, lenses and a
few other accessories too. This makes LowePro Transit Backpack
350 AW a good option for traveling wedding photographers.
LowePro’s patented UltraFlex™ fit system offers versatile ways
to organize and protect your camera gear via the central flex
divider, lens cradle and smaller dividers, which are all padded
and with hook/loop fasteners.
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Pulling the red tab attached to the central flex divider allows
you to fold it down to separate your camera gear from other
luggage.
Those who like fast access to their camera without removing
their dSLR backpack will love the side opening, allowing you to
rotate the LowePro Transit Backpack 350 AW to your front to
quickly grab, shoot and move on.
The LowePro Transit Backpack 350 AW is perfectly styled
for a professional city shoot, but can holds it own as a travel
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backpack, with a built in all weather cover, stow-away stabilizing
waist strap, chest strap, and a padded, mesh-covered backpad
which provides soft and breathable all-day wearing comfort.
Perhaps the best thing about the LowePro Transit Backpack
350 AW is its price – by no means a cheap camera bag, but
for $100, it’s certainly affordable and great value for money
considering it’s likely to last your lifetime as a photographer, and
let you find out for yourself whether this is still the best dSLR
laptop backpack of 2018.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
AFRICA DSLR BACKPACK
Name: National Geographic Africa dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 10.8 x 5.5 x 16.9 in
Weight: 2.2 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Arguably the best camera backpack for travel, (with an aesthetic
that’s particularly suited to safari), you can’t get more rugged
than this National Geographic Africa dSLR Backpack. It’s a high
quality camera bag built with high quality materials, giving it a
unique, worn-in look that’ll suit even the most hardcore traveler.
There are admittedly a few areas where form has trumped
function in the design of the National Geographic Africa dSLR
Backpack. For example, the chest strap consists of two metal
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loops, as a fastener where a simpler buckle could have been
used to provide a much quicker way to secure the straps. Also the
push-pin fastenings on the straps aren’t the most secure option,
but they still work fine.
The National Geographic Africa dSLR Backpack is built from
hard-wearing canvas, leather and brass and is the perfect ‘anticamera bag’ for the traveler who wants to pass through un-

noticed.
There’s lots of room on the inside for a pro body dSLR and 2
lenses, a laptop, and plenty of small gadgets in the zippered
internal pockets. The camera gear section is accessed via a flap
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opening at the front, where inside, all your gadgets are contained
in a removable cradle fashioned in a funky Massai tribe inspired
African design.
The sides allow secure fastening of a tripod and small light
stand, and on the back there’s a trolley strap to attach the National
Geographic Africa dSLR Backpack to your roller case. Pockets
on the front and sides allows storage of smaller items, and one
of the side pockets conceals a pull-out elasticated mesh pouch.
Being a travel backpack, the National Geographic Africa is
comfortable to carry for long hikes in the wilderness, featuring a
padded, breathable fabric on the back ensuring cool, low-friction

carrying. The adjustable shoulder straps also provide adequate
shoulder comfort even when the camera backpack is fully laden.
Water bottle, passport, books, jackets and other travel
accessories are stored in the upper section of the National
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Geographic Africa dSLR Backpack, kept separate from the
camera gear cradle beneath.
If you need to use the National Geographic Africa dSLR
Backpack purely as a travel backpack, the gear cradle can be
easily removed, leaving you with a spacious and good looking
way to carry your luggage.
The leather flap and sturdy straps keep any rain and dust out
of this camera backpack and adds to its rugged appearance.
Over time the leather will no doubt wear beautifully, making it
completely unique to its lucky owner.

MANFROTTO STREET
DSLR BACKPACK

Name: Manfrotto Street dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 18.11 x 5.91 x 11.02 in
Weight: 2.43 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

More famous for its high quality line of tripods, the popular
Italian manufacturer Manfrotto also makes a range of functional
and good looking camera bags – pick of the bunch being
the Manfrotto Street dSLR Backpack.
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In typical Italian style, the Street range of Manfrotto camera
bags have been made with great attention to materials and
design, taking inspiration from the latest fashion trends to create
the ultimate urban camera backpack.
The Manfrotto Street dSLR Backpack features a mixture of

durable fabrics in a versatile green with red accents on the outside,
but the real quirky design is shown on the interior paneling with
a funky camouflage colour scheme.
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Looks aside, the Manfrotto Street dSLR Backpack is a multi
functional urban camera backpack for everyday activity, with a
protective removable camera compartment with interchangeable
dividers. It provides the perfect protection for your dSLR with an
attached standard zoom lens, two additional lenses and various
accessories.
In practice, this equates to a Canon 5D Mark IV, 24-70mm
f/2.8 and 70-200mm f/2.8 all in the bottom area. On top of this
in the upper section, you’re left adequate space for flashes and
other accessories.
The Manfrotto Street dSLR Backpack also features a dedicated
15” laptop compartment, plenty of easily accessible zippered
pockets in which to organize accessories, and a tripod hanging
solution.
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For added comfort, the back panel is padded and its shoulder
straps are fully adjustable. The smart sleeve allows you to attach
the backpack to your rolling luggage, making it perfect for
overseas photography work.
If you’re looking for a uniquely designed urban camera backpack
that performs as good as it looks, the Manfrotto Street dSLR
Backpack is a great investment. Manfrotto gear is traditionally
in the premium price bracket, but this urban camera backpack is
actually quite affordable and very good value for the quality.

PACSAFE CAMSAFE V25 ANTI-THEFT
CAMERA BACKPACK

Name: Pacsafe Camsafe V25 Anti-Theft Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 20.1 x 11.8 x 8.7 in
Weight: 2.5 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Arguably the best travel backpack for photographers and
wary travelers alike, the Pacsafe Camsafe Camera Backpack is
innovative and well designed, with legions of avid fans.
Perfect for the adventurer and photographer looking for a
reliable, versatile, comfortable travel backpack, the Pacsafe
Camsafe Camera Backpack features a number of anti-theft
technologies to give you peace of mind whilst out and about.
Built into and concealed within the most commonly vulnerable
areas of the Pacsafe Camsafe Camera Backpack is something
called eXomesh Slashguard, a lightweight, flexible stainless steel
wire mesh that protects your gear from a slash-and-run theft.
In addition, the Carrysafe Slashguard shoulder straps are
embedded with flexible, lightweight stainless steel wire to help
prevent similar slashing thefts which are increasingly common for
photographers traveling with expensive gear.
Built into one of the pockets of the Pacsafe Camsafe Camera
Backpack is RFID blocking technology, meaning your chip
enabled credit cards are safe from thieves attempting to skim
your personal ID.
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Finally, a combination of Turn & Lock security hooks and
smart zippers prevent pickpockets from reaching into your travel
backpack or attempting a snatch-and-run theft.
Despite all this impressive anti-theft technology, the Pacsafe
Camsafe Camera Backpack remains a durable, lightweight dSLR
travel backpack, able to carry a pro sized dSLR body and 3 lenses
in its lower compartment and other accessories in the upper area.
There’s also room for a 15″ laptop in the rear sleeve.
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Gear is accessed via a front flap which opens wide enough
for fast, easy loading/unloading, and remains open for simple
organisation of the removable velcro dividers.
A concealed waterproof cover rounds off this very well designed
and useful travel backpack for photographers which should be
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on the Christmas list of any traveling photographer conscious
about the safety of his/her gear.

THULE COVERT DSLR BACKPACK
Name: Thule Covert dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 17.7 x 7.9 x 21.3 in
Weight: 5.2 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Described by one avid Amazon reviewer as “Perhaps the most
well thought out camera back pack in existence”, the Thule
Covert dSLR Backpack deserves its spot in this best camera
backpacks list.
With other 70 positive reviews on Amazon, fans describe
the Thule Covert dSLR Backpack as a stylish, comfortable and
totally functional backpack to carry your computer, camera and
other gear. I have to say I agree on all accounts – this is one
seriously impressive camera backpack.
The water-resitant Oxford nylon outer is rugged, with
comfortable shoulder straps and padding along the back of
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the Thule Covert dSLR Backpack to help cushion the carrying
experience.
Zippers, straps, velcro and other fastenings feel high quality,
in keeping with the rugged outer which is built to last a lifetime.
The SafeZone removable camera pod system features a dual
density padded bottom, ensuring protection against all manner
of bumps and drops. Access is via the side, allowing easy entry
to your cameras and lenses, and the origami-inspired divider
system allows full customisation.
You can expect to carry one pro sized dSLR camera body with
attached zoom lens, and two other zoom sized lenses, as well as
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a smaller accessory such as a charger in the divider compartment
of the Thule Covert dSLR Backpack.
The spacious top storage section features a flap which rolls
down to secure the contents when closed, and is large enough to
fit plenty of travelling accessories. Some users have even added
another separate camera inset into the upper compartment to
create two camera bags in one.

All the padding for protection and comfort do add up to create
a somewhat heavy bag even when empty, but for those looking
for a great looking, well designed, spacious bag, look no further
than the Thule Covert dSLR Backpack.

HEX CAMO DSLR BACKPACK
Name: Hex Camo dSLR Backpack
Dimensions: 20 x 12 x 8 in
Weight: 3.5 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

As a relatively unknown brand in the photography world, Hex
doesn’t inspire confidence with a website that’s largely broken.
However, we won’t hold that against them as they seem to know
what they’re doing when making quality dSLR backpacks!
The Hex Camo dSLR Backpack is a relatively rigid bag, built
from a padded coated canvas which is water resistant and provides
enough stiffness for it to stand up easily to allow easy access. All-
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over water resistance is handy when shooting in beach locations
where the sea or sand may be an issue.
Padding features all over the Hex Camo dSLR Backpack,
especially on the rear and adjustable straps, which are fashioned
in yellow to provide a fashionable contrast to the camo tones.
Clearly this is a bag that will help you stand out from the crowd,
without making you look like the average photographer carrying
thousands of dollars of gear.
The top of the Hex Camo dSLR Backpack features a zippered
access panel which provides fast access to your camera (or
whatever gear item you choose to place uppermost in the bag.
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Internal dividers are fully customisable, allowing you to make the
choice of what to store where quite easily.
On the sides, a tripod mounting strap and a couple of zippered
pockets, again with yellow highlights on the zipper pulls.
The front of the Hex Camo dSLR Backpack features a padded
zippered pocket with a soft, furry lining perhaps made to carry a
tablet or other fragile item.

The real functionality of this camera backpack is apparent
when you open the large zippered front compartment to reveal
a large 20″ deep storage space, 15″ laptop sleeve and some
handy zippered and velcro pockets behind the flap.
You can expect to carry a pro sized dSLR camera body with
large zoom lens attached, plus 2-3 smaller lenses and accessories
depending on your configuration of the internal space.
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The Hex Camo dSLR Backpack is a cool camera backpack that
will perhaps appeal to the younger generation of photographer
out there. Camouflage is a colour scheme not often seen in the
photography world, especially on camera backpacks, and for
this reason and the high quality build of the Hex Camo dSLR
Backpack, we recommend it as one of the best backpacks in
2018.

LOWEPRO PRO RUNNER X450 AW II
ROLLING CAMERA BACKPACK
Name: LowePro Pro Runner X450 AW II Rolling Camera
Backpack
Dimensions: 20.67 x 9.02 x 13.78 inn
Weight: 9.6 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

I tried to concentrate on camera backpacks that I deemed
‘good-looking’ in this roundup of the best camera backpacks.
However, in order to find the best rolling camera backpack, it
was necessary to stray a little…
The LowePro Pro Runner X450 AW II won’t win you any
complements as a fashion accessory, but for pure functionality, it’s
hard to beat. There are several rolling camera bags that feature
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backpack straps, but I felt that the LowePro Pro Runner X450
AW II holds its own as the very best rolling camera backpack.
Sized to meet carry on requirements, the LowePro Pro Runner
X450 AW II can fit a pro sized dlsr camera body with zoom lens
attached and up to 4 smaller zoom lenses or other photography
accessories. Padding is excellent, and all dividers are fully
customisable to suit your camera gear.
Zippered internal pockets seem to be standard on most camera
backpacks and provide a useful location for memory cards, hard
drives, spare batteries and the like. Mesh side pockets allow easy
access to a water bottle, lens caps or anything else non-valuable.
The shoulder, sternum and waist straps which convert this
rolling camera bag into a fully fledged camera backpack tuck
away or remove tidily when not in use.
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Features like the comfortable 3D mesh padding on the back
panel and contoured shoulder straps makes the LowePro Pro
Runner X450 AW II stand out from other roller/backpack camera
bags on the market.
Travel-friendly details include YKK locking zippers, front
document pockets, a built-in all weather cover (the ‘AW’ in the
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name), sturdy urethane wheels for smooth pulling and of course
the quickly deployable trolley handle.
One thing to note is the weight of the LowePro Pro Runner
X450 AW II, but if you’re looking for the best rolling camera
backpack which provides impressive protection and functionality,
this is the bag for you.

KATA 3N1-22 DL SLING BACKPACK
Name: Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack
Dimensions: 16.9 x 9.8 x 9.8 in
Weight: 2.3 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

I’m not a huge fan of sling camera bags since the inherent
weight of camera gear usually makes the load unbearable for long
carries on just one shoulder strap. However, the unimaginatively
titled Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack has made it into this best
camera backpacks roundup and here’s why.
The unique build of the Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack actually
provides 3 carrying options in one, morphing from right sling
to backpack to left sling. It’s rare for a sling backpack to offer
this customisation, which obviously suits those who favour one
shoulder over the other.
Changing carrying positions is fast and simple by use of its
quick release buckles. In backpack configuration, the sling straps
cross over the front of the body in an ‘X’ which is actually more
comfortable than it looks.
Unbuckling one strap also allows you to quickly swing the Kata
3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack round to the front of your body.
The Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack carries a pro-sized
dSLR camera body with battery pack and lens attached, plus
2-3 additional lenses and other small accessories. There’s also
a laptop sleeve, but this can only carry up to a 12″ Macbook

Retina, iPad or similar sized computer. Modular dividers allow
simple customisation to your needs.
Not everyone will be a fan of the bright yellow internal padding
of the Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack, but it certainly adds some
colour to an otherwise stealthy dSLR backpack.
In sling position, the Kata 3N1-22 DL Sling Backpack swings
around from back to front to allow easy access to your main
camera and backup lenses via the side access flap, and also
provides a platform for fast and safe changing of lenses.
Other neat features include a front mounted tripod strap (which
keeps the tripod out of the way from your arms), rain cover and
built in trolley sleeve allowing simple attachment to your rolling
luggage at the airport.
If you’re looking for a dSLR sling backpack large enough to
hold a good selection of pro camera gear, the Kata 3N1-22 DL
Sling Backpack is a great option. It’s also one of the cheapest
camera backpacks on this list, at under $80!

MINDSHIFT ROTATION
180° PANORAMA
Name: Mindshift Rotation 180° Panorama
Backpack Dimensions: 9.8 x 19.7 x 8.3 in
Beltpack Dimensions: 9.8 x 8.2 x 5.1 in
Weight: 2.9 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Still the most innovative hiking camera camera backpack on
offer in 2018, the Mindshift Rotation 180° Panorama is popular
today with both amateur and professional photographers from
all genres.
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The key feature is the rotating belt pack which can hold a
camera body plus 2 medium sized lenses and small accessories.
When not in use the belt pack sits behind the user as part of
the backpack, only to rotate around to the front of the body to
attach to the other side as a belt pack.
Not only does the belt pack provide fast and easy access to your
main camera gear, but it also becomes a stable surface for the
changing of lenses, cleaning of equipment or other commonly
performed actions between shots.
The belt pack can also be removed completely for shorter

outings, making the Mindshift Rotation 180° Panorama a very
versatile hiking camera backpack.
The main and upper sections of the Mindshift Rotation 180°
Panorama has plenty of room for jackets, gloves, lunchbox etc.,
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with a top pocket providing quick access to smaller items such as
passport, snacks and sunglasses.
The Mindshift Rotation 180° Panorama is a comfortable, welldesigned hiking camera backpack, with a breathable, padded
airflow harness, curved back panel with aluminium stay for stability,
load-lifter adjustable straps and attachment points for a tripod
suspension kit, lens switch case and filter hive – all Mindshift’s
proprietary systems for carrying more gear.
As is to be expected from a hiking camera backpack, 2 seamsealed rain covers function with the rotation design for extra
protection in heavy downpours. The Mindshift Rotation 180°
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Panorama is clearly a bag made for the avid hiker or outdoor
lover, and its colourways reflect this.
Our favourite is the black/grey combination, but there are sure
to be fans of the great looking two-tone Tahoe blue colourway
too.
If you’re looking for the best way to access your camera gear
without removing your backpack, the Mindshift Rotation 180°
Panorama should be on your short list. The ability to remove the
belt pack to use it as a standalone camera bag makes the Mindshift
Rotation 180° Panorama a great value for money hiking camera
backpack.

ONA CAMPS BAY
CAMERA BACKPACK

Name: ONA Camps Bay Camera Backpack
Dimensions: 16.5 x 11 x 5 in
Weight: 4.4 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

For some time now ONA has been well known as a purveyor
of cool camera backpacks. As one of its most popular products,
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the ONA Camps Bay has remained one of the most sought after
dSLR backpacks on the market.
Whilst function will always trump form over the long term,
the ONA Camps Bay is the kind of cool camera backpack that
will attract compliments wherever you go, be it from other
photographers or simply passers by.
Fortunately the ONA Camps Bay is also well designed and

functional in its main purpose to carry and protect your camera
gear.
Handcrafted from waxed canvas and leather, the ONA Camps
Bay is both durable and good looking, able to carry a pro sized
dSLR body with zoom lens attached and up to 6 lenses – yes, this
is a camera backpack that can hold all your camera gear in style.
The depth of the upper compartment can be adjusted
depending on the amount of personal items you wish to fit,
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but expect to be able to carry a change of clothes, passport,
sunglasses and a book. A padded sleeve at the back of the ONA
Camps Bay allows you to carry up to a 17″ laptop.
The ONA Camps Bay is comfortable to carry for long periods
thanks to the thick air mesh padding on the shoulder straps. As for
the belt buckle strap fastenings, they’re definitely in keeping with
the authentic ‘Indianna Jones’ styling of this camera backpack,
but they’re definitely not the fastest way to open/close a bag.
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Fortunately the zip over the main compartment does a good
job to keep out the elements, with the front flap only needing to
be closed as a final measure.
Available in field tan, smoke and black nylon, there’s an ONA
Camps Bay to suit all tastes, although it must be said that they
are hard to come by – click the button below to see what colours
Amazon has left in stock of these cool camera backpacks.

F-STOP TILOPA BACKPACK
Name: F-Stop Tilopa Backpack
Dimensions: 23.5 x 14 x 12 in
Weight: 4 lb
Price: Click here for the latest price

Describing the F-Stop Tilopa as a camera backpack for hiking
is a bit of an understatement. You’d pretty much be able to take
this hiking camera backpack to Everest and back and again!
Make no mistake – the F-Stop Tilopa is a big camera backpack.
At 50 litres of volume, you’d struggle to get a fully laden Tilopa on
your next carry on flight… but who cares as this isn’t its purpose!
The F-Stop Tilopa is perfect for multi-day trips and day hikes
off the beaten path. Features such as H-frame ski straps and
attachment points for back-country equipment, the Tilopa is
suitable for even then most hardcore of outdoor professionals.
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For any extreme sports photographer, the F-Stop Mountain
Series range of backpacks is second to none. All bags in the
F-Stop range are sold ’empty’, with users needing to purchase
internal camera units (ICU’s) to safely store and organise camera
equipment.
A combination of Oxford-weave ripstop nylon and thermoplastic
polyurethane film form a lightweight, virtually unrippable fabric
which protects your gear from all the elements. The reinforced
base means you can pretty much place the Tilopa in a puddle of
water for long periods with no worry.
Numerous zippered pockets can be found all over the F-Stop
Tilopa, with the most handy of which being the stretch mesh
sleeves on each shoulder strap – perfect for quick access to
energy bars or other small items.
Camera gear is accessed via the rear panel or the top main
compartment opening. Depending on the ICU that is purchased,
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a considerable amount of camera gear can be stored in the F-Stop
Tilopa. You’re likely only to be limited by how heavy a load you
can carry rather than the space afforded by this mammoth camera
backpack.
As is to be expected from a camera backpack for hiking of
this caliber, the F-Stop Tilopa is a pleasure to carry. Featuring
ergonomic soft flex injection molded EVA belt and shoulder
straps, adjustable sternum strap and EVA molded rear panel, this
backpack is first and foremost made for adventure.
If you’re the type of photographer who skies off-piste or rides
downhill mountain bikes in pursuit of your next shot, the F-Stop
Tilopa will fit perfectly into your all-terrain lifestyle.
It’s a high quality mountaineering backpack that also does a
good job housing a heck of a lot of camera gear. Click here for
a full review of the F-Stop Tilopa.

Don’t be deceived – Jay Cassario is an ex-body builder, so the Tilopa looks
‘normal-size’ on his back!
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BEST TRAVEL
TRIPODS IN 2018

Updating this post on the best travel tripods for 2018 has
been rather tricky. You see, travel tripods, (or just tripods for
photography in general), don’t have a great deal of differentiating
factors to compare.
Unlike a camera or a lens for example, tripods are rather basic
tools with one main purpose – that is, to hold your camera steadily.
However, the more I delved into researching the best travel
tripods, the more I realised that there’s more than meets the eye
with these 3-legged objects.
Whilst most tripods can do their job of supporting cameras
quite adequately, there are certain factors that separate these
‘adequate’ tripods from the very best tripods on the market.
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KEY FACTORS
SIZE WHEN FOLDED
Preferably as small as possible, but definitely less than 55cm (21”),
the length limit of most budget airlines’ carry on bags.

SIZE WHEN EXTENDED
For comfort of use, being able to extend to around 125cm (50”) is
preferable. Obviously this is irrelevant for tabletop travel tripods.

WEIGHT
Whilst the lighter the better, travel tripods still need to have enough
weight to them to prevent camera shake. Ideal weight is between
1-1.5kgs.

MATERIALS
Carbon fiber is king here, for its combination of light weight and
strength. However, it is more expensive, so other materials were
also considered.

LEG QUALITY
After extending/compacting multiple times around mud/salt water,
do they still function well? Are the legs strong and sturdy?

HEAD QUALITY
The head is what attaches your camera to the tripod. It needs to be
strong, lightweight and compact, allowing the tripod to be folded
down to a smaller silhouette.

OVERALL STURDINESS
We tested the maximum listed carrying capacity of each tripod,
then made a judgement on how much it wobbled under normal
circumstances.

AFFORDABILITY
Is the travel tripod within the budget of most consumers, not just
working pros.
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WHY THE NEED FOR
TRAVEL TRIPODS?
Packing your camera bag for your next trip, whether professional
or for pleasure, always brings with it certain limitations. Whether
you plan to take your camera gear as carry on or check in, weight
limits and luggage size limits will always be an issue (check out my
travel tips for photographers to see some handy workarounds).

It’s common to own more than one tripod – I own a Manfrotto
and a Sirui travel tripod.
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Because of this, big, clunky tripods aren’t always top of the list
when it comes to packing for travel. Unless you’re a landscape
photographer who needs tack sharp shots, or a fashion blogger
needing to set up the camera for selfies, it’s unlikely that you’ll
use a tripod for more than 5% of your photography while away.
However, it’s that 5% that some photographers are concerned
with!
Having the best tripod for travel at hand on your next trip
could mean mailing a beautiful long-exposure shot of a stream
cascading down a valley, or a pin-sharp shot of the stars at night,
rather than walking away with a blurred mess!
It could also be the best way to document yourself in your
travels, allowing you to produce a well composed photograph of
yourself in front of a sweeping vista.
Whatever the reason, it’s with you traveling photographers in
mind that I’ve been on a search for the best travel tripods in
2018… so far! (I’ll be updating this post as the year progresses if
any other tripod catches my eye, so stay tuned for signing up to
the Shotkit newsletter here.)
So without further ado, let’s see the best of the bunch! Bring
out the tripods!

3 LEGGED THING PUNKS
COREY TRAVEL TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 13.7” (34 cm)
Extended Height: 58” ( cm)
Weight: 3.4 lb (1.5 kgs)
Maximum Load: 30 lbs (13.6 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

In an industry dominated by big corporate names, it’s refreshing
to see a travel tripod company doing something completely
different with their branding.
With its quirky product names, movie poster inspired artwork,
and catchy website copy, 3 Legged Thing is the rebel of the

Stand out from the crowd with the unique aesthetics of the Punks Corey.
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The functionality of the Punks Corey can be extended by various
‘footwear’ and ‘headwear’, sold separately.

tripod world, and has built up legions of faithful fans with its high
quality, affordable tripods.
After I noticed numerous comments about 3 Legged Thing
tripods, I got hold of their aluminum 3 Legged Thing Punks
Corey to see what all the fuss was about.
As you’d expect from such a colourful company from my home
country of England, the Punks Corey definitely stands out from
the crowd. Featuring orange and blue accents, the Punks Corey is
part of what 3LT calls their ‘entry level micro-traveler system’ –

Featuring many of the same
technologies that are found on our
professional ranges, but made of
durable, aircraft grade Magnesium Alloy,
Corey is the perfect travel option for
photographers who need their tripod to
be as compact as possible.
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The Punks Corey can be attached comfortably to a camera backpack or
inside most rolling camera bags.

I love the way they speak about their tripods as if they are their
sons – 3LT clearly has a lot of passion for what it’s doing!
Let’s have a closer look at those pro-grade technologies that
the Corey possesses.
First off, there’s a Tri-mount plate, which features handy hanging
hooks (to aid stability), and can be attached directly to the main
tripod body so you can get as low as 4″ from the ground.
You can also attach the mount to the detachable monopod
leg, another bonus feature on a travel tripod of this size. The Trimount plate features three holes in which you can attach optional
accessories, such as a laptop plate.
Then there’s the detachable feet of the Corey (which 3LT call
‘Bootz’!), which can be replaced for a range of other spikey
foot accessories sold by 3LT, increasing stability and traction
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depending on the terrain. I haven’t seen this feature on any other
travel tripod.
The main benefits of the Punks Corey revolve around its size
and weight. The collapsed height of only 34cm means that it’s
a great travel tripod choice to attach to the outside of a camera
backpack, or even stuffed inside some of the larger camera bags.
I was pleasantly surprised it slide easily into my Think Tank
rolling camera bag, without having to remove the ball head.
As for operation, the Punks Corey features a ‘Bubble Grip’
system, which basically means that instead of the flat-sided

With its edgy branding, 3 Legged Thing is the rebel of the tripod world.
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rubber grips you often see on travel tripods, this one has rounded,
bubble-like grips.
I found the twist-to-lock mechanism smooth and easy to
operate. The legs can be locked in 3 different angles and inverted
180 degrees when you’re done.
The centre column can also be inverted, and allows for some
flexible laptop/camera setups – check the video out below for an
example.
The maximum load of the 3 Legged Thing Punks Corey is an
impressive 30 lbs (13.6 kgs), which is more than enough to hold
a large bodied DSLR with zoom lens.
As with all travel tripods of this diminished size/weight, the fifth
and final section of the Punks Corey’s legs are thin and pliable,
but if you choose your terrain, angle and carry load wisely, they’re
adequately sturdy. Suspending weights from the centre-column
or mount plate can also help to achieve a more stable shot.
The legs are built from aircraft grade magnesium alloy and feel
solid and durable.
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A nice addition are the 3 spirit levels, with 2 residing on the
AirHed Neo ball head, which features 2 knobs that control pan,
rotation and orbit. Operation is fluid, and the rubberized grips
provide sufficient leverage to ensure a firm hold.
If you’re looking for a lightweight travel tripod which stands out
from the crowd and has a unique feature set, the 3 Legged Thing
Punks Corey is a great choice. You’ll be affectionately calling it
by its first name soon enough too…!

JOBY GORILLAPOD FOCUS
FLEXIBLE TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 11.4” (29 cm))
Extended Height: 11.4” (29 cm)
Weight: 1 lb (28.3 g)
Maximum Load: 11 lbs (5 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Arguably the best portable tripod ever produced, Joby really
rewrote the rule book with their Gorillapod range of flexible
tripods. Whilst every other tripod manufacturer was concentrating
on making lightweight tripods with rigid legs, Joby turned the
rules upside down and released a tripod that was built to flex.
The ingenious small tripod is a way for photographers to attach
their cameras to almost anything. Rather than be used to stand
upright on its legs, the Gorillapod’s legs can be bent and shaped
to wrap around static items, securely holding your camera in
previously unimagineable spots.
The GorillaPod Focus is the most popular portable tripod in
the range, offering a maximum load of 11 lbs (5 kgs) – enough to
support even a pro-body dSLR, zoom lens and flash! (e.g. Nikon
D5 +70-200mm f/2.8 zoom lens + SB-910 flash = 8.4 lbs (3.85
kgs)).
We’d recommend you pay a little extra for the Gorillapod
Focus + Ballhead X attachment, which makes the Gorillapod
much more versatile. The 360 degree pan and 90 degree tilt
knobs on the Ballhead X tighten independently allowing you
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extra-versatility as you capture your image or pan your video
footage.
This means that you can wrap the legs of the GorillaPod
Focus around your chosen object, then use the knobs on the
Ballhead to fine tune your composition.
The Ballhead X fastens to the camera with a high-quality Arca
Swiss quick release plate, which many photographers choose to
leave in place for an entire shoot (if not forever), allowing a quick
interchange with the GorillaPod Focus.
If your shot doesn’t require this level of fine-tuning, you can
remove the Ballhead completely for an even more lightweight
travel tripod setup.
The GorillaPod Focus lives up to its ‘gorilla’ namesake, providing
stength just where you need it. With machined aluminum sockets,
German TPE joins, rubberized foot grips, Zinc-Aluminium and

The GorillaPod Focus being used without the Ballhead X.
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stainless steel plates, your camera gear will stand strong even on
the roughest terrain.
One of the reasons why I love the GorillaPod Focus + Ballhead
X combo is that you can carry your camera set up quite comfortable
by the Gorillapod legs with the camera still attached. I’ve seen
photographers do this a lot, holding the Gorillapod by the legs
and letting the camera dangle beneath, ready to deploy the
Gorillapod as soon as necessary.
For all you photographers who also shoot video, the GorillaPod
Focus + Ballhead X actually makes a great grip for your camera,
especially when shooting yourself (popular YouTuber Casey

The GorillaPod Focus being used with the Ballhead X.
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Neistatuses a similar set up to shoot his unique first-person POV
videos.)
If you’re interested in using the GorillaPod Focus for video, Joby
has produced a useful video of tips for handheld filming here.
There are many cheap imitations of the GorillaPod Focus on
the market, and I must admit I’ve purchased one in the past
too. However, I would strongly advise not being tempted by the
cheaper prices like I was.
For the build quality and strength to be as good as the GorillaPod
Focus, there needs to be a certain price tag attached, and I soon
learned the hard way that a cheap imitation wasn’t up to the task
of securely holding my camera! :-(

The Ballhead X allows the camera to be adjusted more
accurately than using the GorillaPod Focus alone.

We’ve opened this roundup of the best travel tripods in 2018
with the GorillaPod Focus since it’s my favourite of the bunch. It’s
small, lightweight, strong and incredibly versatile, allowing you
to be 100x more creative with your tripod-assisted photography
than a regular tripod.
The GorillaPod is simply the best tripod for DSLR users who
want to travel as light as possible, and want to be able to secure
their cameras in odd places!

MEFOTO ALUMINUM ROADTRIP
TRAVEL TRIPOD/MONOPOD
Collapsed Height: 28.3” (72 cm)
Extended Height: 61.6” (156 cm)
Weight: 3.6 lbs (1.6 kg)
Maximum Load: 17.6 lbs (7.9 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

MeFOTO is a relatively new brand in the photography industry
but has quickly positioned itself as a maker of some of the best
lightweight tripods in 2018.
At present, MeFOTO offers one style of tripod in 3 sizes – the
BackPacker (S), the RoadTrip (M) and the Globe Trotter (L). As
you can tell by the names, all 3 are travel tripods, aimed at the
photographer who wants to ensure a steady shot on their next
trip.
We’ve chosen the mid-size MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip to
include in this list of the best travel tripods, since in our minds it
offers the best balance of size, portability, price and functionality
of the 3.
It should also be mentioned at this point that the MeFOTO
Aluminum Roadtrip is available in 9, yes NINE different colours!
As if MeFOTO wasn’t making the choice between the 3 sizes
and 3 materials (aluminium, titanium and carbon fiber) of its travel
tripods hard enough, they have to throw in 9 different colours
too!
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The MeFOTO is certainly the best camera tripod for
photographers who don’t want to look like photographers – the
funky colours actually make you look like an amateur, which can
actually help in places where commercial photography is not
permitted.

One of the legs can be detached from the MeFOTO to create a monopod.

The MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip is not that smaller in
height than its bigger brother the Globe Trotter, but the build
is significantly thinner. This means it can’t hold as much weight,
but on the flip side, the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip is much
lighter and more portable.
The MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip can hold a maximum
load of 17.6 lbs (7.9 kgs). By way of example, a great travel
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camera set up such as the Fuji X-T2 + Fuji 23mm f/1.4 (or
other lightweight Fujifilm X lenses) weighs in at only 1.7 lbs
(803 g), so it’s clear that the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip is
made for both mirrorless cameras as well as their heavier dSLR
counterparts.
Folding up the the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip is a simple
task of sliding each leg into itself, then folding it vertically 180
degrees (back on itself).
The collapsed size of the tripod is an impressive 72 cm long,
which means that it can fit into a backpack or even a small rolling
camera bag such as my favourite, the Think Tank Airport
Advantage.
One thing that you may have to get used to with a tripod that
folds away in this manner is that you’ll no longer be able to grab
a tripod leg to pick up the tripod when it’s laying down in its
folded state. This is because the leg will start unfolding on itself,
rather than stay in place like other tripods whose legs don’t fold in
this way. It’s a good job the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip comes
with an attractive carrying bag, or you can always just grab it by
two of the legs at once.
The MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip‘s legs extend via a twist
mechanism. Larger tripods often use a flip-lever mechanism that
some photographers prefer, but the twist mechanism is way more

The Aluminium Roadtrip travel tripod is available in 9
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practical for travel tripods due to the size and weight advantages.
It’s also faster to extend all legs in a column at once by twisting
all the fastenings at once.
The stand out feature of the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip is
that it doubles as a monopod. By unscrewing one of the legs and
removing the middle section from the base, both can connect to
make an impressive monopod.
Monopods are usually a confusing item for newcomers, but
those who use them, swear by their versatility. Aside from providing
a stable yet mobile alternative to the cumbersome tripod, they
can also be used by assistants as mobile lighting stands.
I often see wedding photographers backlighting their subjects
on the dancefloor using a remote flash attached to a monopod,
for example.
The legs of the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip lock in two stages
– one very close to the ground and one at a more standard height.
This means that you are forced to use either of the leg heights
which may be an annoyance to some. However, we didn’t mind
the standard height which seemed to serve most purposes, and
the second lower height was fine as an alternative.
The included ballhead is a simple twist and pan set-up, offering
fast opening/closing via twistable knobs. The pan mechanism is
smooth to operate, allowing sports photographers to get stable

colours and the Carbon Fiber model is available in 5.
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panning shots which seem to be so popular on the motorsports
circuit.
The Arca Swiss plate requries a screwdriver (or coin) to tighten,
something that annoyed me a little since I don’t always have
these items on me. I found myself using the tip of my house keys
when in a pinch. This type of tripod plate closure is the most
common, so it’s something we need to get used to.
To get a closer look at the opening/closing mechanism as well
as the other functions of this tripod, take a look at this great
review that our friends over at SLRLounge produced a few years
ago – despite the age of the video, all the information still stand
correct.
The other massive advantage of the MeFOTO Aluminum
Roadtrip is its weight, or rather its strength:weight ratio. As I
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mentioned earlier, it can carry a decent load, but still manages
to be a lightweight travel tripod at only 3.6lbs.
We chose the Aluminium Roadtrip over the carbon fiber model
purely due to the price difference, but you can shave off another
half a pound for an extra $140 or so if you go for the MeFOTO
Carbon Fiber Roadtrip.
On the question of price, the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip really
is great value. When you consider you’re getting a well-made,
colour-cordinated, lightweight tripod which doubles as a
monopod and includes a bag, the MeFOTO Aluminum Roadtrip
really is one of the best travel tripods available today.

MANFROTTO BEFREE COMPACT
ALUMINUM TRAVEL TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 12.3” (34 cm)
Extended Height: 56.6” (144 cm)
Weight: 3.1 lbs (1.4 kg)
Maximum Load: 8.8 lbs (3.9 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

What is it with travel tripods and multiple colour options?!
The Manfrotto BeFree aluminium travel tripod continues the
trend of jazzing up your camera bag with its 5 colours, but don’t
discount it as a kids toy – Manfrotto has long been the name in
tripods.
I’ve owned two Manfrotto tripods over my years as a wedding
photographer, and have loved both of them. If I didn’t already
own a travel tripod, I’d probably get the Manfrotto BeFree too!
The Manfrotto BeFree uses Manfrotto’s traditional flip-levers
to open and lock the legs. I much prefer this style over the more
popular ‘twist’ mechanism, since I find it easier to control with my
large hands, and I like being able to easily tell if a leg is unlocked
just by looking at it.
I also find it easier to open multiple legs at once (by flipping
all levers together), but many photographers argue the same
with the ‘twisties’ – I’d recommend you have a try yourself to see
which you prefer.
Angling the legs on the Manfrotto BeFree DSLR tripod
involves rotating a rather unusual latch locking mechanism with
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3 positions – folded, normal angle and wide. Similar to other
travel tripods, this limited functionality may take some getting
used to, but you’ll soon realise that it’s fine for 99% of situations.
As its name suggests, the main draw card of the Manfrotto
BeFree is its size and weight – having such a portable tripod
allows you to be… free!
However, in order to shave pounds off the size of the Manfrotto
BeFree, there had to of course be some compromises in the build
and height.
When fully extended, the Manfrotto BeFree stands at 144 cm,
which means you’ll be bending over or crouching down a lot. I
find that using a flip up LCD screen and live view to be perfect
for composing in this situation, though not all cameras have this
functionality.
In addition, the bottom section of the Manfrotto BeFree‘s legs
are rather spindly, so you’ll need to make sure you’re sticking to
well within the maximum load capacity of 8.8 lbs.
For those of you who want to use the Manfrotto BeFree in
stronger winds, or more unstable surfaces (like grass for example),
I’d recommend using a shutter release cable, infrared remote,
or simply your camera’s self-timer mode to get the most stable
exposure possible.

The five funky colours of the Manfrotto BeFree Travel Tripod + 1 exclusive
Carbon Fiber model colour
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The head of the Manfrotto BeFree is very lightweight, but
in turn, very basic. Those used to the tank-like construction of
other tripods in the Manfrotto lineup may be disappointed, but
it’s important to remember that this is a portable travel tripod
first and foremost.

The Manfrotto BeFree travel tripod features unique twisting leg releases.

The RC2 quick release system consists of a lever which opens
and locks the tripod plate of the camera in place. To twist the
camera around its axis, you loosen a plastic knob on the side
of the ballhead. Again, the build isn’t exactly bulletproof, but
lightweight it certainly is.
The feature I like the most about the Manfrotto BeFree after its
size/weight is the way the legs fold up neatly around the ballhead.
After sliding each leg into itself and rotating it 180 degrees back
on itself, the legs nestle neatly into the grooves of the sides of the
ballhead. this kind of design is unique to the Manfrotto BeFree,
and is testament to the attention of detail of Manfrotto products.
Once the tripod is folded up, you can sling it into your backpack
or use the included carrying bag – the extra padding makes it
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easy to pack in your checkin luggage while protecting it from
damage.
However, the Manfrotto BeFree is clearly aimed at travellers
who want to shave every last ounce off their carry on limits.
Due to its size limitations, we’d recommend sticking to usage
with mirrorless cameras or even compact cameras, many of
which produce image quality just as good if not better than
heavier dSLRs.
Some of the reviews on Amazon do mention usage of
the Manfrotto BeFree with pro body dSLRs, but it all depends
on the conditions of the ground the tripod is standing on and the
amount of wind.
To summarise, if you’re a traveller who needs to attach a midsized tripod to their backpack on long hikes, or simply someone
who wants to be able carry their camera bag for long periods,
the lightweight and compact Manfrotto BeFree should definitely
be on your shortlist. The only problem now is deciding on the
colour…!

VANGUARD ALTA PRO 263AB
100 ALUMINIUM TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 28.2” (71.5 cm)
Extended Height: 68” (173 cm)
Weight: 5.38 lbs (2.44 kg)
Maximum Load: 15.4 lbs (7 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

As popular gear testing website the Wirecutter put
it, “the Vanguard Alta Pro has all the features you could want in
a tripod at one of the lowest prices around, giving you the best
bang for your buck.”
Even before I read this, this popular travel tripod was on my
radar as I noticed it had over 700 positive reviews on Amazon.
I often look to the impartial user reviews on Amazon for
reassurance for these ‘best of’ posts, and seeing so many happy
owners of the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100, I knew it had to be
a candidate as one of the best travel tripods of 2018.
You can purchase the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 without
a ballhead, but we’d recommend going for the tripod kit which
offers the best value for money.
In fact, the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 offers some unique
features that are not often seen at this price point.
Whilst several of the travel tripods in this roundup only offer
limited positions at which you can move the central column ,
the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 offers a Multi-Angle Central
Column (MACC), allowing you to move it from 0-130 degrees
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in multiple vertical and horizontal positions without the need to
remove it from the tripod.

The centre column on the Vanguard Alta Pro 2643AB 100 can be flipped 180
degrees, allowing for huge versatility in setups

In practice, this makes it much easier to get the tripod in the
right position for everything from macro photography to wideangles.
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The MACC can also be flipped a full 180 degrees to suspend
the camera upside down, allowing the camera to get even closer
to the ground.
Anyone who does product or macro photography will love
the low minimum height of just 27cm of the Vanguard Alta Pro
263AB 100.

By angling the centre column away from the middle of the tripod, you are able to
position yourself behind the camera more comfortably to get the shot you want.

Here’s what pro macro photographer Mike Moats had to say
about this tripod: “As a macro photographer I need a tripod
that has the ability to maneuver my camera into all kinds of
angles, and also be able to get my camera right down on the
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ground if I need. The Vanguard Alta Pro is the perfect tripod for
accomplishing this task.”
Another innovative feature is the Instant-Swivel-and-Lock (ISSL)
mechanism which allows photographers to move and lock the
central column in one simple movement. By twisting a locking
lever and pressing a button, you can slide the central column up
or down, then use another switch to tilt the column to the perfect
position for your shot.
The inclusion of a bubble level on a travel tripod at this price is a
welcome feature, and the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 has not
one but three of them to help you find a perfectly flat position.
Although many cameras offer a spirit level function within their
menus these days, it’s nice to have a visual reference on the tripod
itself for efficiency.
The legs of the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 have settings
for 25, 50 and 80 degrees, with easy-release buttons for quick
set up.
Other welcome inclusions that are unusual on a travel tripod for
under $150 are retractable spiked rubber feet, a spring-loaded,
retractable weight hook and even a carrying bag.
The spiked rubber feet are invaluable on grass and other nonsolid ground types (of which travellers encounter many), and
combined with the some form of ballast hung on the weight
hook, the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 provides one of the
most stable operating platforms of any of the lightweight tripods
on this list.
Vanguard actually includes a ballast bag (essentially somewhere
to place a weighty object, such as stones), which can be secured
to the lower portion of the tripod’s legs, providing even more
stability to your shot.
In terms of build quality, the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB
100 sports a premium magnesium die-cast canopy with aluminum
allow legs (again, we recommend aluminum over the carbon fiber
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By angling the centre column away from the middle of the tripod, you are able to
position yourself behind the camera more comfortably to get the shot you want.

model unless you have the spare cash or really need to shave off
the weight).
Another great feature which highlights the excellent build of
the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100, is the anti-shock rubber ring,
which provides padding for when you inevitably ‘drop’ the central
column back in place.
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The Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 isn’t billed specifically as a
travel tripod, and as such isn’t a particularly lightweight tripod,
tipping the scales at (5.38 lbs/2.44 kg).
This is by no means heavy for a tripod, but travelers who need
to save every last ounce from their carry on luggage may prefer
one of the specific lightweight travel tripods on this list.
The weight of the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 is in part due
to its tall maximum standing height of 68” (173 cm), which means
comfortable usage for the average photographer.
If you’re due to be using your tripod frequently, the maximum
standing height is one of the most important factors to consider
– you’ll quickly grow tired of stooping, even just a little bit, every
single time you need to get that stable shot.
With a maximum load capacity of 15.4 lbs (7 kgs), the Vanguard
Alta Pro 263AB 100 is firmly placed in professional camera gear
territory, meaning it can carry pretty much any regular camera/
lens set up with ease.
The combination of extreme low-angle photography options,
decent maximum height, unique features and excellent value
for money makes the Vanguard Alta Pro 263AB 100 the best all
round tripods available today.
Whilst it’s not the absolute best travel tripod by any stretch, it
will appeal to many photographers, whether you choose to take
it on holiday or merely use it locally.

DAVIS & SANFORD TRAVERSE
TR553-P228 SUPER COMPACT TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 12.5” (30 cm)
Extended Height: 53” (134 cm)
Weight: 2.6 lbs (1.17 kg)
Maximum Load: 10 lbs (4.5 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Continuing on the theme of the best travel tripods with ridiculous
names, the Davis & Sanford Traverse TR553-P228 is our choice
for the best portable tripod for the majority of photographers
in 2018! (I say ‘majority’ since some photographers want ultraportable tripods such as the aforementioned Gorillapod.)
Davis & Sanford is made by Tiffen, whose name may be more
familiar to photographers. Tiffen produce bags among other
products, including several camera bags featured in the best
camera bags of 2018.
The main benefit of the Davis & Sanford Traverse TR553-P228 is
its unique ability to collapse to only a foot in length (roughly
30cm). It achieves this by inverting the tripod legs 180 degrees
so that the ball head is concealed within the legs.
For those who’ve never handled a travel tripod before, take it
from us that reaching this amount of compactness is an impressive
feat.
Weighing in at only 2.6 lbs (1.17 kg), the Davis & Sanford
Traverse TR553-P228 is firmly placed as a portable tripod for
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travelers, whilst still offering a more than adequate maximum
load of 10 lbs (4.5 kg).
To give you an idea of weight, a Nikon D500 with a heavy zoom
lens such as the Nikon 24-70mm f/2.8 weighs in at around 3.8
lbs (1.76 kg). Travelers will of course usually have an even lighter
set up that this.
The ballhead of the Davis & Sanford Traverse tripod features
a locking knob to control the ball movement and a separate
locking knob for the panning movement, which we found buttery
smooth in practice.
The ballhead also features a calibrated base and bubble level,
helping photographers achieve a precise set up.

The Davis & Sanford Traverse TR553-P228 remains small when collapsed but
can extend to a decent height too.
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The Arca-Swiss compatible release plate can be quickly
removed from the ballhead, and is lightweight and low profile,
perfect for cameras of all sizes.
The solid ballhead sits on top of 5-section aluminum legs which
have twist locks, allowing for quick adjustment to your preferred
height.
There are 3 different locking angles at which to stand the Davis
& Sanford Traverse TR553-P228. The 5-section aluminium legs
feature simple to operate twist locks, allowing for quick height
adjustments up to 53” (134 cm).

The solid ball head of the Davis & Sanford Traverse
features a bubble level and precision markings.

Lightweight tripods such as this one tend not to be as stable
as their heavier counterparts. That’s why the inclusion of a ballast
hook, allowing you to hang a weight (such as your camera
bag), is such a useful feature on the Davis & Sanford Traverse
TR553-P228.
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By adding more weight to the centre of the tripod, you can
maximise stability with heavy loads, on uneven ground, or in
windy conditions.
At around one hundred dollars, the Davis & Sanford Traverse
TR553-P228 is a high quality, remarkably compact travel tripod
that should suit most budgets.
If you’re not bothered by the relatively modest maximum height
when fully extended, this is a tripod that can fit in any traveler’s
backpack.
Whether you’re a professional or an amateur photographer,
it’s always important to be able to travel as efficiently as possible
(see here for other travel tips for photographers). If you really
must take a tripod with you to achieve a certain type of shot,
we’d always recommend choosing the smallest, lightest one that
you still feel comfortable using.
For its combination of affordability and compactness, the Davis
& Sanford Traverse TR553-P228 is a definite consideration for
the best travel tripod, and one that should be included on your
shortlist.

ZOMEI Z699C PORTABLE
CARBON TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 13.7” (35 cm)
Extended Height: 59.4” (151 cm)
Weight: 3.25 lbs (1.47 kg)
Maximum Load: 33 lbs (15 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Up until this point we’ve only been recommending aluminum
or plastic tripods for traveling photographers.
Even though carbon fiber is stronger, lighter and more durable,
its price usually puts it out of reach for most photographers.
The ZOMEI Z699C however, turns all that on its head.

The Zomei Z699C can be angled into multiple positions, allowing easier
macro, astrology, product or many other forms of fixed position photography.
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I’d usually not recommend a photography product made by
any of the lesser-known manufacturers, especially when it’s a
product that needs to support expensive camera gear.
However, after reading so many positive reviews of this
impressive little lightweight tripod (see over 130 of them here),
I knew I had to take a closer look to see what all the fuss was
about!

A lot of thought has gone into every design element of the Zomei Z699C travel
tripod, all the way down to its ballhead.

Dubious brand name aside, it’s hard not to be impressed by all
the ZOMEI Z699C has to offer.
Top of the list is the carbon fiber construction, offering more
durability and less weight than aluminum alloy, but at a surprisingly
affordable price (there’s currently a discount here at Amazon).
Measuring in at a traveling-photographer -friendly 13.7” (35
cm), the ZOMEI Z699C can be packed away easily in your carryon luggage, or simply in the included tripod bag if you prefer.
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Despite its relatively small folded footprint, the ZOMEI
Z699C can extend up to an impressive 59.4” (151 cm) – not an
ideal height for taller photographers, but still useful for most
situations.
The ballhead features precision markings around the
circumference for panoramic photography work, and a smooth
panning motion via an adjustable side knob.
The ballhead can be panned and tilted around its axis, and
release of the tripod plate is via another twistable knob.
A neat addition is the tiny spirit level, which ensures your
camera is set up perfectly flat. The humble spirit level is a hugely
underrated feature on tripods, and in my opinion it should be
present on all of them.
What’s really impressive about the ZOMEI Z699C is its carrying
capacity. Thanks to its carbon fiber construction, this lightweight

The Zomei Z699C travel tripod can be converted into a monopod, among a
long list of other useful features.
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tripod offers a maximum load of 33 lbs (15 kg), making it the
strongest in our roundup so it’s an ideal travel tripod for those
using a heavy DSLR plus wide angle lens for Canon or Nikon
type setup.
Most photographers are unlikely to reach even half of the
maximum load, with even the bulkiest regular dSLR + zoom set
up tipping the scales at far less than 15 kg.
Another trick up the sleeve of the ZOMEI Z699C is the ability
to use one of the tripod legs as a monopod (or an alpenstock if
you’re into hiking!)
Monopods are often misunderstood by photographers, but
they’re actually very useful, allowing some of the stability of a
tripod, as well as a lot more mobility.
The central column can be removed completely and flipped
upside down to provide an inverted tripod set up, perfect
for macro photographers.
Other minor but welcome details on the ZOMEI Z699C carbon
fiber tripod include gold accented leg joints, spong leg grips
and a hand strap that could double as a place to hang a weight,
to achieve a more stable shot.
It’s also worth noting that the carbon fiber used in the ZOMEI
Z699C features 8 layers of weaving, making for an incredibly
strong, lightweight traveler’s tripod.
For more than half the price of the ‘big-name’ carbon fiber
tripods on the market, it’s hard to ignore the ZOMEI Z699C.
They’ll always be photographers who refuse to trust any brand
they haven’t heard of (especially if it’s made in China!), but my
advice to them would be to look to the reviewsfor reassurance.
If you’re willing to try something new, the ZOMEI Z699C is
the most affordable way to get a carbon fiber lightweight travel
tripod into your backpack, and with an impressive feature set to
boot, this is one of the best value travel tripods we’ve ever seen.

SONY VCT-R100 LIGHTWEIGHT
COMPACT TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 13.9” (35 cm)
Extended Height: 39.37” (99 cm)
Weight: 1.8 lbs (816 g)
Maximum Load: 2.2 lbs (1 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

The Sony VCT-R100 is a lightweight compact tripod which has
sneaked into our best travel tripods of 2018 roundup.
At first glance it appears to be a tripod aimed at only the newest
amateurs, but upon closer inspection, it’s actually an almost ideal
backpacking tripod for photographers on a budget.
The first thing to note about the Sony VCT-R100 is that it has
somewhat limited usage applications when compared to the
other travel tripods in this post.
It seems to have been designed more for the newcomer
videographer, with its fixed position tripod legs and panhead
with lever.
However this doesn’t mean that it can’t be useful when used
as a travel tripod for photographers.
Sometimes simple is best, and when all you need is a tripod to
hold your camera steady, the Sony VCT-R100 does a great job of
that task, albeit only up to 1 kg.
This carry capacity limits the Sony VCT-R100 to mirrorless or
compact camera territory, or if you really need to use a dSLR
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you’d have to have to be using an entry level lightweight model
and lens (such as these best dslr cameras for under $500).
There are no bubble levels, reversible centre columns, spiked
feet or ballast hooks on the Sony VCT-R100, but instead you’re
met with complete simplicity.

The Sony VCT-R100 is a simple and popular tripod, often
available for bargain-basement prices.

After you’ve attached your camera to the 3-way pan/tilt head,
all you need to do is simply splay open the tripod legs to their
one fixed position, then open the 3 levers on each leg at the same
time to extend them to a maximum height of just under a metre.
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The lever style panhead allows for smooth panning shots for
video or long exposure sports photography, where you need to
follow the action without moving yourself.
Due to its simple design, the Sony VCT-R100 is the quickest
to go from collapsed to extended of all the travel tripods we
tested. There’s no fiddling around with levers, latches or twist
joints – you can pull open the legs to the braced position, then
release all three legs and have them locked in under 5 seconds.
For the traveling photographer who needs to set up shot as
quickly as possible, this tripod is ideal.
The Sony VCT-R100 weighs in at a lightweight 1.8 lbs (816 g),
due in most part to its modest extended height. Clearly it isn’t a
tripod that you’ll want to be using for extended periods unless
you don’t mind stooping down to 1m frequently. This is a travel
tripod designed to be deployed and retracted quickly.
The final feature to note about the Sony VCT-R100 compact
travel tripod is its price. At the time of writing, Amazon was
stocking it on sale for under $30 – you can click here to see if
this is still the case, but even at full price, it still comes in at under
$40 which is incredible!
It’s clear that the Sony VCT-R100 is aimed at a photographer
who only needs the most basic and affordable travel tripod, but
to that photographer, we think it is perfect.
As long as your camera set up is under 1kg in total weight, we
couldn’t find a simpler tripod that just does its job then packs
away in a flash.
If you want a no-nonsense, cheap travel tripod that can be
slung into your backpack and forgotten about, grab a Sony
VCT-R100 – you won’t regret it.

DOLICA AX620B100
PROLINE TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 22.5” (57 cm)
Extended Height: 60”(152 cm)
Weight: 2.5 lbs (1.1 kg)
Maximum Load: 13.2 lbs (5.9 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Continuing on with the best budget tripod options, this Dolica
AX620B100 is currently the most popular tripod on Amazon, with
an incredible 2,632 reviews at the time of writing!
Normally ‘budget tripod’ would be a no-no – after all, who in
their right mind would skimp on the cost of the very thing that
supports potentially thousands of dollars in camera gear?!
However with that said, there are exceptions to the rule, and
the Dolica AX620B100 Proline travel tripod is one of them.
In fact, the Dolica AX620B100 offers many features not normally
found on budget tripods, making it great value for money.
The foam padding on all 3 legs (most travel tripods only feature
padding on 2 legs) helps not only with grip, but also for when
you carry your tripod with camera attached over your shoulder.
I’ve seen a lot of photographers carry their tripod/camera in this
way, particularly if they expect to be shooting tripod-assisted
shots in multiple close locations.
The 4-section legs are quickly extendable with lever locks right
up to a decent height of 60″ (152 cm).
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If you’re placing the Dolica AX620B100 on softer surfaces such
as grass, a spike can be extended out from the rubber feet to aid
with grip.
The tripod legs can be fixed into 3 positions using the leg
adjustment locks, allowing the Dolica AX620B100 to sink down
to a minimum height with the central column down of 21.5″ (54
cm).
Other smaller details not normally found on a budget tripod
include two bubble levels, one on the ballhead and one on the
tripod leg, and even a miniature compass which may aid with
finding the direction of the sun during sunset for example.

The Dolica AX620B100 Proline travel tripod can be angled in multiple ways to
match the exact position of your subject.

The ballhead is slightly plasticky, but that of course does help
with the price and the weight of the Dolica AX620B100. However,
since it is removable, you’re welcome to invest in a more robust
ballhead if you prefer, although under normal usage we don’t
think this is necessary.
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In fact, if you read the reviews here about the durability of this
budget tripod, you’ll see that very few users have any complaints
in that respect.
Finally there’s a counter-weight hook on the central column
which allows you to hang a small bag on to the tripod to provide
an even more stable shot.
Also included is a good-looking carrying bag.
For a budget tripod that weighs just over a kilogram (13.2 lbs)
to be able to support almost 6kg (13.2 lb) is very impressive.
This puts the Dolica AX620B100 into the pro-body dSLR loadbearing category, meaning it’s an equally popular travel tripod
for professionals and amateurs alike.

The lightweight ballhead of the Dolica AX620B100 Proline Tripod.

There’s even a 5 year warranty with the Dolica AX620B100,
giving you the peace of mind that sometimes ‘budget’ doesn’t
equal poor quality.
If you want a stylish, well-built budget travel tripod with
professional features that’s priced for every photographer’s wallet,
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we’ve got to say that the Dolica AX620B100 Proline tripod is
one of the best travel tripods we’ve ever come across.
You’re getting a lot of features only normally seen on tripods
costing two or three times the price of the Dolica, and all packed
into a lightweight tripod body that’s guaranteed for 5 years –
what’s not to love?!

PEDCO ULTRAPOD II
LIGHTWEIGHT CAMERA TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Extended Height: 6” (15.2 cm)
Weight: 0.26 lbs (119 g)
Maximum Load: 6 lbs (2.7 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

It would be remiss of us not to talk more about the ultra-compact
tripod category in this roundup of the best travel tripods. After
all, not everyone needs a travel tripod that can extend up to eye
level.
The Pedco UltraPod II is an ultra-compact lightweight camera
tripod that can be thrown in your jacket pocket, only to be
removed and deployed in seconds whenever you need a stable
shot.
It can hold more than some of the budget tripods on this list,
with a maximum load of 6 lbs (2.7 kg), and is loved by both
amateur and professional photographers alike (check out the
hundreds of positive reviews of the Pedco here).
Sometimes referred to as a ‘desktop tripod’, the Pedco
UltraPod II is the ideal travel tripod for a photographer who
doesn’t want all the bulk of a full sized tripod.
It also provides much more flexibility than a regular tripod,
thanks to a unique ‘D-ring Velcro cinch strap’. This allows the
Pedco UltraPod II to be quickly and easily secured to posts, tree
branches, railings, frames or any other (thin) sturdy object.
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Similar to the Gorillapod line of tripods, this opens up a whole
world of possibilities, for both camera and lighting positioning.
One popular usage of the Pedco UltraPod II amongt wedding
photographers is to attach a flash to the base-plate, then to the
tripod, then place it up a tree to be remotely triggered via the
camera from a distance for a unique back-lit shot.

The D-Ring velcro closure of the Pedco UltraPod II offers
almost infinite positioning opportunities.

Due to its tiny stature, the Pedco UltraPod II is also perfect for
macro photography, allowing a stable shot at a height lower than
the other travel tripods in this roundup.
The ball and socket camera mount of the Pedco UltraPod II can
be adjusted to any angle via a twisting knob, and the universal
mounting screw (1/4″) fits the majority of cameras, camcorders
and video lights.
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Above all, being able to throw such a strong and lightweight
travel tripod into any sized camera bag allows you to pack simply
and move freely.
Weighing in at only o.26 lbs (119 g), the Pedco UltraPod II can
remain in your camera bag forever, rather than having to be packed
and unpacked only for shoots that require a stablised shot.

Stabilise your shot in a variety of places using the Pedco
UltraPod II Tabletop Camera Tripod.

As for build-quality, the Pedco UltraPod II is made from a
unique 30 percent glass-filled nylon resin frame with aluminum
threaded components and non-slip vinyl feet – all of this adds up
to a very robust little unit with a lifetime warranty. Yes, lifetime!
The best part about this impressive little desktop tripod is that
if you manage to catch it on sale, you can snap it up for under
20 bucks! Click here to check the current price, but even if you
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missed out, the regular price of $24.99 is sure to appeal to every
level of photographer.
This makes the Pedco UltraPod II the best cheap tripod
available in 2018 out of all those that are recommended by
multiple users.
In an industry where ‘cheap’ usually means ‘rubbish’, this
lightweight travel tripod is a breath of fresh air, and in our opinion
should be in everyone’s camera bag.

MANFROTTO MTPIXI-B
PIXI MINI TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Extended Height: 5.1” (13 cm)
Weight: 0.4 lbs (190 g)
Maximum Load: 2.2 lbs (1 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Still in this rather interesting class of mini tripods that are longer
when closed than they are when open (!), here’s a cute offering
from the hgely popular tripod manufacturer Manfrotto.
Whilst the aforementioned Pedco and Gorillapod may win
the battle for versatility, this Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI definitely
takes the title when it comes to original design.

The shape of the legs make the Manfrotto Pixi easier to grip.
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Just look at it! Available in four different colours, it almost
deserves to be in a design museum…
Beautiful curves and angles aside, the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B
PIXI is a simple mini tripod that can be customised to suit your
needs.

Even though there are tabletop tripods with more features on the
market, none look as good as the Manfrotto Pixi!

If you opt for the regular Pixi mini tripod which we’re reviewing
here, you’ll get the standard ballhead which can be locked and
released via a press of the Manfrotto logo’d button.
Featuring a standard 1/4″ screw, you can secure any camera/
lens combination up to 2.2 lbs (1 kg).
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The release button on the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI is suitably
stiff, and provides a quick (and fun!) way to quickly fine tune your
camera placement.
The legs can then be extended to their one position, with
rubber padded feet to aid with grip.
The shape of the legs of the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI have been
designed to make them easy (and a pleasure) to grip, allowing
you to use it as a handheld grip for smaller video cameras, for
example.
Other options in the Pixi mini tripod lineup include the Pixi
Xtreme with a GoPro type attachment, or the Pixi Smart with a
grip to fit most smart phones.
The Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI doesn’t offer the flexibility of the
other mini tripods on this list but we still decided to include it as
one of the best travel tripods for photographers who just require
something simple that works.
Where mini tripods with flexible jointed legs are excellent for
wrapping around objects, they fall short when you need them to

be perfectly aligned at zero degrees, since the legs need to be
extended precisely.
That’s where mini tripods such as the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B
PIXI come in, with their singular open position, giving you a flat
alignment every time.
Take a look at how a still-life commercial photographer uses
the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI, and you’ll quickly understand
how a tabletop tripod can be used more efficiently than simply
positioning a regular tripod close to a table.
If looks matter to you, and let’s face it, us photographers are a
visually-stimulated bunch, there really is no better looking mini
tripod than the Manfrotto MTPIXI-B PIXI.
We love the push button operation and the simplicity in design,
and for that reason, we whole-heartedly recommend these
attractive mini tripods.

AMAZONBASICS 60-INCH
LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD
Collapsed Height: 23.8” (60.5 cm)
Extended Height: 62” (158 cm)
Weight: 2.73 lbs (1.2 kg)
Maximum Load: 6.6 lbs (3 kg)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Don’t be fooled by this lightweight tripod’s ‘own-brand’ name
– it’s by far and away the most popular tripod on Amazon, if not
the most popular tripod everywhere this year.
Amazon has a habit of making affordably priced imitation
products, but differentiating them just enough to remain unique.
It seems like their design team borrows the best design elements
from all the leading products in a particular niche, then produces
their own bargain priced offering to beat the rest.
The simply named AmazonBasics Lightweight Tripod has at
the time of writing 5,674 user reviews, the majority of which are
raving about just how good value this travel tripod is!
Below is one user’s review that we just had to include – it is by
a man with no arms, highlighting the ease of use of this tripod
(as well as his dexterity with his feet!)
The AmazonBasics Lightweight Tripod‘s legs have one fixed
open position, held in place by a sliding brace which also serves
to stabilise the structure.
Tripod leg braces are more common on tripods for
videographers who traditionally have much heavier gear, but
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on a photographer’s tripod, they are still useful for additional
reinforcement and stability.
The lightweight legs extend via two leg locks which can be
easily opened at the same time, allowing the legs to literally fall
to their extended position.

Set up is extremely fast, going from collapsed to standing in
just a few seconds.
Extending the centre post via the crank arm brings
the AmazonBasics Lightweight Tripod to its full height of 62″
(158 cm).
There’s one bubble level above the legs to let you know when
the base is level, and another on top of the camera plate so you
can see when your camera is level.
The panhead features a longer panning arm than the other
travel tripods we tested, indicating that the AmazonBasics
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Lightweight Tripod is aimed more towards video shooters, or
perhaps those that use panning photography techniques regularly
(for panoramas or panned sports shots, etc.)
Aside from an included camera bag with no visible branding
(going ‘stealth’ is best when carrying photography equipment),
there really isn’t much more to be said about the AmazonBasics
Lightweight Tripod… other than its excellent price of less than
$25 (for the exact price, click here).
We included the AmazonBasics Lightweight Tripod in this
roundup of the best travel tripods of the year, due to its simplicity
of use, its value for money and its solid (albeit limited) features.
It just goes to show that it’s not always the big name brands
that rule the roost when it comes to 3rd party photography
accessories.

The AmazonBasics Lightweight Tripod features a long-handled
panhead for smoother panning.
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FINAL WORDS
As we’ve seen, there are a quite a few contenders of the best
travel tripods for photographers available on the market so far
in 2018.
Depending on your usage situations and travel limitations,
you should be able to find the best lightweight tripod for you,
without sacrificing quality.
Affordability is always a somewhat vague consideration, but all
the travel tripods reviewed above should be within the average
photographer’s budget.
One final word of advice – apart from the couple of cheap
tripods reviewed above, it’s generally advisable to avoid any
other tripod which seems too cheap to be true.
It’s almost a running joke between photographers that almost
everyone buys a cheap tripod initially, then spends a bit more
money on a ‘real’ tripod soon after! (If you’re looking for a bargain,
check out my selection of cheap photography gear that I do
recommend.)
Invest in one of these best travel tripods and be safe in the
knowledge that it will last your lifetime as a traveling photographer,
and do its duty of supporting your camera safely and steadily.
As always, if you have a recommendation for a great travel
tripod of your own, leave it in the comments and I’ll do my best
to review it… if it meets the standards of course ;-)
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f you’re researching the best mirrorless cameras, you’re
definitely not the only one. In 2018, mirrorless cameras are still
a very hot topic, and their popularity among everyone from
beginners to professional photographers is growing every day.
The advantages of mirrorless cameras over DSLRs are
undeniable, and each day another photographer somewhere in
the world is switching systems, or starting off their photography
journey with a mirrorless camera.

Mirrorless cameras offer the latest
technology in a compact package, at
competitive prices.
Features like the electronic view finder (EVF), the leaf shutter,
complete AF area coverage, in-camera stabilization, and other
state-of-the-art technology are huge benefits of mirrorless
cameras, and can make photography easier and more fun.
I’ve updated the roundup below with the latest and most
relevant mirrorless interchangeable lens camera (MILC) models
so you can decide which is the best mirrorless camera for you.
I’ve categorised this mirrorless camera comparison into various
photography genres and popular topics to help you find the best
camera for you.
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I’ve made sure to include camera options for a range of budgets,
to cater for beginners, amateurs and professional photographers.
There’s also a range of brands, and I recommend you to do
some additional research on the availability (and affordability)
of lenses before buying a mirrorless camera. You’ll notice that
I haven’t recommended a Nikon mirrorless camera or Canon
mirrorless camera here yet… let’s see what happens later in 2018
though.
Skip ahead to the relevant section to read my recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best mirrorless camera for all-round use
Best mirrorless camera under $1,000
Best mirrorless camera for Beginners
Best mirrorless camera for Travel Photography
Best mirrorless camera for Wedding Photography
Best mirrorless camera for Sports Photography
Best mirrorless camera for Portrait Photography

If you want more information on exactly what are mirrorless
camera systems, or why mirrorless camera systems might be right
for you, check out this post where I delve deep into the whole
dslr vs mirrorless debate.

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR ALL-ROUND USE
It’s difficult to decide on an absolute best mirrorless camera,
since all the ones listed in this round up are ‘the best’ in their
own ways. However, for those of you who are sick of reading
mirrorless camera reviews and just want to invest in a camera
body that will see you well for the next few years, whatever level
of photographer you are, this is a good place to start.
The best mirrorless camera for all-round use has to be easy
enough for a non-professional to use, but still offer pro-grade
features and image quality. It may not have all the bells and
whistles of the more niche mirrorless cameras mentioned below,
but should still possess enough technology to stand shoulders
above the best DSLRs on the market.
The best mirrorless camera also needs to be able to hold its
own in any situation, despite not being the absolute latest camera
on the market in 2018.

FUJIFILM X-T2
Megapixels: 24.3
Sensor Size: APS-C (23.6mm x 15.6mm)
Weight: 507g (17 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Let’s start off with a Fuji mirrorless camera that was the talk of
the photography world last year, and still will be here in 2018.
The Fujifilm X-T2 supports the same 24mp X-Trans III sensor
as found in another excellent all-round mirrorless camera by Fuji,
(see the Fujifilm X-Pro 2 review) – one which I’d be recommending
here if not for the X-T2’s slight advantages over it.
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Both have excellent image quality and an ISO range that
runs from 100-51,000. However, Fuji has shown us once again
that with each new camera release, there are also worthwhile
technological advances.
First we see a more advanced AF system in the Fujifilm X-T2,
featuring a 325-point hybrid contrast+phase detection autofocus
which is Fujifilm’s best yet.

Fujfilm X-T2 of motorsports photographer Andrew Hall

This combination allows rapid image capture at up to 8 framesper-second with full AF tracking or at up to 14 fps using the silent
electronic shutter, with accurate, fast tracking of subjects in all
modes.
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8 fps may not sound particularly impressive in this list of the best
mirrorless cameras, but it’s worth remembering that shooting 8
photos per second is more than enough for most photographers,
and definitely saves time when culling.
If you really need more speed like the motorsports photographer
above, you can expand the capabilities of the X-T2 with the vertical
power ‘booster’ grip, enabling faster shooting speeds of 11fps,

Fujifilm X-T2 sample JPEG | Jonas Rask

longer video recording times of up to 30 mins and a headphone
jack for audio monitoring.
Then there’s the actual shape of the Fujifilm X-T2, mimicking a
mini-DSLR, and lending itself more to prolonged camera-holding
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more so than some of the other best mirrorless cameras on this
list.
The Fujifilm X-T2 features improved handling to its predecessor
(see this Fujifilm X-T1 review), incorporating a larger grip, focus
lever joystick, locking dials, and raised buttons to ensure smooth
operation.
The weather-sealed body sports a 2.36m-dot OLED EVF with
a larger eyecup for comfortable composition and a base refresh
rate of 60 fps, boostable to 100 fps.
Dedicated physical dials and buttons are plentiful and logically
arranged, and the 3″ 1.62m-dot three-way tilting LCD screen
makes shooting at obscure angles much easier and more
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pleasurable. If you’ve never used a tilting screen to compose
and shoot, you’re really missing out – it’s by far my preferred way
to capture a candid image.
When used in combination with any of the lightweight
primes or smaller zooms (see the best Fuji lenses) , the Fujifilm
X-T2 becomes a perfectly balanced unit capable in any situation.
When recommending the best mirrorless camera for allround use, it’s important to choose a camera that is being used
professionally in a range of disciplines.
The Fujfilm X-T2 may not have the biggest sensor, best high
ISO, fastest frame rate, or widest AF area coverage, but it excels in
all arenas to the extent that it is used by all manner of professional
photographer (and many lucky amateurs too!)

Fujifilm X-T2 used by wedding photographer Joshua d’Hondt |
Note the number of batteries!

It’s small and light enough to be popular among wedding
photographers, fast enough to be used by sports photographers,
and offers high ISO performance and image quality to be suitable
for everyone in between.
As for its weaknesses, Fujfilm still hasn’t managed to match
the prolonged battery life of the latest Sony mirrorless cameras,
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meaning you’ll have to stock up on batteries, or invest in
the aforementioned battery grip.
Then there’s the high ISO – it’s definitely adequate for the
majority of situations, and many wedding photographers do fine
with it at dark venues, but the limitations of the APS-C sensor
means that it will always lose to a full frame mirrorless camera…
but then that’s to be expected at this price point.
The dynamic range contained in the RAW files is impressive
for an APS-C sensor, and unless you really need to recover blown
highlights or crushed shadows, it should be more than adequate.
Check out this Fuji X-T2 review for more examples of the dynamic
range.
Remember, I’m calling the Fujifilm X-T2 the best mirrorless
camera for all-round usage. It’s not a low-light monster, nor does
it offer ridiculous dynamic range, but it does well enough to
deliver pro-grade images at a price point that’s still in the budget
of most photographers.
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If you’re still not convinced whether this is the mirrorless camera
for you, just check out the video below for a bit of fun. ‘Weatherproofing’ means a lot of things in this industry, but rarely is it as
good as this…
The video above was the Fujifilm X-T2 with the excellent Fujifilm
23mm f/2 WR lens (the ‘WR’ stands for Weather Resistant) – it’s
worth noting that not all the Fujfilm lenses offer this.
Fujifilm will probably be dropping an update to the X-T2 this
year, and there’s a good chance I’ll need to update this post.
However, if a Fujifilm X-T3 is just around the corner, you can
bet it’ll be a lot more expensive than the current one, and it’ll
likely still be a similar sensor, on a similar body.
At this price, the Fujifilm X-T2 really is hard to beat for the
majority of photographers who need an excellent, multi-purpose
mirrorless camera. Keep reading this post if you want to, or save
yourself some time and snap one up now and don’t look back –
you definitely won’t regret it!

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
UNDER $1,000
Deciding on the best mirrorless camera under $1,000 isn’t an
easy task. There are several contenders in this category, which is
a great thing for photographers who are on a budget, or perhaps
are just dipping their toes into the wonderful world of mirrorless
cameras.

For under $1,000, you can get a
mirrorless camera which is far more
technologically advanced than any other
type of camera.
You’ll be able to take photographs in a way that’s simply not
possible with DSLRs, and you can take advantage of features
that’ll make the process of capturing a photo much easier.
There are a couple of other excellent mirrorless cameras
under $1,000 in 2018, and I’ve included them under the various
categories below. For now though, let’s check out the winner…

FUJIFILM X-T20
Megapixels: 24.3
Sensor Size: APS-C (23.6mm x 15.6mm)
Weight: 383g (13.5oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Fujifilm has a habit of releasing a pro body camera aimed
at working professionals, then several months later releasing a
smaller, more affordable model which shares many of the same
features. Fujifilm’s aim is to market to all level of photographer,
and what this means to us the consumer is that we have access
to excellent mirrorless cameras whatever our budget.
A few months after Fujifilm announced the Fujifilm X-T2
(reviewed here), it was inevitable that they would also announce a
smaller, lighter and more affordable version – the Fujifilm X-T20.
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(If you want to learn more about what one professional
photographer thought of this little camera, check out the Fuji
X-T20 review.)
Camera manufacturers must carefully decide what features to
exclude from these cheaper models of camera, ensuring that
they do not cannibalise sales of their flagship bodies.
Fortunately for us, the features that remain in the Fujifilm
X-T20 make it a very appealing purchasefor all level of
photographer.
Simply put, the Fujifilm X-T20 is a lot of XT-2 for a lot less
money, and in my opinion, it’s this year’s best mirrorless camera
under $1,000. (Incidentally, check you’ll struggle to get a
great mirrorless camera under $500, so investing around a grand
is a good decision.)
It’s amazing that this much technology can be packed into a
camera at this price – comparing it to a similarly priced DSLR
makes the DSLR look like a dinosaur!
Have a look at the promo video below for a quick overview of
what this amazing camera is capable of.
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Let’s start off with what’s similar between the X-T20 and the
X-T2. The most important similarity is the 24MP X-Trans CMOS III
sensor, which delivers gorgeous, vibrant, clean and crisp images
whether you shoot in RAW or JPEG.

Another welcome inclusion is the faster processor of the X-T2
on the Fujifilm X-T20, which means more responsive start up
times, autofocus speeds, shutter lag time and shot-to-shot time
– all in all, a large improvement on its predecessor the X-T10
which was no slouch by any means.
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Battery life on Fuji mirrorless cameras has always been a weak
point, but at least with the Fujifilm X-T20 you’ll get the same battery
as the X-T2, which is at this point the best that Fuji can offer.
You can expect around 350 shots per charge – a bit of a joke
when compared to dSLRs, but that’s what you need to expect

Fujifilm X-T20 unedited JPEG

when using a camera with an electronic viewfinder (EVF) and
other battery zapping technology.
The EVF is a huge advantage of mirrorless cameras over DSLRs,
and allows you to see the exact exposure of your scene before
you take the photo.
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This is a great time-saver, and helps photographers better
understand the effect of ISO, shutter speed and aperture on the
final exposure, (since changing each setting allows you to see
the outcome right away in the EVF – a huge benefit of mirrorless
cameras).

Fujifilm X-T20 + Fuji 35mm f/1.4R | Mark Maya

Perhaps the best feature of the Fujifilm X-T20 is its class-leading
autofocus, also borrowed from its big brother the X-T2. 325
selectable AF points is a massive increase from its predecessor
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(the X-T10 had 49), with the points covering the majority of the
frame.
In addition, continuous AF fine-tuning means that when paired
with a fast focusing Fuji lens (check out 8 amazing Fuji lenses here),
you’ll benefit from continuous autofocus on par with flagship
dSLRs costing 3x the price.
Touchscreens should be standard on all mirrorless cameras in
2018, and luckily the Fujifilm X-T20has one that won’t disappoint.
You can set the focus point and shoot just by touching the screen,
allowing for angles and moments that you may have missed
otherwise.
In terms of what’s missing from the Fujifilm X-T20 when
compared to the X-T2 (apart from the large price tag, of course!),
there are several differences that aren’t particularly relevant to
the average shooter (e.g. shallower buffer depth, customizeable
AF setting etc.)
Most of these differences revolve around the lack of an optional
battery grip for the Fujifilm X-T20, but it’s safe to assume that
only a small percentage of X-T2 users would actually invest in the
pricey grip anyway.
The Fujifilm X-T20 had to compromise a little with buttons and
dials due to its reduced size. There’s also no weather sealing, no
dual SD card slots and a smaller OLED viewfinder on the Fujifilm
X-T20when compared to the X-T2.
I think it’s safe to say that the ‘missing’ features of the Fujifilm
X-T20 from its big brother are insignificant for 90% of
photographers, who’ll instead jump at the chance of a camera
costing half the price of the flagship X-T2 whilst still featuring
the majority of the features and functionality that truly matter.
Make no mistake – the Fujifilm X-T20 is an absolute bargain of
a mirrorless camera and a great balance of size to pro-grade
performance. I even went as far as naming the Fuji one of the best
travel cameras, and I think it well deserves its title as the best
mirrorless camera under $1000.
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Best of all, you can pick up the Fujifilm X-T20 in a selection of
competitively priced kits – my recommendation is this Fujifilm
X-T20 + 18-55mm f/2.8-4 OIS lens kit for those who want a great
all-round set up for most situations. Then I’d recommend a fast
prime lens, like the ones recommended here.
If you want the body only, click the below for the latest price
and select between an all black body or silver/black.

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR BEGINNERS
Mirrorless cameras are an excellent choice for beginners. If a
friend asks me what type of camera to get, my answer is almost
always “buy a mirrorless camera!” Bang for buck, you simply can’t
get a camera that has so much useful technology and features
crammed into it for such affordable prices.
The criteria I used for the best mirrorless camera for beginners
were as follows: 1) price – both of body and subsequent lenses;
2) features – that are specifically useful for beginners; 3) ease of
use.
My personal preference is still a DSLR for professional use, but
you just can’t beat mirrorless cameras for beginner photographers.

SONY A6000
Megapixels: 24.3
Sensor Size: APS-C (23.6mm x 15.6mm)
Weight: 468g (16.5oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

You may be wondering why I’m recommending a camera
released in 2014 as the best mirrorless camera for beginners.
There are several newer models than the Sony A6000, but
the fact remains – the Sony A6000 is the best-selling mirrorless
camera of all time… and that fact doesn’t look like it’ll change
anytime soon.
I spent a month shooting with the Sony a6000 earlier this year
– you can see my full review here.
The price of the a6000 has fallen considerably since its launch,
making it an excellent choice for beginners. Other camera brands
are still struggling to offer a mirrorless camera with similar features
for such an affordable price (check the latest price here).
Sony got rid of the more familiar ‘NEX’ branding with the launch
of the Sony A6000, and with it, marked a new era in its APS-C
format of affordable, capable mirrorless cameras which can fit in
your coat pocket.
I’m currently writing a full review of the Sony A6000 which I’ll
be releasing on Shotkit soon, but suffice to say, I love this little
camera, and don’t hesitate in recommending it to both beginners
and more experienced photographers who want a great quality
camera at an amazing price.
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Another bonus is that Sony lenses are typically cheaper than
comparable Fujifilm lenses, which is another plus for a beginner.
The 16-50mm lens that comes with this bundle is great value
for money, or you can check out my list of the best lenses for the
Sony A6000 if you want really want to make the most of what this
camera is capable of.

Sony a6000 of adventure photographer Chris Burkard

One of the best features of the Sony A6000 for beginners is
the advanced 179-point Hybrid autofocus system that covers
92% of the frame – coupled with machine-gun like 11 framesper-second and impressive continuous auto-focus tracking, it’s
pretty hard to miss a shot with this camera!
Due to the small size of most mirrorless cameras, selecting
focus points with small buttons can be a little fiddly, especially
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if you have large hands like I do. Thankfully, with the incredible
auto-focus of the Sony A6000, you can rely completely on the
camera selecting, locking on, and shooting your subject (several
times) in a millisecond.
Beginners tend to compose photos with the subject in the
dead-centre of the frame, which is perfectly fine of course. After a
while though, it’s fun to experiment with off-centre compositions
(e.g. rule of thirds), and having focus points that extend the
edges of the frame is really useful. There’s no DSLR that can offer
anything close to this kind of coverage.
Beginners will often only have had photography experience
using their smart phones. The latest phones can take amazing
photos, so it stands to reason that a mirrorless camera needs to
have much better image quality than a phone to be worthy of
being used. Thankfully, the image quality of the Sony A6000 is
very impressive indeed.
The 24.3 megapixel Sony sensor delivers impressive dynamic
range, especially for an APS-C sensor camera. If you’re a beginner
photographer reading this, dynamic range refers to the variation
from the brightest to the darkest areas of a photo – in general,
the more range that’s recorded, the more life-like the scene.
Beginners will tend to prefer to stick to JPEG format photos for
simplicity (no need to edit them on the computer). The JPEGs out
of the Sony A6000 are great, with realistic colours and accurate
white balance. They’re also sharp, but not to the point of looking
‘crispy’, which is the case with some smart phone images.
As beginners progress and want to experiment with the
flexibility of the RAW format, the broad dynamic range allows
for some fun in Lightroom, recovering highlights and shadows,
or simply giving more ‘punch’ to an image.
Another reason I’m naming the Sony A6000 the best mirrorless
camera for beginners is its ergonomics, or more specifically, its
dials.
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One of my peeves with entry level DSLRs is the lack of a
second dial for adjustments. The Sony A6000 on the other hand
features 3 dials – one on the top to select camera mode; another
to change settings; and a final one on the back to adjust other
settings – much like pro-grade Canon DSLRs.
This is great for beginners who have access to every automatic
and manual setting with a twist of a dial, as opposed to holding
a button and rotating a dial (like on most cheap cameras), or
digging around in menus. Muscle-memory comes much quicker
with dedicated dials, allowing you to focus on the moment rather
than on the tool.

Sony a6000 sample JPEG | Eduardo Teixeira de Sousa
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Sony a6000 sample JPEG | Eduardo Teixeira de Sousa

Another thing I love about the Sony A6000 is the 3″ tilting LCD
screen, which really opens the door to creativity (not to mention
saving your back/neck!)
As for the main annoyance I have with this camera, or rather
most Sony mirrorless cameras in general, the menu system is
rather convoluted. This is in part due to the sheer number of
customization options available, which is rather overwhelming at
first.
However, once you’ve spent some time setting up the Sony
A6000, there’s really no need to keep accessing the menu,
especially since all the main functions are accessible via the
physical buttons and dials.
If you’re a beginner photographer, or simply someone who
wants a great value for money camera packed with the latest
technology, the Sony A6000 is really hard to beat. I recommend
going for this camera+lens bundle to start with, then investing in
one of these fast prime lenses as you progress as a photographer.

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR TRAVEL
Choosing the best mirrorless camera for travel was another
tricky one. I could actually recommend most mirrorless cameras
for travel photography, simply because they are smaller and
lighter than other types of camera.
I’ve written a post on the best camera for travel in the past, but
my recommendations there included fixed lens cameras. However,
it’s also important to remember that for some photographers,
the flexibility of mirrorless interchangeable lens cameras (MILCs)
lends itself more to traveling, providing more creative options
than one fixed lens.
My criteria for selecting the best mirrorless camera for travel
were: 1) price – including lenses; 2) features – those useful
when traveling; 3) build – dust/weather resistance; 4) Speed –
particularly AF.

OLYMPUS OM-D E-M5 MARK II
Megapixels: 16
Sensor Size: Micro Four Thirds (17.3 x 13 mm)
Weight: 469g (16.5oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Mirrorless cameras use one of four sensor sizes: micro four
thirds (MFT), APS-C, full frame or medium format. Traditionally,
the larger the sensor, the more expensive the camera, and the
better the image quality, especially in low light. There are also
differences in depth of field too.
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While this is still more or less true, unless your job relies heavily
on getting the cleanest images at night, or the largest image
files, you don’t need to base your camera buying choice off
sensor size.
A couple of years ago I took an Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark
II on a family holiday around Europe. Several professional

Olympus OMD EM5 Mark II JPEG Sample

photographers had recommended it to me as the best mirrorless
camera for travel, so I was keen to put it to the test (see my full
review here).
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Unless I was shooting in very low light, I didn’t ever notice that
I was using a mirrorless camera with a sensor half the size of my
normal DSLR. Images were clear, sharp, contrasty and vivid.
Pairing the Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II with the
amazing Olympus M.Zuiko 17mm f/1.8 lens(which gives an
equivalent 35mm field of view) is an unbeatable combination.

The articulating, touch screen on the Olympus OMD EM5
Mark II makes shooting child’s play!

The f/1.8 delivers creamy bokeh and decent low light
performance, helping to ease the limitations of high ISO on an
MFT camera.
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Aside from great image quality, there were several features
that make the Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II the best mirrorless
camera for travel in my eyes.
First and foremost, the blazing fast auto-focus combined
with an articulated LCD touch screen is perfect for capturing all
manner of candid travel photos.
Being able to touch anywhere on the screen to focus and shoot
in a split second is revolutionary, and makes getting the shot
whilst traveling discreet, simple and fun.
Some other mirrorless cameras offer this ‘touch-to-shoot’
feature, but none operate as fast as the Olympus OM-D E-M5
Mark II. The auto-focus in good light is even quicker than
DSLRs I’ve used costing 4x the price!
Then there’s the weather-proofing, that makes the camera
body and lenses dust and splash-proof – obviously a huge plus
for travel photography, where you’re likely to be caught out in
adverse weather conditions with your camera.
The Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II also offers 5-axis in-body
image stabilization, which allows you to shoot handheld at much
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slower shutter speeds, reducing the need to raise the ISO too
high while shooting in low light. It also gives a unique, steadycamlike quality to video footage.
Imagine if you’re traveling and come across a scene that’s so
amazing you plan to print it large out for a wall at home.
The 16 mega pixels of the Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II i could
potentially be insufficient, but thanks to the unique sensor shifting
technology in High Res mode, you can capture a 40 mega pixel
image! (Download a large sample file here).
Camera size/weight is another important consideration when
choosing a mirrorless camera for travel, and consequently, the
availability of lightweight, affordable lenses to match.

Olympus OMD EM5 Mark II sample JPEG | shooting from the
hip for candid, discreet travel photos is easy
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The Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II offers great ergonomics
in a compact body – not too small to make it fiddly, but still
light enough to have hanging on your wrist or neck all day whilst
traveling. The lens selection is also excellent, and there are several
that complement this camera perfectly.
It’s rare for small mirrorless cameras to offer physical buttons
and dials for all the major camera functions, but this is another
area where the Olympus OM-D E-M5 Mark II really shines.

DSLR shooters in particular will love
the front and rear dials on this compact
mirrorless Olympus, which mimic Nikon
pro-grade DSLRs.
With travel photography where getting the shot quickly and
intuitively is important, you can shoot in aperture priority and
auto-ISO, then set the front dial to aperture, the rear dial to
exposure compensation, and have a great base to cover 99% of
situations.
If you’re looking for an interchangeable lens travel camera
that won’t get in your way on holiday, the Olympus OM-D E-M5
Mark II is hard to beat. Take my advice and invest in the M.Zuiko
17mm lens as well to make the most othis impressive camera’s
capabilities.

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
The technical requirements of cameras for wedding
photographers are more extreme than your average shooter.
Clear, high quality images need to be captured in rapid succession,
often in poor light, so the demands on finding the best mirrorless
camera for wedding photography are quite unique.
Full frame sensors have a distinct advantage over APS-C for
wedding photography, most notably at high ISOs. Currently only
Sony are producing full frame mirrorless cameras, so our choice
is rather limited.
If you’re a wedding photographer that doesn’t rely heavily on
high ISOs, Fujifilm APS-C mirrorless cameras are also a very good
alternative, at much lower prices.
If you check out this post on popular camera gear for wedding
photography , you’ll notice a distinct lack of mirrorless cameras.
However, I’m confident this will change in 2018.

SONY A7R III
Megapixels: 42.4
Sensor Size: Full Frame (35mm)
Weight: 657g (23.8 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

Its predecessor was a popular mirrorless camera for wedding
photography, so it’s only natural that Sony a7R III take its spot as
the new king.
The Sony a7R III takes the same compact, robust, imagestabilized, weatherproofed, lightweight body that made it ideal
for a whole day of wedding shooting and improves on the features
wedding photographers rely on most heavily – high ISO, high
speed AF and wide dynamic range.
Then there’s the real nail in the coffin for the Mark II – the
addition of an extra memory card slot on the Sony a7R III, allowing
for real-time card backups which are so essential for wedding
photography.
Sony is famous for producing world-class sensors, which are also
found in other manufacturer’s flagship cameras. The 42.5 mega
pixel BSI-CMOS sensor with updated Bionz X processor produces
contrasty, rich images with incredible detail and improved
dynamic range – now even morehighlights and shadows can be
recovered from RAW files than with the Mark II.
42.5 mega pixel files at 10 fps will mean you’ll have to
choose what memory card to use wisely, but the ability to crop
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Sony a7RII used by Emin Kuliyev

the huge photos with minimal loss in quality is another big bonus
for wedding photographers.
As for the auto-focus, the Sony a7R III offers an incredible 399
phase-detection and 425 contrast-detection AF points (up from
25 on the Mark II), meaning that missed shots on a wedding day
are a thing of the past.
When the light starts to drop during the wedding reception,
the enhanced Fast Hybrid AF is up to twice as fast as the Mark
II… which was no slouch by any means.
The combination of lightning fast AF and Eye detection/tracking
even in low light gives Sony a7R IIIwedding photographers
a distinct advantage, meaning more in-focus photos and less
need to manually move the AF point during high-stress situations.
Then there’s the combination of high ISO (up to 32,000) and
5-axis image stabilization, making capturing clean, sharp images
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in low-light even easier. Whilst some DLSR lenses may offer
stabilization, in-camera image stabilization is a lot more effective,
and is a benefit unique to mirrorless cameras.
Another huge benefit of the Sony a7R III over its predecessor
for wedding photographers is the improved battery life (650 vs
290 shots per charge), meaning you’ll need to spend less on
spare batteries.

The Sony a7R III offers the best battery
life out of any mirrorless camera in 2018,
and paves the way for the future of
technology in this field.

Sony A7 II sample JPEG taken from a video file – Emin Kuliyev
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We haven’t talked about shooting video since this is a post
on the best mirrorless cameras for stills photographers, but it’s
worth mentioning here that cameras such as the Sony a7R III that
offer incredible 4K video capture allow wedding photographers
to use ‘stills’ from the video file as if a photo was shot.
Using this technique regularly may not create an ideal post
production workflow, but it certainly offers significantly more
creative options, and can be ideal as part of a hybrid stills/video
wedding photography package.
One thing I’ve started doing at weddings recently is transferring
images from my camera to my phone for Instagram loads, or
to print out using my Fuji SP-1 mini printer. With the addition
of Bluetooth and NFC on the Sony a7R III, this gives wedding
photographers another way to add value to their service.
I’ll be publishing a full review on the Sony a7R III for wedding
photography soon on Shotkit, but in the mean time, all you need
to know is this:

The Sony a7R III is simply the best
mirrorless camera for wedding
photography in 2018.
Fujifilm may still have the edge with its fuller lens lineup, but
Sony is fast catching up with its excellent G-Master lens selection,
and the full frame advantage of the Sony a7R III over Fuji’s APS-C
offerings is undeniable for wedding photographers who need to
shoot in low light, or want to take advantage of extremely shallow
depth of field.
Yes, you can shoot a wedding with almost any camera, but
using a camera which makes the job easier makes the most sense.
The bottom line is, with the Sony a7R III, shooting a wedding is
made easier than ever before.

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHY
SONY A9
Megapixels: 24.2
Sensor Size: Full Frame (35mm)
Weight: 673 g (23.7 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

It’s hard to keep up with Sony mirrorless camera releases as they
seem to be so damn frequent! Their product catalogue is pretty
confusing, with multiple cameras with similar names and functionality.
However, all you need to know in 2018 is that there’s a new king on
the block for sports photography, and it’s called the Sony a9.
You can find a more in-depth review of the Sony a9 elsewhere
on the site, but to cut a long story short, the performance of
the Sony a9 is nothing short of breathtaking.
Let’s start with the elephant in the room – the Sony a9 is not a
cheap mirrorless camera! Alike the flagship DSLR cameras meant
for professionals with very specific needs, the Sony a9 is priced for
a small demographic of photographers. Click here to see the latest
price, but don’t expect much change from 4 and a half big ones…
So what are you getting for your money? Well, according to
Sony, the a9 is the world’s first blackout free continuous shooting
camera with speeds up to an incredible 20fps.
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Sony a9 + Sony 28mm f/2 JPEG sample | Capturing fast moving sports is
much easier with the incredible AF performance | Roberto Panciatici

Combined with a frankly ridiculous buffer of over 241
consecutive RAW images, it’s easy to see why the Sony a9 is the
best mirrorless camera for sports photography.
The Sony a9 also offers 2 memory card slots, meaning that you
can shoot and backup in camera. Since sports photographers
often need to fire off multiple images at once, it’s good not to
be hampered by enormous file sizes – 24.2 mega pixel is a good
median, offering manageable files but preserving the ability to
crop, or enlarge as necessary.
The stacked CMOS sensor provides amazing image quality even
at high ISOs, which is great when shooting sports photography
outdoors in low light, or indoor arenas which are typically poorly lit.
You can also expect recovery from +/- 3 stops of over/under
exposure in post processing, such are the dynamic range
capabilities of the camera.
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Being a mirrorless camera, the Sony a9 also benefits of course
from small size/weight, despite its robust magnesium alloy body
which is dust and moisture resistant.
As well as many other genuinely useful features including widely
customizeable physical buttons and integrated menus, a tilting
LCD screen, ethernet port for FTP file transfer, a silent shutter,
and more, it’s the class-leading auto focus on the Sony a9 which
is truly a game-changer.
Previously, auto focus this good on a camera was reserved for
expensive, heavy and cumbersome flagship dSLR bodies such as
the Nikon D5.

Sony a9 used by Collard Studios
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Sony a9 vs Nikon D5 | Expensive cameras, but the a9 brings more bang for
your buck | Roberto Panciatici

With the release of the Sony a9, the whole ‘Sony mirrorless
camera vs DLR’ debate has been put to bed for good. Just check
out the comparison below:
With a combination of AF-C and the Eye Sensor mode, the
Sony a9 can find, lock on and track any subject with magical
precision. Missed shots are a thing of the past.
Another impressive feature of the Sony a9 include the fully
electronic, high-speed, anti-distortion shutter that can achieve
speeds as high as 1/32,000 sec. This allows photographers to
use lenses with larger apertures even in the harshest of midday
sun, opening the doors to creative control.
Whilst even the best mirrorless cameras suffer from poor battery
life, the Sony a9 manages to power on through an entire sporting
event with the most impressive battery life of any mirrorless
camera in 2018. This means less money spent on batteries, and
less shots missed due to battery changes.
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Shooting video in 4k with the Sony a9 also gives you the
possibility of extracting photo stills in post, providing almost
limitless creative options for sports photographers. Imagine
shooting video of a running race for example, then extracting
whatever still image you want during post production, as if you
shot it as a still image in the first place!

Sony a9 sample JPEG | Collard Studios

With the release of the a9, Sony has shown the world their
intentions with the mirrorless camera format. Take a close look at
the sports photographers at the next Olympics – the stands will
still be dominated by white Canon lenses, but it’s safe to predict
some Sony glass attached to a9’s there too!

BEST MIRRORLESS CAMERA
FOR PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
Let’s get one thing straight from the outset – any camera can
be great for portrait photography in the right hands. A skillful
photographer and good lighting can produce amazing results
even the cheapest camera.
However, when discussing the best mirrorless camera for
portrait photography, let’s assume that we’re trying to produce
the absolute best image quality each and every time the shutter
is pressed. Portrait photographers often shoot in studios with
controlled lighting, and every pixel needs to be accounted for,
meaning the bigger the file the better… and this means medium
format.
At the high end of portrait photography, there are currently
only a couple of medium format mirrorless cameras to choose
from. Here’s my recommendation of the best.

HASSELBLAD X1D 50C
Megapixels: 50
Sensor Size: Medium Format (44 x 33 mm)
Weight: 725g (25.6 oz)
Price: Click here for the latest price

If you’ve made it this far down the list of the best mirrorless
cameras in 2018, you’ve obviously got money to burn! Make
no mistake, the Hasselblad X1D 50c is the absolute Rolls Royce
of mirrorless cameras, and by far the best mirrorless camera for
portrait photography available today.
Let’s ignore the price for one moment and have a think about
what we’re talking about here – it’s a digital camera with a worldclass sensor that’s almost twice the size of a full frame (35mm)
camera, in a smaller, lighter package than most flagship DSLRs.
The Hasselblad X1D 50c only really has one competitor, and
that’s the other mirrorless medium format camera, the Fujfilm
GFX 50S. It’s cheaper, has an expanding range of more affordable
lenses, and is also an astounding mirrorless camera for portraits,
but the Hasselblad X1D 50c is simply a better camera.
If you want to read more about why, check out this Hasselblad
X1D review by a portrait photographer who’s handled all the
highest resolution mirrorless cameras.
We shouldn’t really be judging a camera on its looks, but it’s
hard to ignore the sheer beauty of this Hasselblad. For a camera
that’s packed with so much technology, its minimalist aluminium
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Hasselblad X1D 50c sample JPEG | Rick Birt

body (handmade in Sweden no less) is a pleasure to hold, and
the few buttons and dials that it does have feel incredible.
The Hasselblad X1D 50c with a lens attached is roughly the
same size and weight of a pro-grade DSLR + prime lens, so it’s
easy to forget that you’re shooting a medium format camera, and
leave you wanting more from the shooting performance initially
at least.
The auto focus is similar to an entry-level DSLR – not fast, but not
too slow either. Following the most recent firmware update, you
can now use the touchscreen rear LCD to move the focus point by
dragging your finger around it, which feels intuitive and fast.
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Unlike most of the other mirrorless cameras in this list, the menu
system of the Hasselblad X1D 50c is very simple to use. This is
partly due to the fact that there really aren’t that many features
of the camera – this is a mirrorless camera that’s been built to do
one thing and to do it really well – take incredible images.
The image quality is simply breathtaking – sharp, detailed, righ,
contrasty, smooth – basically every adjective associated with the
world’s best digital image out of a mirrorless camera!
The 50 mega pixel CMOS sensor produces realistic skin tones
that simply can’t be matched. The enormous dynamic range
offers smooth, noise free gradiation from light to dark tones
which surpass a digital image, reminiscent of a film medium
format camera.
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Hasselblad X1D 50c sample JPEG | Rick Birt

The Hasselblad X1D 50c is the best mirrorless camera for
portrait photographers bar none. If you can afford it and can take
advantage of its resolution and image quality in your work, it’s
actually great value for money when compared to other medium
format cameras.
Just remember that the price is for the body only, and you may
have to keep selling off your vital organs to pay for the Hasselblad
XCD lenses too ;-)

FINAL WORDS
I’ll be adding to this list of the best mirrorless cameras as
the year progresses, but only if appropriate – the latest model
of mirrorless camera doesn’t necessarily mean it’s worthy of a
mention here.
On that note, I should also mention that there are many other
great mirrorless cameras both new and old that didn’t make
it here for whatever reason. Even though I’ve tried to pigeonhole each camera into a specific genre, the truth is, mirrorless
cameras are so versatile that they can be used for a wide range
of situations.
One thing’s for sure – 2018 will see a huge rise in the number
of mirrorless camera sales, with everyone from amateurs to
professionals either making the switch, or investing in mirrorless
as their camera of choice.
Let me know in the comments if you think I’ve missed out any
mirrorless camera. Happy shooting!
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